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TK'J'RODUCED .TUNE 28. 1984 

By Senaton LIPlIAX, STOCKA1AX and LYNCH 

Referred fo t'ommitteP on State Government, Federal and 

Interstate Relations and Veterans Affairs 

..\?-' .clC'I concer11i111,r housing, alll"Pdinf!' P. L.1968, c. 49, and makiL:..: 

an appropriation. 

Br: IT ENACTED by the SP11aie and Ge11Mal As.~embl:11 of 1;,., Star, 

of New Jersey: 

L (New section\ This act shall be !mown and may he cited as the 

''Fair H~using Act." 

2. (Kew sectiou) The Legislature finrls that: 

a. The New Jersey SuprPme Court, through it~ rulinir~ill Sn,;1/i 

. Burliugton County NAArP /.. :llounf Laurel, 67 X .• J. 151 (197::,; 

and South BUdingto11 County XL4.Cf v. Mount La.u.rel, !):.;.X .. J. J:iS 

(19S:~). has determi11ed that PYery municipality i)1 a growth area 

has a constitutio11a! obligation to provide a realistic opportunih 

for a fair shate of its region's present and prospPchve needs for 

housing for low anrl moderate· income families. 

b. In the st•c•m:d Mount Laurel ruling, the Supreme Court seated 

that the rletPrmination of the methods for satisfying this constitu

tional obligation "is better left to the Legislature." that the. court 

has "always prefnred le.!:dslatiw to judicial action in their firld;'' 

and that the judicial role in. upholding the Mount I.nurel clol'trine 

· "could .deereaEe as a result of legislative and executive actior.": 

c. The interest of. all citizens, including low and modern te b1come 

families in need of affordable housing; would be best served by a 

comprehensiYe planning and implementatioi:i response tn thi~ "m'" 

stitutional obligation: 
EXPLANATION-Matter eacloaecl in bold-faeed braeket1 [1hu1] in 1hr uboi·~ bill 

i1 nol. enacled and. i• inu,nded to be omitted In 1be law, 
· Mauer printed in italic• ~hv.s i1 new· ~tter. 
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19 d. There ire a mu:1ber of essential ingredie1it~ to a comprP-

20 hensive pla1rniug and implementation response, includ1ug the 

21 establislLIDent of a. State,.-ide fafr siiare housing guideline:; a1,d 

22 standards, the determination of fair sl1a:re at the 111uuicipal le\-el 

23 and the preparatiouof a iuwucipal housing element State rt!,;iew 

24 of the local fair slµi:re study and housing element, and a contimling 

25 source of State funding for low aud moderate income housiuµ. to 
26 replace the federal housing subsidy programs whirl1 lmn! been 

2i almost completely eliminated; 

28 .e. The State CW! 111aximize the min1ber of low an<l moderatP 

29 income Jlllits provided in Xew Jersey by allo,,·iJrg its mul!icipalitie,-
. -. ' ' ' . 

30 to arlopt six-year phasing schedules for meeti~g tlieir fair. share, 

31 so lou;ras the municipalities permit t1,e inunediate construction or 
32 a substantial amount of tl1e fair share. and so long as the Leghln° 

33 lure. funds a housin!! subsidy program for each year or the pha:siii.~ 

;;4 schedule, 

3. (New section) ,-\.s used in this.act: 
9 a. "Affordable housing'' mea11s ltousin~ for which a hou~eholJ i, 

3 not rNJUired to pay more than 2'.~ft: of it~ /!TOSS household inrnnw 

4 for principal. interest. taxes. insnrarice aml horneowners fees ur i,01 

5 more tha11 30% of its .!\Toss household income: for re1it ·a,;,l utiliti.,~. 

6 b. "Council'' means the" Council 011 Affordal,le Housini.?: .... ~ta;,_ 

7 lished in this act. 

8 c. "Low income housing" mfians housing afforrlal.J<, to; a.frrl 

9 occupied by. households with a gross ]lousellil;d incom<' equal l!i 

10 50% or less of the median ::-ross hciu!leholdi11come for househcld, 

11 of the same size within the region i11 which the housing i~ · 1ocatecl. 

12 d, "Moderate income housing"' means ho11siri!! affordable to .. and 

13 occupied by, households "ith a irross household iucom<· equal to 

14 more than 50% but less. than 80% of the median gros~ hous<,hold 

15 income for households of the .same size within the ri>.!!:io1i in "'hich 

16 the housing is located. 

17 e. "Region" means the general area "'hich constitutes the housin!!; 

18 market area of which a 11IUnicipality is a :part. 

19 f. "Resolution of participation" means a r<.'sol11tio11 adopted b>· ~ 

20 municipality in which the municipality chooses to prepare a fair 

21 share study and housing element in accordance "iththis a<>t. 

22 g. ''lnclusionary. development" means a residential housing 

23 development.in which at least 207c of thehousini units are low.and 

24 mode.rate income housing. 

· 1 4. a. (New section} There is established in, but not of, the Depart-

2 ment of Communitr. Affairs a Cpunciloii Affordable Housing to 

3 consist of seven inembers appointed by the Governor with the 
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4 advice and .. consent of the Senate;o.f.whom t\'.'0 r.halLreprisent the 

· 5 interests of municipal govPrnmcnt. two shall reprei,ent the interests 

6 of households in need· of lo\\· aud moderate housing and who shall 

7 haYe an expertise iu land .use practices and housing issues, and 

8 three shall represent .the public interest, of whom one may be· a 

9 State officiaL Not more than four of the seven shall be me1ubers of 

10 the same political party. 

11 b. The members shall serve for tc>rms of six years, except that of 

12 the members first appointed, two shall serve for terms of four years, 

13 two for terms of five. years. and three for tem1s of six years, aHd 

14 except that any State official shall serve only while the official 

15 coi1tinues to hold the office held at the time of appoiutment. All 

16 members shall serve until their respPctive success.ors.,are appointed 

17 and shali i,an qualified. Yacancies shall be £Heel iu the sa1ub 

18 maui.er as the originai appointment. but for .the rc1,tai11d;.-r ill Ill•' 

19 UJH,xp1reu H!llii oniy. 

20 e. ThP members shall be compensated, except for any l:ita,·.-

21 ofhcial, at the rute> 0i $1:'JG.00 for each·.six-lrour day. 0r .. prnratt>d por-

22 tioJJ thel't>ui , or more or lt>ss ti,an six h_ours. spent 1~ ·atte>Hdauce a' 

23 nu,Hing~ a1,d consultations aud all ri.1emi>ers :shall "be. eligible for· 

24 reimhm·seu11,1a ior uecessary expeHses ii1currerl i11 eonnectio;, witli 

25 the discharg·e of, their duties. 

26 d. The lro,·.ernor shall designate a 1,1ember to ~t>rve as enairma1, 

:;: , throughout the rnerni,er's term of olfo:e •. an<l u11til Hi~ buc·cessor shal] 

~:- ha,·.- l1ee1J appointed .aud qualified. 

:!II "· .-\J!Y member· may he removed from: office. for miscouduct in 
,· - . 

30 office, willful neglect of duty, or other conducf~videuciug· unfimess 

31 . for the office, or for inc0Ii1pete11ce, .• -\. proceeding for remoYal ma:-· 

32 he iustituted h:-· tl1e Attorney. General in the Superior Court. · s\ 

H:1 lllPlllber or employee of the council shall automatically forefit his 

:-l4 office or employment upon c01n-ictioll of any crime. A11y ll!Plllber or 

35 employee of the council shall be subject to the duty to appear a11cl 

36 testify and to removal from his office or employmeut in accordauce 

:li "ith the proYisions of F. L. 1970, c. 72 (C. 2A:Sl-17.2a et seq.). 

1 5. a; (Nev. section) The council may establish, aud from time 

2 to tin1e alter. !'Uch plan of orga11izatio11 as it ma~· deem expedient. 

3 and ma:· incur expenses v.ithit1 the limits of funds available to it. 

4 b. The .cou11cil shall elect annually by a :tnajority of its. memlierE 

5 one of its members. other than the chairman, to serve as vice-

6 ehairma11 for a term of one year and until his i;uccessor is eiected. 

7. The vice-chairma11 shall carry out all .of the responsibilities of the 

8 chairman a8 prescribed in this a·ct during the chairman's absence, 

~ disqualification or inability to serve. 
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10 d. The council shall appoint and fix the salary of an executin• 

11 director who shall serve at its pleasure. The couucil may .employ 

12 such other personnel as it deems .necessary. All employees of the 

13 commission shall be in the unclassified service of the Civil Sen·iC'e 

14 and shall be <leemed confidential employees for the purposes of th,-
15 "Xew Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act·· (P. L 1941, c. 

16 100; C. 34:13.A,-1 et seq.). The council may employ Je~al coulisel 

17 who shall represent it in auy proceeding to which it is a part~·. and 

18 who shall render legal advice to the council. The council may 

19 contract for .the services of other professional. technical a:,d opera-

20 tional personnel and consultants as may· he uecessary to tile per-

21 formance of its duties. Members and employees shall be enrolled 

22 .in the Public Employees Retirement System of Ne\\· .Jersey (P. L. 

23 1954, c. 84: C. 43:15A-1 et seq.). 

1 6. (Kew sectim1J It shall be the duty of the council tu ascertai1, 

2 the housing needs oi'. and forn1ulate a fair share plan for the disni-

. J bution of, low and moderate income housing units in the variou, 

4 regions of the State as it .shall delineate for the period endin~ 

5 nine months after the effectiw date of this act aml e.-ery six yean 

6 thereafter. The plan shall include, but need not he lin1ited t.o; 

7 a. Housing ·regions,· which may be different for. purposes o: 

8 present and prospective need: 

9 b. An analysis of the present aud prospective need for lo,v anu 

10 J:1oc:!erate income housi111? in the State and in earh re~iou and th 

11 indigenous need: 

12 e. Population and household pro.jections: a1!d 

lil d. Criteria ior allocafo1g present and prospectivf- fair share of 

14 the hoµsiug need among tl1e municipalities iii each refrion and 

15 guidelines for nmnicipal adjustmenti, based upoll rncallt la!.d, 

16 infrastructure considerations or other municipal matters. 

l 7. (Xew section) ,\-ithi11 nine months aftn the effective date of 

2 this aci, tl1e counril ·shall,, iu accordance with the "Administrative 

3 Procedure Act" P. L. 1968. r. 410 (C. 52:14B-l et seq.). adopt rule>-

4 and l!Uidelini>s relating to the municipal obligation to provide a 

5 realistir opportunity. for a municipality·s fair share of low and 

ti moderate iucome housing, including i;:uch matte ts as a. the elimina-

7 tion of excei;sive restrictio111s and exactions whicl1 operate as 

8 barriers to the construction of low and moderate income housinp· 

9 a1;d h. affirmative measures which provide a realistic possibility for 

10 the construction of low and moderate income l1ousing. In adopting 

11 these rules and guidelines, the cowJCiLshall give appropriate weight 

12 to pertinent research center studies, g-overnment reports and 

13 decisions of other branches of government. 
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· S. (Xe"; stictici11 ·_. "\YitJ1in .tlir,,., ;110nth nflPI" t]11, effrcrin d«i'· 

of this act, each nmni<•ipaliry whi<+ ~o ,.J..,<·,s slmil. lty a du]_,. udop:t>d 

resolution, uotify ·tlw cou11cil nf il:,; participation -in tit•· !'otmril", 

fair share liOUtiing .plan a11cl siuill. ,,·itl1i1u;;ix. -mo11tJ, .. :ifH•r tilt·_ 

coum.•il's adoptio;1 of it!' rules •.. g_uideliues ani~ pl1rn, prepui·,.• mi,! tilt• 

witli lhc- counc1; a J1ousi11g e!E>mf.'11t. hased 011 tlw c<•Uiicil'~ rnlc>~, 

guidelin~ ai1d plau. and any adopted .«'1rd1nan~e reYi~ion~ whi,·li 

ii:uplement the l1ousin~ · elemeut. 

9. (:Xew section) A nmnicipality!s housing- elemei,t slmli 1,,, 

designed to achie,:e the g·oal of access to affordahle luiu~ii,:.: to 

meet p1·esent and future housing needs. with parti!"u!ar utttmtio;, 

to low and moderate income housilig, arnl shall contaii, a, lenst: 

a. An inventory of the municipality's housil!~ stock hy u;i:e, co1,d:-

tion, purchast- or relltal value. occupa11ey cliaracteristie~, am'. typ,-. 

- including. but Hot necessarily limited to, habitable i"ioor :irea a1;,l 

8 number oi' rnoms, ·hed1·ooms and· hathrooms, :rnd i1,ch1di11g tl1e 

9 nwuber of uuits affordable to low and moderate iPcome househokl,: 

10 b. A projection of the municipality·s housiug stock. including th,; 
. . 

11 probable futui·e .constructioll oi low and mode.rate incom,c,housing. 

12 for the ne:x;t three; six aHd twelw years. _takillg- illto arcoun-t, but 

· 13 llOt necessarily limited to, i'01:struction per.mi.ts is;;ued. appro,.-a!s o;" 

· 14 applications for dPvelopment and probable residential den-lopment 

15 of lands; 

16 c. An aHaiysis of the municipality's demog-1:aphic char~rteristic~. 

17 includtng, but .J.!Ol necessarily 'Jiniited to, household size. i11<'on·1~ 

Hl level, race, ethnicity aud age; 

Hi d. An analysis of the existing and prohabh· future employnwn, 

20 charactPristic~ oi the municipality: 

21 e. Ali analysis 01· demo;:rraphic Eind hoilsiuµ· projf'~tion~ as pu1--

22 Ii.shed by the council ; 

23 f. Au analysis of the mmucipality's prei:!'11t aud prospective Iair 

~4. share for iow and moderate income housing-: 

25 !!:- An analysis _of the munic.ipality's cap1'city to accommodate its 

26 presei1t and prospeciivt> housing needs. iucludin~ its fair share for 

27 low and mode1·ate income housing; 

i8 h. · A11 · analysis dellio11strating that the land -use eleme:ut of the 

29 municipality's n1aster plan is suitable ior the purpose of accom-

30 modating its present and prospecth-e fair share for low and 

:n moderate incomf' housing: 

32 i. A determination of how the muni<'ipality'!< prt-sent and pro,;-

33 pective fair sharP of low and moderate income housii1i;- ,,·ill lie met. 

34 including-. but not necessarily limited to: 
35 (1) Affirmati,·e measureE and iucentiYe zolling devices desig:1Pii 

· · 36 to ensure construction of low and moderate iucome housing; 



37 12) Consi<l,,ration of tl1e laud~ that are most appropriat,, fo,· 

38 constructio11 or lo"" alld rnoderate i11come l1011si;,;::. includin).'.: a 

39 specific collsidera,im: 00a11ds of devdoper~- wl10 llaH, expressed _a 

40 «·omJJ: i,1m•11t lo 1n·o,·ide low and moderate iuco111e housi'n::!·: 

-:l:l (3; T;,e. miiiiHmm <lell:;ities necessary to assure the Pconomic 

.:.2 ·,iahility ortheinclu~ioHar~' «levelopment~: 

43 (4) Detei:n1iiiatio1, (lr the oYerzonL'l/r necessary to ensure that the 

44 municipality's iair share is achieved: 

45 (;; 1 Determinati..H: of n1easiires that the ·muuicipality will take to 

4ti ensure that IO\t and moderate income units remai11 affordable tu · 

4i low a11dmorlerate i:1c01i1e 11011:seholds over a ::10-year period: 

48 ( 6) .A plan for infrastruc,ure expansion if necessary to e1:surf" 

4\1 tlw co11structiv1; of t),p municipalitr',dair ,e;hare cif Im•. a nrl rnoder-

50 ate income housing-: 

31 (i i .-\.1;:,. plan i ,ie municipality way ,dsli to adopt whereh:-· res; .. 

32 Jc,i,tiaL i11dustrinl or commercial den,Jopers are g-iven the right t" 

53 hi!!'her de1rsh•·• or intensity of uses ill exchange for the constructio1, 

34 of a p~n·enta!!11of low and moderate incomehousiuµ· ora prn~ratu 

5:S pa~·ment into a trust fund for low aud moderate income housim:c: 

56 and 

:ST r~ 1 Any pha~inµ- schedule for constructio11 of lciw and modenltf 

58 i11com~ housii..,:- whiei: the municipality may wish to adopt whieh is 

5}1 11\1t rnore restrietin tha1, ti1e sclleduh· pru,·i<led in sectiou 2:2 of titi,; 

60 act. 

1 ld. t l\ew sPction i Withiu 15. lmsiness day:, of tl1e receipt ul a 
. . 

2 lllnnici)Jality·s Jtotisi!l.:.! elei1,<,;n, the council shalJ mal,e a detPrn1inu-

3 tiou as to whether the element is ill compliauc-t> with i.11~ tilin'.!: 

4 requirements of thi, act. If tl1t> cou11cil ,determint>s tha, the filin;:: 

;j requirements haw been met. the council shall proYide t}w nmuici-

6 pality with a certifieatiou of. filin!!'. If the .council finds otherwise. 

7 it shaH potify the m1micipality ofauy filing rl~ifoi.encies. Ir, witlrii, 

S 45 days of .the couuciJ"n;otificatioll, the mulrici]Jality shall refile it,. 

9 housiuµ- element witli a correction of tl1e deficiencies to tht> council's 

10 satisfaction, the council shall "·ithin 15 business .dayis of the refiling-

11 issue a <certification of. filing. 

1 11. (Kew section) A municipality which has received a filing . . . 

2 certificatiou may at anytime during the six year period established 

3 in section 6of thi;; act petition the couucil for a substantive certifica

-:l: · tion of its element a11d .ordinances. The municipality :,,hall publish 

5 notice of its petitiou in a uewspap!!r of .general circulatiou within 

6 the municipality aud i•egion and shall make available to the public 

i information on .the element and ordinances in accordance with suc11 

S procedures as the rouncil slw.11 establish. The coUl_lcil shall also 



9 establish a procedure for p1·oviding- public. notice of ·each )1P'ti,in,. 

10 which it receiYes .. 

i 12. (Nev.· seCtiou) l~n·l~ss.ull objectio11 to the subs-tanti,~e certifi:.·n7 

2 tio11 is filed with the council by a11y .person within 45 day,; of di.e 

3 publicatioH of tlH:! uotice of the .. municipality's petitio11, the council 

4 shall re,·iew th .. petitio11 aud .shall issue n sui>stanti,·e certifica,io;, 

5 if it shall fh1d that: 

6 Ii. The lilUHicipality·s fair share .methodology is consisteut wit!, 

i the rules and criterili adopted by the council: 

8 b. Any reductions iu tht: muuicipality's t'air share from the fai1 

!) share 11mulier produced l,\°-using the cou11cil's criteria r,hich ar•· 

10 hased 011 local muuicipal constraints such as lac!~ of vacant develoJ ,· 

11 able l1i11d or public: facilities are necessary and uot iuudurnent;iliy 

12 incoHsistent with ael,:e\·eme11i of the regio11's hbusing\,eeds: a;:d 

13 C. The cornhiPatio1, or tJJl. l'li111i11atioll of cost g:eneratilll!' f(>U~UJ'e.• 

14 aud tJi,- aftinnative 11,easur..-s ;n the J1ousi11g e.lemeut auJ iwpl, -

15 rneiitation plai: rnake the co11struction of the mUIJ.icip;i!it~··;; fai: 

lG ~hare, ol lo>..· a. d 111oderat<c ilieo111e housing- realistically pu:s~ibl ... 

17 lll co11Juc,in:!· ib r,,yieY .. ti,e cou11cil rnay meet with tlw :nn::i(':

lb pality al!:i rnt1., de::y thl' JJt-ti,i:,n or couditio1, its certilicmion upo" 

1 'l d1a11ges i11 t!J,, elem:0 1:t c: uniinauce,;. If. witbi11 GO day, ,i:' the 

:W couBcir~ deuiul ur l'unditio::ul approval, the municipality l'<"iill,, i,, 

:!! petitioli "·it!, chaB;.;l', satis1 actor~· to the couucil. the cou11cil sl,all 

·,·1 isSUP a ~ul,stanti,·l' eertifir·atio11. 

1 13. a. (Xe,1· section l Han objectio11 to the municipalit> ·s p..-ritHll' 

:2 for ,nhstamiy,, l'<>rtificatiou is riled with the council withi11 tl1<• 

3 time i;peeified in ~ection 12 of this act or a request for mediatiu1 

. 4 and review i;: 111adt' purs.u1rn1 tu section l~ ot' this act. tliP ('OJn•C"i! 

5 shall conduct a mediation and re,·iew process in whieh oh,i,'etor, or 

6 a,!!'!!TiM·Pd parties shall lmn the right to present their oh.iectio1,,: 

i in the form oi° "·rit1<•1: submissions or expert reports. and n rPa,n;•

S able opportm!it~· shall l,e g-iven to the objeetor~ an,! their expP1 ,.• 

!'l to ht> heard, hut the ri>,·ip"· process shall not be con:sider,•d a .eui:-

10 testE>d eai,e as defined ill the "Administrative Procedure A.ct," P. L 

11 1968. e. -HO (C. 52 :HB-1 Pt seq.). The mediation aud reviPw proec•s-

12 shall commeuce as soo11 a~ possible after the filin,!! of the housi1!£ 

13 eleme11t as providef1 ir, ,ection 8 of this act. 

14 h. In mediation and re,·ipw processes instituted in accorda11rr0 

lf} witl1 section H. a: of this act, the council shall attempt to nH:dia'•' 

16 a resolution of the dispute l:etween the developer and the munic-i-

1 i pality. pro,·idecl that no agreement shall be entered by which a 

1 S de,·eloper proYi.des less than 20% low and moderate income housi1,;.. 

J 8 in the de,·elopment. The mf'fhation process shall commem.:, a, ;;nnr: 



-- -20 -. as p9ssible after tht? time established in section _8 of this act for the 

21. filing of the h9usiiig elemellt ... -In the event that the ~ediati~n 

22 between the li~igal\ts is successfril, the municipality shall haYe the 

23 option of choosing ,~~1ether to also seek111ibstaintive certificatio11 a~· 

24 proYided in section fr of this act. Jf wediati~n is uot l!UCilessful, 

25 · the ·council: shall promptlr :d~tern1i11e whether th~ municipal~t)- i~ 
26 _ e~titled t~ substantive certifieatio~-- _ __ -- - __ · 

1 14. a. {'.:'.ew section) Ali): court of competei1t jurisdiction shall 

2 have discretion to r~quire thf' partif!s in" ai1ybiwsuif~h~llengi11g a 

3 mu.nicipality'.s zonii1g ordiuauees with respect fo the opportunity .to 
4 ~bnstmct ]ow 0~ moderate hicome_hoiising, which. lawsuit ""8~ in-
5 . stit11ted either Oil or be(~re Jw1e 1, 1984, 0~ prior to -six lllUllthi 

6 'pi-iorto the effective dite of this act, to exhaustthe mediation and 

7 review procedur~ estabiishedjn secti~n 13 ofthis•a~t: .'Nb exhau~-

8 . tion of reiiiedie~ 0 l"Pquirement ~haB l,ie imposed unless: .t}Jf' muni('i

fl. • palitfliali flied a timely resoluti~n of parti~ipati~11. In exerci~i1i::. 

· 10 _ . its disc1:eiion; the·_ court si1all consid~:r : 

n -(ll The age of the case: 
12 _ (2) The an1ount of disr~v~r~· a:n(l ~thefpre-t_rial proced111·e~ tb, 

13 ha.ve taken place : 

14 (3) The likely date of trial: 

15 . ( 4) The likel~·,dat_e, by \ll'hich administrative n1ediati0n au<l re,· ;ew . 

16. can 1;e completed: imd 

17 - "(5) trliethei· the transfer is "iikely to -facilitate and expt•dite tlH: -
· 1s proYisi~n of a realistic.opportunity for low· a1id modernt,, i11r11mn. 

19 ho:ilsiiig. 

20 · )). Any person who has instituted litigation challenging a muuii>i-

21 pality·s zoning. ordi:iances witl1 respect to the· opportunity to pro

.22 videfor iow or modPrate ineotne housin~; ~hicli liti~~tio11 \\'U~ 

23 instituted after Juue 1, 1984; or after. six,mouths prior to the effer 0 

24 
25 

26. 

tivf! date oithis ~~t. whichever is later. shaUfili ·a Hotice 10 i·eqUt'$1 

i:nediatioli and teYiew witkt.he ·cou1;cil within 60 davs of the mu11ici

JJRlity"sre~olution~f 1mrticipntioupursuant t~-sec~iou 8 of ~his _act .. 

If the'.municipality filed 8 resolution of participati?ll prior to the 

28 institution of exdusiouaryzoning litigation agaiust it; a pers~n ~din 

29 brin<,rs s-qchlitig~tioii shall exhaust .the mediation and reYiew Jll'0-

_30 ·~eding-s· oL the, council b~fore being entitled -to a trial on, hi, 

81- complaint, ·-

1 15. (Xew seetiol)). ln any exclusionary ZQning case filed against. 

" a_ muniripality ";hi~h has 11. ~ubstautive certification. anc;I in whfoh 

3- the-re is:a requir~111ent to exhaust the medi•tfon and r~,;ew process 

4_ - pursuant• to 11ectioi. 14 of this act, -there. B'hall be a_ presmnptioll of 

5 validity attaching to the housing element and ,or~ce1, imple-
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6 . mentui8: the housing ele!iient. To·rebut the p~esump?~n of validity; · 

7 .the complainant shall have the burden of proof to demonstrate that 

8 the housing element. a~d ordinances impleinenting .ihi!i housing 
:· . . 

9. element do ·not provide a·N&listic opportunity ·for the provision 

1() of low and moderate ineome1housing. , 

1 16. (New section) If a municipality whieh has adopted a resol1:1: _., ;. 

2 . tion of participation plltSll&nt tQ section 8 of this act fails to meet 

s the deadline for sulmutting the ma~rial required fo~ filing certmca~ 

4 tion, the obligation. to exhaust administrative remedies cion.tained. 

5 in subsection b. of section 14 of this act automatically expires .. The -

6 ·01>1igation a1so upires if. the· eo11Dci1. rejects .the ·municipality's 

7 request for filing or· substantive. certification or eonditions its 

8 . certification upon changes which are . not mad~ within. the p~riotl 

9 established in this act. 

·.. 1 17. (New· section) If the eouncil has not completed its mediation 

2 and review process for a municipality within One year of receipt 

8 of a request by a party who has instituted litigation, the party :may . . . 

4 .file a motion with a court of competent jurisdiction to be relie;ed 

5 of the duty to exhaust administrative remedies .. In revie~ihg the 

6 :motion, the eourt shall consider 8.?lY information :received from the 

7 eouncil regarding its expected timet!lble for completing the review 

8 process. If the court denies tli:e motio:il, .. it .may· establish a reas~n-

9 .able deadHne for .the council's completion of the. process and 

10 relieve the party of the duty to exhaust if the deadline is n~t met. . . .. . 

1. 18 .. (New section) The Pineiands Commission established .pur-

. 2 .suant to the ''New Jersey Pinelands .Protection Act" (P. ·L: ·1979, 

3 e. Ul)_ and the Hackensack Meadow~nds Development Commis-

4 sion established pursuant to the "Hackensack Meadowla11ds 

5 · Development Act" (P. L, 1968, c. 404) shall ~ve 60 days after the 

6 ·. enactment of this act to. elect to administer this act· for niunici-

7. :palit~es which ha~e at leas_t 25% of their area within the jurisdic-

·. 8 tion of the resp~ti-ve commission. A commission which so elects . 

9 shall have the same responsibilities as the council with respect to 

iO the municipalities within its jurisdiction and shall -coordinate its 

11 policies with the council, and municipalities which chose. t9 adopt a 

12 resolution· of particiJ)ation shall submit their fair share plans and ·· 

18 housing elements to their respective_ commission: The council shall 

14 . tetain jurisdiction if a commission does not elect to a~inister this 

·15 act 
. . ·. 

1 19. (New section) There is established in the Sta~e General Fund 

2 · an account entitled the "Low and Moderate Income Housh!g Trust 

3·. Fund Atlcount." The treasure~·· shall credit to. this·.account• all 

. 4 funds paid to the State· Treas1;1rer by each county treasurer pur-

• •·"I!,·. ~.,:-~ •• 

'-::'~ -

--~-
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5 suant to P. L.1968, c. 49 (C; 46:15-8); Funds in the accomit shall oe 

6 maintained by the State Treasurer and may be held in depositories 

7 as the State Treasurer may select and invested and reinvested as 

8 other funds in the custody of the State Treasurer in the manner 

9 provided by law, provided that all revenues from investments shall 

10 · be credited to the fund. 

1 20. (New section) Funds in the Low and Moderate Income Trust 

2 Fund Account shall be transferred fo the council upon appropria

·3 tion from time to time by the Legislature, and shall be used solely 

4 by the council for awards of assistance loans or grants to or on 

5 behalf of public or private housing projects which will provide 

6 affordable low and moderate income housing in such manner, but 

7 not limited to, as the following: 

8 a. Rehabilitation of substandard housing units occupied or to be 

9 occupied by low and moderate ineome households pursuant to con-

10 tractual guarantees for at least 20 years following the awarding of 

11 the loan or grant; 

12 b. Accessory conversions for housing units occupied or to be 

13 occupied by low and moderate income households pursuant to con-

14 tractual guarantees for at least 20 years following the awarding of 

15 the loan or grant ; 

16 c. Conversion of nonresidential space to residential purposes pro-

17 vided at least 20% of the resulting housing units are occupied by 

18 low and moderate income households pursuant to contractual 

'19 guarantees for at least 20 years following the awarding of the 

20 loan or grant; 

21 d. Inclusionary developments of which at least 20% of the hous-

22 ing units will be occupied by low and moderate income households 

23 for at least 20 years pursuant to contractual guarantees; and 

24 e. Shelters for the homeless. 

25 The council shall ensure that a reasonable percentage of the 

26 loan or grant awards shall be made available ·to projects in those · 

27 municipalities receiving State aid pursuant to P. L. 1978, c. 14 (C. 

28 52:27D-178 et seq.) which have a disproportionately high amount 

29 of low and moderate income residents. 

30 The council.shall establish rules and regulations governing the 

31 qualifications of applicants, the application procedures, and the 

32 criteria for awarding grants and loans and the standards for 

33 establishing the amount, terms and conditions of each grant or loan; 

1 - 21. (New section) IftheLegisla,ture does not apJ)!'opriate to the 

2 council from the Low and Moderate Income Trust. Fund in any one 

3 of the six fiscal years commencing with the fiscal year~ "'hiclf this 

-4 ·act is·e:ffective an amount substantially equi~a.}ent t"o:J~e:.r~~nll!ls 
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;,5:- irocmiD.g:ta .the fund.~' that:ftsmJ.:yeai;·ihen· sections .15 ·and 22 of 
~&.~fhin:Ct-shaU tei:minate-~on,the.:.la:stilay·ot.:tbat·.nscalJear;: ·; • · 

'l · _",22. (New sectimi) A inunicipality·which bas-.a::judgtl\ent entered 

·2 ~gainst it afterth'1l!D.actmen:t-of.this act; or 'Which·hai:l. a ju~ent 

,3 .· e]Jtar.ed against it prior to.the enactment·,of,thia act 'alld froni: which 

· i an. appeal has been filed, shaU upon municipal request: not be re" 

5 quired by any court to phase in the issuance ofl1uilding permfts 

6 for low and moderate ine()me housingin.inclusionarydevelopments 

7 - at a' rate ·greater-than .25% as .soon.as possible but nci elater than 

8 one. year after entry of the judgment and 15% at 12 month intervals 

:-9- · ; thereafter · of 1:he ·municipality!s original fair- .·share, ·of··· low and 

10. moderate .income housing .. · ... 

ll · · The court shall ·ah!o ·implement .a phase-in schedule for the market 

12 ·units• in the :inelusionary development w:hicn are, not.· low· and 

13: :moderate income, giving due consideration-to the:scliedule foi: low 

14. and moderate .income housing established lll'this section and the 

15 · need to maintain the.economic viability.of,ih.e: development. 

1£, · ln entering. the phase-in. order; the comt .shall consider whether 

17 it is necessary to enter a :phase"in order for the constrn!!tion of 

18:: commercial, industrial .and residential· del'l!lopme:nt .in .the.·munioi-

19 pality :to:minimize ail imbalance.between available housing units and 

20 a~ailable jobs, or to prevent the sites which are the.most,appro-

21- ·priate or the only pos~ible· sites ior: the construction .of 'low and 

22. • moderat!l income ·housing to be used for,other purpo!H!s ... 

23 The court may modify the phase-in schedule if it determines that 

24 the fair share nuniber ~~- sci small that literal compliance with this 

25 · schedule would make th'e construction of low and moderate income 

26 housing economically or practically 'unfeasible. A development "·ith 

27 50 orf~wer lo~ and moderate income units shail not be required to 

. 28 adhere to any 'phase~in schedule afteT receiving its b11ild.ing permit. 

1 23. {New se~tion) The New Jersey Housing and l\fottg-ag-e 

· 2 Finance Agency sh.all adopt rules. and regulations to provide that 

3 at lea~t 50.% of the pro~eeds of its tax exenipfbond issues in the 

4 four years foUowing the effective date of this act shall be used to · 

5 . ~ssi~t i~ the financing of low and moderate income housing. 

1 . 24. Section 3 of P: L, 1968, c, 49 (C.-46:15-7) 'is amended to read 

2 as follows : 
y . . . . . . .. •··· 

-3 3. In addition to the recording fees imposed'bf-P. L. 1965, c, 123, 

. 4 . ~; 2 (C: 22Ai4-4:1j ·a fell i~ hnposed upoi:i-grantors, ·ai the rate of 

5. 'c$i,75] $9.stirot'~ach :$500.00 .. cif ctin~idetatibrt:'6t 1NctidnaFpart 

6 thereof recited in the deed, which fee shall be colle~ted by tlie· county 

;:.i:: f~tlbrdini tim~er'-kt th~ ti:nfe Tli:~ d~ei is;~ffef~d ~f6r ;e~orohlg. . 

·-~s- ; ., ·. t~etf rle~f ·st1ii~~t.-.-iti._. thi Eidattib'nai · rt%~ ~eqiii~eif ~bi 'tm~ act, 

9 which is in fact rec6~d/''$h~n~'be:•.CAmci-dsfv-efy u~erii~d',:-tt>:·have 
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10 been entitled to recording, notwithstanding that the amount of the 

11 consideration shall have been incorrectly stated, or that the correct 

12 amouut of such additionalfee, if any, shall not have been paid, and 

13 no such defect shall in any way affect or impair the validity of the 

14 title conveyed or render the a.me 1lllill&rketable; but the person 

15 or persona required to pay said additional fee at the time of record-

16 ing shall be and remain liable to the county recording officer for the 

17 payment of the proper amount thereof. 

1 25. Section 4 of P.L.1968, c. 49 (C. 46:15-8) ia amended to read 

2 u followa: 

3 4. The proceeds of the fees colleeted by the county recording ' 

4 . officer, as authorized by this act, shall be aocounted for and re-

5 mitted to the county treasurer. An amount equal to 28.6% of the 

6 proceeds from tlH! first $1.15 for each $500.00 of consideration or 

7 fractional parl t~of recited in the deed so collected shall be re-

8 tained by the co~ty treasurer for the UBe of the county and the 

9 balance ahall be paid to the State Treasurer for the use of the 

10 State. Payments shall be made to the State Treasurer on the tenth · 

11 day of each month following the month of collection. 

1 · 26. There is appropriated to the Council on Affordable Rousing 

2 from the. General Fund the sum of $250,000.00 to effectuate the 
3 purposes . of this act. 

1 27. This act shall take effect immediately, except that sections 

2 19, 20, 24 and 25 shall take effect on the 30th day following enact~ 

3 ment. 

STATEMENT 

This bill provides a mechanism· for implementing the constitu

tional obligation to provide a realistic opportunity for low and 

moderate income housing as enunciated in · the Mount Laurel 

doctrine. It establishes a Council on Affordable Rousing to set fair 

share guidelines for municipalities and to review the housing plans 

and ordinances · of those municipalities . who elect to participate in 

the council's fair shar,e program. Those municipalities whose plans· 

and ordinances are certified by the council are entitled to a presump

tion of validity.in any e:r.clusionary.zoning challenge .. The council 

will also act as a mediator between developers and participating 

municipalities in an attempt to reach out-of-court settlements. 

The bill also provides for a six-year phase-in of· any judgments 

requiring a municipality to issue building permits in inclusionary 

developments. 

The bill also establishes a Low and :Moderate Income Rousing 

. Trust F.und with revenues derived from an increase in the realty 

transfer tax from $1..75 to $3.50 per $500. 



•-'.S£NIU.OR-WYNONA···M. LIPMAN (Chaimari):,v::<Go.od mo.rnirtg.·. '5el}ator . 

Gagliano, do you want to sit .up. here, please? I have .. to. ,get. all~ the 

. ::senators into place, dissenting and -consenting:-

--~,,Ladies and gentlemen,.-- I would like to·-·introduce -the Senators -· ·.

·- who are. here. I understand Senator Saxton . is, on his way. On :my right · . 

.. is Senator.lam Gagliano of Monmouth County. Next to me is Joe Capalbo, 

, our Committee. Aide. · · I am Wynona Lipman, Chairman of .the State 

Government Committee. On my left is Senator- Gerald Stockman, . and -to 

_ his left is Cathy Crotty, who is ciri the Senate staff. 

We are here today to continue the process of receiving· public • 

input _ on the Mount Laurel legislation. We know that there have· been -- ;'. ,,. 

many discussions on this bill. We know that ·the- ad hoc committee-~t:las 

been d.tscussing possible amendments to it. We have not decided what . 

kind of bil 1 this wil 1 be, so that is why we :,are taking-_;te:stim;~y ._, 

today. 

The legislature has received a lot of criticism.for 

something · very quickly on . this matter, but since this .is such . -a.:· 
complicated and complex issue, we want to fashion the best legislation 

possible.. That is the reason why we have called this public hearing. 

I hope you are ready to give us your points of view. 

Senator Saxton; a member of the State Government Committee is 

now present. 

SENATOR SAXTON: Senator Saxton was here at 10:00, right on 

time. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Yes, I know; I heard. 

l understand that the Senators want to speak •. Senator 

.· Gagliano, we will start with you. 

SENATOR THCl4AS S. · GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman, members of the Committee., 

as you know, I am not a member of the State Government Committee, but I. 

have been, :for· a long time; vitally concerned about the Mount Laurel II 

. issue. l am here today to listen, because I believe -- I hope, at 

least -- that the Committee is getting to the point where it will start 

to accept some _ amendments to the bill. We can then decide whether or 

.· not we can support the bill •. 

1 



I think it_ is true that the Legislature is being criticized 

for a lack of activity; frankly, that is the rea~on why I suggested the 
. . 

morator~um, or staging, earlier, so that the Legislature would be able 

to give this entire issue due deliberation, - ·and at the same time hold 

back spme of the flow. of litigation that has been started all over the 

State. 

However~ the legislature, in its wisdom, chose not to go.with 

the· moratorium, and not to go with staging~ ·_ So, I -think we are still 
.. . ' 

in an emergency type situation with respect to_Mount laurel II . 
. · , ·.-

1. feel very strongly _ t_hat it is up - to this Committee to 

recommend leg1slation \\tlich will bring rationale back to this issue. 

I want .to point out to you the Warren Township decision, 

which requires Warren Township to provide zoning for 900-plus low and · 

moderate-income housing units~ The only · way they can be funded now is 

through ·the so-called ''density donors.II That 1.s the only way that I 

know of, because I don't think Warren · Tow~ship has a lot of money; 

certainly, the State hasn't offered· thein ariy money to· provide -for this - · · 

housing on a one-on~one basis._ 

• So, the density bonus would mean that Warren Township has to 

multiply their number times five.• If you multiply the number -times 
. . . . ; .· .: .. 

five, you come ,up with · four or. five thousand new housing units for 

Warren Township, and a situation where that is probably three times 
. . 

larger than the town is - right now; in - terms of numbers of housing 

units. I_ don't know_ the number of ·housing units in Warren Township. 

Maybe the at tor.nays here, _ representing Warren Township,, will know the 

number of units in the township~ -- But, this is happening all over the 

State because of this bonus density issue. -
·.•. 

When one has to multiply times five, this type of growth is 

-going to have a severe impact · on the size of New Jersey, the 
. . . 

infrastructure of_ New Jersey, neighborhoods, and, _ as we have -liear_d ;__ 

and I believe this also_ ---- on the urban areas, _because these people 

· hav~ -to come from some place.·_ I think that many _of them will come from 

urban areas and, therefore, disturb neighborhoQds -on that_ basis. 

So, I _think the L~gislature has tci act; and act quickly. - It 

definitely has to face up_ to the_ formula that has been enunciated by 

2 



·the courts.' I think the formula must be,'reWot'ked, and 1 am. here· to· 

work with· you in any way that I can on this issue. I think I have 

attended just about all of the meetings on·this issue, and I will 

•u.ontinue to attend them if 1 can be of ·help. Thank you •. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you, Senator. We certainly appreciate 

yo.ur attendance and your comments each time. 

Senator Saxton? 

SENATOR SAXTON: Madam Chairlady, I had written a statement 

·for this morning. Apparently I lost it and Senator Gagliano found it, 

so I will withhold my comments for a few minutes. As the .r!ay goes on, . 

I guess we will all have a chance to give our input. Tm.ank, you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Stockman? 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: No, not at this time. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: No? All right, we will now begin 'ttie 

hearing. Mr. Harry Pozycki, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee, will . be 

our first witness. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman, there ·are several people 

who are outside. I don't know if they have been invited in, but I 

understand they are people who are interested in this issue. They are 

outside, and I think they should be inside. 

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Garry Stein is now addressing them. 

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: If I may, I know this is not my Cammi ttee, 

but they are here for this Committee hearing. They should be invited 

in because the meeting has started. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Maybe I should have come in at 11 o'clock 

instead of 10 o'clock? (laughter) 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It is just that I think Mr. Pozycki 's 

testimony is important. 

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: I think they intended to come in as soon 

as Mr. Stein finished talking with them. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right, we will wait a few minutes. 

( at which time there is a pause in hearing) 

We are glad to have you. (Senator Lipman welcoming 

aforementioned people) We are glad you are here to talk about the 

Mount Laurel situation and the legislation, if you care to. 
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L had just · introduced the Senators who are here . to listen to 

your comments today. They .are Senator . Stockman, of the State 

Government Committee;· Senator .Saxton, of the State Government 

Conmittee; and, Senator Gagliano, who has a very lively interest in 

this issue. They all made their opening statements, arid we were about 

to hear the first person who is going to testify _this morning. He is 

Mr. Harry Pozycki, . Chairman. of the Ad Hoc Committee . which has been 

been proposing amendments to Senate Bill 2046. 
• • • • ! . 

HARRY · POZYCKI: Senator, what . I·. hope· to do today is to give you_ a 

review of the Committee's 100st recent meetings and their proposals, 

some of which are in hard copy form - for · amendment, others which are 

really more in the form of recommendations, based on a consensus 

reached by the Committee. These •will be put into hard · copy by the 

subcommittees which are now working on them • 

.. SENATOR LIPMAN: Are you all· familiar with S-2046? This .is 

the legislation Mr. Pozycki will be addressing. If not, perhaps you 
- . 

better make all points as clear as possible when discussing the issues · 

as well as the amendments, Mr. Pozycki. 

MR.· POZYCKI: I will attempt to give an outline of the bill 
. . 

as I go through the amendment proposals. 

SENATOR LIPMAN:. Very good. 

-MR. POZ YCKI: .. May I begin? -

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, please.· 

MR. POZYCKI: Madam Chairwoman, members of · the Senate 

.· Committee: As has been indicated,· l represent what has been called the 

Committee on Fair Housing.· _So that we U1derstand what th.is Committee 

is, l would like to point out that they are a group of representatives 

of E;it least four essential ·constituencies: the poor who are in need of 

._ housing; the municipalities who, . while willing to accept housing, are 

concerned about disruptive •growth; the· planriei'!3 of our State who wish 
. : . . . 

to see housing built in a· way _ which is·· coordinated with overall 

municipal and statewide development; and, the builde~s who want to see 
. , . .. I . 

remedi.es. that are realistic in terms of the eco.nomics of today •. · 

The Committee has been pain_fully pushing its way, _through the 

intricacies of the· Mount Laurel dilemma. in search of a legislative 
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· solution which is.· fair to all parties concerned, fair to the poor who 

lack the dignity .. of a home, and fair to the municipalities who fear· 

disruptive growth. · 

· We don't pretend that we have a· .. perfect solution. The 

Governor's office has been working -- as far · as I am aware, from the 

time of theCahili Administration's blueprint for housing -- for_nearly 

20 years now on the problem. · The Supreme Court. of this State• has 

worked for more than 10 years, from the onset of the Fair Housing suits 

to the present time, without a solution that we can all embrace at this 

time. And, I do not pretend that we are submitting the perfect 

·c.J; solution to you here today. But, I do want to strongly recommend the 

consensus approach which allows the grafting of good ideas onto a 
balanced legislative proposal. 

l am sure, in testimony that will follow this morning, there 

will be new ideas brought before this Committee which can be grafted 

onto this legislation. Our approach is to keep an open mind and to try 

to accommodate all parties concerned in an effort to avoid the constant 

bicke_ring and adversarial tel at ions that. prevent a workable solution to 

the Mount Laurel problem. 

Thus far, it appe~rs that some of the other proposals, such 

as ACR-24, do not hold any immediate resolution to _the problem. I 

understand that that constitutional amendment cannot even take place 

until 1985, at the earliest. 

s.olution.. 

That is certainly not an imminent 

Just by way of introduction, I would like to compliment 

Senator Lipman for the genius . of h.er approach in avoiding the 

adversarial process and looking for consensus. She has had the courage 

to work toward a solution that would be fair to all parties concerned. 

The Fair Housing Act, 5-2046, which Senator Lipman held up 

just a few moments ago, is b·ased upon two fundamental elements. One 

concerns itself with planning as an alternative to ad · hoc injection of 

large-scale developments into the towns of our State. 

The second · concerns itself with a guararitee that 

implementation of fair housing developme1"1t Will, in fact, occur, and 

not ·simply be discussed. 
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I would . like to direct myself, first, to the matter of 

planning. As ,many of you are aware, in Section 9 of the bill, the 

legislation provides for a municipal option, and I underscore the word 

option. Each town in this State,· if it wishes, can adopt a housing 

element in accordance with this bill; certain benefits attached to the 

housing element, such as the ability to have mediation instead .of court 

intervention; the ability to have solutions other than the builders' 

remedy; and the ability, ultimately, to gain subsidization from the 

State for the construction of low and 11Dderate-income housing. 

The Committee. felt that · the housing element, as was 

originally developed, was perhaps too rigid and we wanted to include 

flexibility so that local municipal considerations could be reviewed by 

the Housing Council. 

first of all, a Housing Council will be established, 

according to the bill, in State government for the review of housing 

elements which municipalities might opt to prepare. That Housing 

Council will defirie the regions of the State. This is a difficult 

problem right now, one which is absorbing the courts and the lawyers· on 

both sides of the issue. It doesn't seem to have an easy solution. I 

believe the Housing Council can define the regions and at least move us 

closer to the solutions by such a defining. 

The Housing Council will then estimate for each of the 

regions what their fair share should be. In the present draft of 

S-2046, there was simply an indication that the Housing Council should 

determine a fair share for the regions. This appeared to lock the 

Housing Council into a hard and fast number which would remain 

inflexible, and which would be imposed upon the local municipalities. 

In an effort to recognize that as times change population 

projections change, we tried to incorporate 11Dre flexibility into the 

development of a regional fair share number. We incorporated such . 

words as "estimate" the fair share number, and we incorporated 

references to published data pertaining to population projections. So, 

as population projections change and different types of housing 

studies, government reports, and census fact~ change, we Will have the 

ability to modify the regional fair sh/are estimates. These estimates 
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,,.,,..· ... ·-ar.e. not 'mandated on a munici-piility, ·,·out · are merely provided as a · 

support. data base for municipal c:omputation of local fair share 

obligations. 

-':t I want to stress that the bill,. froin the onset·_..,. "and even as 

., .. :J.t is presently drafted ..;.... permits the municipalities to calculate · 

their own fair share, rather than .. have that· · fair share number 

calculated by the State and imposed upon them: There is a review by·· 

the Housing Council in the State of those fair share numbers, but that 

· is a matter for discussion within the context · of the "implementation · ·

_process. · 

To the issue of planning, we have now incorpo,nated language, 

, by refe-rence, in the bill which will permit .coris~deration of local 

infrastructure 0capacity; the availability of undeveloped land within a 

given municipality; and .the fiscal capacity of .a _municipality to meet 

· -its responsibilities with regard to fair share~:. 

We have also recommended the incorpor:ation ;Qf language. We 

do not have hard copy on this at this time, but it will include in the 

findings a recognition · that some of the parts need. not equal the . 

whole. What I mean by that is~ once the Housing Council has been able 

to come up with an estimate of the fair share of a given region, the .· 

Housing Council will not be reviewing local computations of. fair share 

as though each one of those local parts of a region mi.ist add up to the 

overall regional fair share. This was done in consideration of the 

fact that individual towns may have justifiable constraints on being 

able to accommodate. their fair share obligations. Therefore, if there 

is an adjustment made for a local -municipality, in recognition of 
-

fiscal or infrastructure constraints, there need not be a fair _share 

allocation which, when combined with the other municipalities in the 

region, will equal the fair share _ estimate of the Housing Council. 

Next, with regard to . the· planning element -- the housing 

element in 5-2046 -- we have given recognition to the fact that there 
, , 

are many ways to respond to the fair share obligation, aside from the 

builders' remedy, which was referenced by Senator Gagliano just a few 
. - . \ 

moments ago. As you are all aware, · the focus -of Mount Laurel's 

solution at' the present .time seems to be on the bonus zoning, or 
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density bonus as it has been referred to. · In th~s type of .a solution, 

for every one unit of low or moderate-iricome housing, there must be 

four units of con:ver1tional · housing. This .creates a burden on the 

municipalities, in that it forces them to incorporate five times the 
. .. 

a~ount of housing they Would otherwise have to . incorporate if they were 

to fulfill their own obligations toward the low and moderate end of 

· -the housing. 

We have given recognition in our Committee discussions to the 

·ract that there are.ever-increasing new _solutions to the implementation 

of a Mount Laurel solution in a given municipality. I would like to 

list some of those for you. Again, we. do not have hard copy on this. 

Our Committee has been meeting" from week-to-week, and I had telephone 

calls as late as midnight last night from various Committee members,·· 

making .sure ttiat !_incorporated some of their suggestions today. 

To give you just a few: One is the locally initiated 

development· of·· fair· share housing. This is the case when the 

municipality takes upon itself the building of low and moderate-income 

housing so that . it need not accommodate four conventional uni ts for 

every low and moderate-income unit· it builds. 

A modification of this approach permits a-municipality not to 

· build · but ·.to subsidize a developer who would build low · and 

moderate-income housin9. By providing the subsidization, the 

· municipality. can avoid giving the developer the extra four units that a 

density bonus would require. 

We have also incorporated another avenue of relief, and that 

is . the. · voluntary . contributions of . -convnercial . developers who might· 

receive an increase in intensity of development, permitted· by a 

· municipality if they make · a contribution .. to a local housing trust 

fund. A given office developer ·might be able to build an extra l, 000 · 

. square feet in an office buildi~g proposed before a Municipal Land Use 

Board~ In return for the additional 1,000 square feet, the commercial 

developer might make a volunt~ry ·_ contribution to the municipality for·· 

its housing . trust fund,· permitting _the municipality to build or 

subsidize the low and moderate-iri'come units; thereby, again, avoiding 

the extra four conventional units. 
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.• "' · I see some of · you smiling at the idea a: tleveloper might 

voluntarily .contribute to: a municipal housing trust fund. Please. be 

aware that the voluntary contribution is to the developer's ,benefit, 

the benefit being his ability to build additional square footage. ·As 

. an attorney who represents both municipalities and developers, ~1 can 

tell you that land for commercial development is often priced on the 

square footage of permissible development; therefore, the developer 

gains a real tangible economic benefit in return for his or her 

contribution to a local housing trust fund. 

We have also incorporated another avenue · of solution, and 

:that is the conversion of oversized existing residential units, and 

even in some cases the conversion of industrial factories to low and 

moderate residential development. Conversion is an avenue that has not 

nearly been fully explored. This country provides far more square feet 

of housing per individual than many of the most successful economic 

countries in the world today, such as Germany arid Japan. Many of the 

houses that were built in times of large families are ,·now substantially 

oversized, and municipalities can provide for conversions in 

appropriate areas of their municipality that would allow larger housing 

to be broken up for low and moderate-income housing. This solution 

also avoids the necessity of having to take the four additional 

conventional units that come with the builders' remedy that the courts 

are now mandating in most Mount_ Laurel cases. 

Finally, we have left open the option of municipalities to 

develop their own solutions, even outside these recommended solutions. 

So, as towns become more creative in responding to their affirmative 

obligation, these creative solutions can be incorporated. Flexibility 

has been the byword in the Committee's deliberations. 
I 

Moving on to the second essential element of the bill, we 

come to the area of ensuring implementation. While, from the municipal 

perspective, I am sure that a planned rational approach that takes into 

consideration the fact that individual towns have individual 

constraints on the development of housing is certainly a welcome 

approach. Those advocates of fair housing, those who would see the 

poor have the dignity of a home, must also have the comfort that there 
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•• • a •.. • • ' • 

will,· in fact,. be housing developed and· not simply more and more 

planning for housing. _ In this -instance> we, therefore, have addressed 

the matter of ensuring implementation of the housing. 

, The Housing Council, ohce a municipality .has optionally 

determined that it will construct a housing ~element, will review that 
. . 

element to see if there has been a good faith calculation of fair. share 

by the given town. The ' Council will offer. review on a case-by-case _ 

basis. We want to actuaUy incorporate this, by language; into 

5-2046. The purpose of this ref ei."ence to a case-by-case · basis is to 

put. the · Housing Council on notice that_ individual towns are quite 

different_ from . each · other·, and. that t;.he Housing Council ·must·· give 

consideration to the individual town's specific fiscal. capacities, 

infrastructure ·capacities, and the like. 

In the implementation process, 

of a resolution by the Town Council~·. 

housing element provision in 5-2046 • 
. -

the · first step is the .filing 

offering to comply ·. With the 
1 

Once that is done, the town 

becomes, at least _ for the time being, insulat,ed against future 

litigation. There is a mediation procedure established. If notice -is 
. ' . . .. 

published by the _ municipality that it is · gJing to adopt a housing· 
. . 

element, de~elopers and advocates of fair housing who Would normally . 

have gone to the courts to challenge the town, will now be . called iri 

before the Housing Council for a mediation . session, and the Housing 

Council will be able to· ... bring· the · parties together on a case-by-case 

basis, taking into consideration those .local - constraints on 

development, and, . hopefully, ·handing down a solution which will ·bring 

about the development· of the housing rather than the continuation of 

argument, appeal, and the adversarial proces$ whic~ does. not seem to 

give solace to either the municipalities· .. or. to the• fair • housing 

advocates. 

One of the major areas for proposed amendment that our 

Committee has been working on, Senators, has been.in the area of review 

once mediation has been completed. · It· is the purpose ·· of the. Housing 
. -

Council -to ultimately grant or deny a strong presumption of validity to 

the municipalities who • opt to accord' . with the housing element 

requirements. Previo_Usl y, the legislation allowed what could have. been 
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a rather long and tortuous process. As, was pointed out to us by a 

number of municipalities, there may be ·the possibility that a town 

which takes the time to construct a housing element, comes before the 

Housirig ·Council, rand attempts to mediate its problem, would then be 

forced · to go through a lengthy review· process, offering testimony, 

,paying for experts, permitting long, extended cross-examination and, 

only after a long process, getting a pres1;,1mption of validity, which 

then might be challenged in the courts and brought back into the · area 

of litigation._ We wanted to avoid a dragging ·out of the process. We 

wanted to avoid a doubling up of hearings on the part of the Council 

·· ·and the courts. 

In substitution, what we have designed . is a streamlined 

procedure for the hearing process, where the municipality and any other 

concerned party can submit their reports, together with the housing 

element, to the Housing Council. A hearing wiff then be held which 

wi 11 last, in most cases, no more than one day. We propose to set in 

legislation a maximum of two days for the hearing process. We do not 

intend to permit full and extensive cross-examination because we feel 

this would be a duplication of the court process and it · would only 

extend the time for implementation. 

Instead, we would permit the Housing Council to entertain 

limited questions from concerned parties, as well as their own 

questioning of the municipality concerning the proposed housing 

element. In the event that the Housing Council after this, in most 

cases, one-day review procedure felt that the municipality had made a 

good-faith effort to reach its own fair share obligation, through a 

housing element that truly was geared to implement the fair share, the 

Housing Council would then be empowered to grant that the presumption 

of validity be strengthened. 

The entire Mount Laurel process really is a legal advance on 

local home rule. Previously, zoning legislation. carried with it a 

strong presumption of validity, whereby a town was almost guaranteed 

insulation. against developer attack. With the recalcitrance of many 

municipalities -- and I stress,. not all municipalities -- the courts 

felt it necessary to put aside the presumption of validity and, thus, 

the onslaught of litigation that now comprises the Mount Laurel issue. 
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If the Housing Council, proposed In this legislation, reviews 

a local town's effort at designing a workable housing element and it 

feels that the town has. made a good-faith effort, that it has made an 

appropriate calculation of fair share, and that it has an appropriate 

methodology for implementation, we want the Housing Council to be able 

to offer the municipality a very strong presumption of validity. This 

will not be an absolute guarantee · against future litigation but it 

certainly will be a warning to any developer who would challenge the 

municipality that the heretofore strong presumption of validity the 

town had enjoyed with· r_egard to their zoning ordinances ~as now been 

restored and that it would be a roost difficult process to overturn such 

a·presumpUon. 

Certainly, this would be an advantage to a town, and we hope 

that it will encourage municipalities to plan for the incorporation of 

low and rooderate-income housing by virtue of a housing element, rather 
\ .. 

than to simply be caught as sitting ducks for developers who would 

challenge, and for court intervention that would create ad hoc housing 

developments without the kind of planning that a bill, such as Senator 

Lipman's, could prescribe. 

One final element of the implementation process relates to· 

phasing. Phasing is most important because it also takes into 

consideration local constraints on development. In this instance, we 

have recommended phasing be applicable not only to municipalities who 

heretofore have not not been sued by developers or fair . housing 1 

advocates, but to municipalities that have already settled, or who have 

had Mount Laurel judgments imposed against them by the courts. We have 

removed, by recommendation to this Committee, the former phasing 

schedule, which was rather. rigid and which required certain percentages 

in each given year. We are now recommending a phasing schedule that 

will be based upon a review of local infrastructure, fiscal capacity, 

and similar considerations. 

If in the event a municipality can .show that there should be 

a phasing schedule different from that which is proposed in the 

legislation now, we want the Housing Ca,,mcil to be authorized to give 

consideration ta the local needs of a given town. As a protection for 
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the fair housing ad vacates, we would also like to recommend the option ' , 

of a decertification process. If a municipality has argued that the 

phasing of development should be slower than was already .order.ed either 

by the courts or by the Housing Council, we want a developer, or a fair 

housing advocate, to have the opportunity for appeal to the Housing 

~C<,. Council. to decertify the municipality -- that is, to strip ft .of its 

.presumption of validity if the phasing is not working as proposed by 

the given town. So, there is .both the opportunity for fair 

consideration on a town-by-town basis,. and also the protection against 

a town merely planning and not truly implementing the development of 

. low and rode rate-income housing. 

These two areas, planning as an alternative to large-scale 

housing developments imposed by the courts, with five times the. amount 

of housing than the low and moderate fair share might indicate, and an 

implementation process that is flexible eriough to take into 

consideration local needs and local characteristics, while still giving 

the ability to fair rousing advocates to ensure the development of the 

housing, we think constitutes an advance in the improvement of 5-2046. 

There are a number of other relatively minor and technical 

modifications which. I would just like to put on the record. We will 

then submit a copy of the bill with hard copy amendment proposals to 

achieve these ends. 

The first is a recommendation that the subsidy provisions 

contained in S-2046 be removed from the bill, except for reference to 

the housing trust fund. We have been advised that subsidy provisions 

;;1re more appropriately taken up in the Assembly, where such such 

appropriations are usually considered. 

Second, we have reincluded, by recommendation,· the HMDC -

the Hackensack Meadowlands Development Corporation -- and the Pinelands 

Commission, under the review of the Housing Council, if a municipality, 

within its borders, should opt for a. housing element. It was 

recommended to us that these Commissions have responsibility to meet 

their fair share obligations, and, therefore, we cannot ask them to be 

their own judges. We . need them to come before the Housing Council, in 

fairness to low and moderate-income advocates. 
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Third, we have recom\flended an increase in the appropriation 

in this bill, from $250 thousand to $1 million.. If we are to take up 

consideration of the individual needs of every municipality on a more 

flexible basis, rather than abide by rigid guidelines, there has to be 

sufficient funding for the Housing Council to operate. Certainly, if 

we had rigid guidelines which simply mandated that a municipality meet 

certain hard numbers and which provided for less mediation and less 

flexibility, the appropriation could be lowered. But, if we are to 

engage in extensive mediation to achieve a solution, and if we are to 

take into consideration the details of individual municipal needs, 

there has to be a larger appropriation for the Housing Council. 

Finally, we are recommending in the bill that the Department 

of Community Affairs be incorporated, or we should at least incorporate 

an administrative agency to oversee eligibility requirements for low 

and moderate-income housing, and future resale approval for low and 

moderate-income housing. It is enough of a burden on the 

· municipalities to build the low and 100derate-income housing and to 

spend the money that we are recommending for the planning of housing 

elements. We felt that the expense attached to qualifying potential 

purchasers or tenants of new low and moderate-income housing -- the 

eligibili~y matter -- should be handled by the Department of Community 

Affairs. 

Finally, when these u,its·are either re-rented or re-.sold, in 

order to guarantee that the units remain low and moderate-income 

housing and that they · do not reduce the fair share compliance of a 

municipality, opening it to future litigation, we felt that the 

Department of Community Affairs should administer the re-sale to ensure 

that the units remain low and moderate-income units. 

Madam Chairwoman, members of the Committee, this constitutes 

the recommendations of the Fair Housing Committee for modification to 

the bill. As I indicated to you, those I have most recently outlined 

are in hard copy; the. rest are a matter of consensus which 

subcommittees of the Fair Housing group are now working on, and we hope 

to be able to submit them to you within the next · 30 days. 
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The · gist of our recommendation,·• in sum, is to' provide;:_the 

kind of flexibility that will invite a municipality to drop efforts at . 

fighting the litigation and to plan for a rational absorption of-· low 

and moderate-income units that can become a real thriving part of their 

communities; and, to provide an implementation process that will get 

the housing built for those in need of a home within the State of New 

Jersey, rather than subjecting that constituency to continuing 

litigation, appeals, threats, and the constitutional moratoriums 

against housing that have been a matter of recent record. 

I· thank you for your patience in hearing me out. On behalf 

of the Committee, I want to thank the Committee rrembers who are not 

present here today for their hard work. We have been involved in 

lengthy sessions virtually every week, with take-home "-Work, the likes 

of which you can't imagine. 

Finally, I would again like to compliment Senator Lipman on 

her courage in standing firm for a reasonable solution to this issue, 
-· 

as opposed to the adversarial process, which seems to~,J5e continuing. 

Thank you, Senators . 

. SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you, Mr. Pozycki. l .. am glad the ad 

hoc committee adopted a name, the Fair Housing Committee. 

you did that. 

I am glad 

Senator Saxton? 

SENATOR SAXTON: Mr. Pozycki, do you envision that the draft 

you are going to submit to us will include amendments reflecting the 

basic structure of this bill, or will it be significantly different? 

MR. POZYCKI: It essentially reflects the structure of this 

bill, in that there is an optional provision for a standardized housing 

element, there is an implementation process which includes mediation, 

and, finally, there is a presumption of validity awarded to a 

municipality that complies. 

SENATOR SAXTON: The reason I asked that is, in this bill, in 

Section 6, it sets forth a criteria which the Fair Housing Council 

would use to ascertain the housing needs for the . fair share formula. 

The criteria in p~ragraph (d) of that section includes guidelines for 

municipal adjustments, based on vacant land, infrastructure 
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considerations, and other municipal matters. · There is no mention in 

that criteria of the need for low and moderate-income housing, not 

until we get over to section 9, where · the municipality itself is 

developing a plan, do we get to the concept of a need for housing. I 

wonder if you think the Council ought to have some consideration as to 

the municipality's need set forth in their criteria as well? 

MR. POZYCKI: Well, in section 6 (b) of the legislation, 

there is a requirement that the Housing Council, under our proposed 

amendment, establish the estimated present and prospective need for· low 

and moderate-income housing. The criteria. that are to be established 

by the Housing. Council are a part of section 6. 

It was o~r feeling that what we had to do was to have that 

need estimated, rather than fix the Housing . Council into a hard and 

fast number for the region. 

Once the Housing Coyncil has a regional perspective of the 

estimated need for low and moderate-income housing, and once, under 

section (b) which you · referred to -.,. it has established guidelines 

for a local municipality to look at these numbers and determine how 

they might accommodate their fair share, then a municipality will have 

enough instruction, . we would hope, to be able to make its own 

calculation of fair share, and the Housing Council will have enough 

reference to make an appropriate review of the municipal calculation. 

SENA TOR SAXTON: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Pozycki, I would like to ask a question 

here. From a regional point of view, and an estimate of the region's 

number, how in your plan will you prevent municipalities from 

disagreeing, saying, "I don't deserve to have 600~ I am smaller than 

another municipality, which only has to provide200?" 

MR. POZYCKI: That is really the thrust of our recommended 

amendments. We have provided, as Senator Saxton has pointed out, the 

opportunity for an adjustment by the Fair Housing Council of what might 

otherwise be a hard fair share for the local municipality, based upon 

the municipality's proof that infrastructure constraints, fiscal 

capacity constraints, lack of available· developable land, lack of 

access to transportation facilities for the new low and moderate-income 
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residents, and other factors such as these,• will bring about a need for 

adjustment in the fair share calculations for the individual town. 

We don't believe that this woold be a watering down of the 

:process.· We don't intend it to be such. . But, we do want to encourage 

municipalities to come in and make a good-faith effort to accommodate 

· .. their fair share. We felt that the best way to do this was to permit a 

municipality to be able to argue for adjustment if, in fact, there are 

very. realistic constraints on immediate accommodation of fair share 

numbers. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Gerry, do you want to say something? Excuse 

me, let me · just introduce Senator Gerry Cardinale, as opposed to 

Senator Gerry Stockman. 

SENATOR SAXTON: They are usually opposed~·. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Yes, they are constantly opposed. Senator 

.Cardinale has just arrived. He is a member of the State Government 

Corrmittee,. and I have not introduced him up to this point. Right now 

we will hear from Gerry Stockman, wh'o is Vice Chairman of the State 

Government Committee. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Thank you very much, Madam Chair lady. 

Before I ask Harry Pozycki a couple of questions about his testimony, I 

would like to take the opportunity, publicly, to compliment him, 

especially, and the ad hoc committee, generally, for its w_ork in this 

area. 

Harry Pozycki is a rare individual. Most of you haven't had 

the opportunity, as I have had, to get to know him. I have worked 

closely with him as he helped me fashion the State Planning Commission· 

bill, which hopefully is about to become law. While it ,foesn't 

directly deal with Mount Laurel and its dilemmas, it will have an 

impact on the growth and development, hopefully, of the State of New 

Jersey in a sensible way, as we go into the 21st Century. 

But, you know, from time to time private citizens kind of 

spring up who are Willing to put in tremendous amounts of time, 

thought, and effort in the public interest. We .elected officials have 

an ulterior motive. , Every time we involve ourselves and sit before -

public gatherings, such as this, we get some publicity. We get our 

names in the papers, and maybe these things help us to get reelected. 
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Harry pozycki isn't runni11g for office. , To my knowledge, he . 

.:i..sn 't getting paid for the tremendous. amount of time and effort he has 

put ·. into this··.· issue. ··.··I think, he .· speaks with great reason~ I think he 

speaks with great balance~ l ,think when the history of this phase of 

New Jersey'smvement in both the ·area ofplanning and particularly in 

the area, the · sensitive area, of· meeting our housing needs, Harry 

Pozycki 's name · ought to be . one of the major figures in resolving t.hat 
. .. . 

problem. So, Harry, I wanted to. take this opportunity to say that to 

· you. Now I 'will try to put you on the spot a little bit and ask you a 

couple of tough questions -- not really; T guess they won't be too 

. tough for you. 

I· did want to ask you, Harry and I tend to -agree with the 

direction of the amendments the Committee is taking --about the Warren 

Township decision, wt,ich I know has disturbed a lot of people. I know 
. . 

. you are basically familiar with it, and I also know that some of my 
. ' 

colleagues think it really is an irrational step. · I wonder, can you 

briefly tell us. \'that you think that' Warren Township decision is, and 

whether you think th.:i..s bill can deal with it in a time frame and in a 

manner . that will not wreak ·· havoc in· that particular municipality? 

That seems to be becoming one, of the crying corners, .or cause celebre, 

as Senator Lipman says, in this struggle.~ I think maybe there is some 

misunderstanding about it. Can you just ,discuss that with us? 

MR. POZYCKI: I would be happy to,.Senator~ but before I 

begin, may I thank . you for. yout: compliment. It is the kind · of.· 

encouragement that you have offered me all along which has really drawn 

me into · this process_ and made me put in the kind of hours you referred 

to. It is that kind of stroking that ma.kes volunteers, like myself, 

work and come back to meetings again and again.. You are far too kind. 

The Warren Township decision, for those·· of you who may .be · 

unfamiliar with it, adopted what has been referred to as the Lehrman 

formula. .Many people have cringed in fear of the at least perceived 

rigidity of the Lehrman ,formula. I know that municipalities, at least 

some ·or those I am familiar with, have pulled out the opinion, 

excerpted the formula from it, ran. a quick calculafion, _ and then have 

gone into a state of almost permanent shock .• 
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I think the legislation that is under -consideration torlaf, 

5-:-2046, provides for flexibility and adjustments to be· made to the 

Lehrman formula. I don't want to degrade the formula~ I think the 

,:courts, without the kind . of resources that · the Legislature has, were 

forced to make some sort of calculation. They were also forced to act 

within the -constraints of ongoing litigation. They reached out to the 

planning community, and their best effort at constructing a formula, to. 

calculate fair share. 

But, the proposals we are making to amend 5-2046 speak to the 

need for flexibility. We want to be able to provide adjustments .if 

there are bona fide infrastructure constraints,. ijnd net. simply a town 

saying, i•Well we don't have the ~ewer capacity right now to build fair 

share; let it go elsewhere." Where there is an inability to get the 

infrastructure built --
sufficient time frame to 

constraint that has to be 

even if one 

accommodate 

considered. 

were 

new 

to start tomorrow -- in a 

housi~J~ that is a serious 
.-· ;: 

Where there is a limit on the amount of: developable land 

available for the construction of low and moderate"'."'income housing, 

that is a factor that must be considered. And, if a municipality's 

fiscal capacity is so tight that it cannot bond for sufficient funds to 

construct its own housing, that is a factor which must be considered. 
. . 

This Jegislation will begin· to respond to the need for 

adjustments, flexibilities, and • perhaps improvements upon the Lehrman 

formula. I don't think it will provide an immediate solution because 

there probably still has to be substantiai debate· and amel')dment to the 

legislation, and before a legislative consensus comes about it may be 

several months before a bill can, even with the greatest hope, be 

adopted. 

But, I do think that if there is legislation, around which 

consensus is forming, which provides a flexible formula, the courts 

themselves, by reference to the formula, may adjust the Warren Township 

decision. The courts have· shown an open mind in considering new ideas 

regarding the Mount Laurel arena! and they have actually specifically 

called for, in the Mount Laurel opinion, · a legislative response that 

would take them out of the game. 
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So, I think t,hat .once we are able to provide an adjustable 

formula, the courts will give deference to it. I think that will go a 

long way towar.d relieving, many of the municipalities concerns about the 

·warren Township decision. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Thank you, ·Harry •. ·. You ·· referred to the 

•fiscal. restraints on local municipalities, arid you also suggested that 

subsidization; perhaps by local municipalities;· may be a partial or a 

total answer to the builder's' remedy, ~hich is · a troublesome concept 

and one · · that I don't think anyone thinks· is the ultimate best 

solution. What about some role by the State in this area? And, in 

particular, what Ebout the question of -- because · of the peculiar 

pressures and the immediate pressures some municipalities face at thi.s 

time -- the apparent possible available revenue at the State level? At 

least. at this point there is 'an open debate, or discussion, as to 

whether this revenue should be used. in the form of a homestead rebate, 

a reduction in the sales tax, or in a direction of that sort. Do you 

think there is more than . coincidence in the fact that we have: this 
·. ' . ·. . : 

immediate pressure on some municipalities because of the court decision 

-- whether some have it through their own fault or. not; nevertheless it· 

is there -- which threatens five times more devel1Jpment than would 

otherwise occur, and · possibly some resources at the State level which 

could be dire.cted towards this · problem · and . towards these 

municipalities? Has the Comm,ittee talked at all about that? Have you· 

.. given that any thought? Do you think it makes any sense?· 

MR. POZYCKI: Weil, the Committee has deferred the matter of 
} . ·. . . . 

subsidization, at least ,State subsidization, of the construction of low 
< < 

and· moderate-income housing tQ the Assembly, · upon advice to us that 

that is the. proper forum for such an appropriation.. . However, 

subsi~ization, I might point out from my own personal perspective, can 

come from ·· three different sources. The first · is, the given 

municipality can float its own ·bond ordinance and provide some funding < < < 
to either directly build · low · and moderate-income units, or to offer 

developers a subsidy, .as opposed to a density bonus of four additional 

conventional units, for the construction of the low and moderate-income 

units.< 



A second source ., would be voluntary... relationship ·. with. 

comlliercial developers, whereby a commercial developer would receive a 

bonus in square footage for devel·opment, and in return they would pay i 

into . a municipal trust fund, which would then be used to either · build 

the units or to subsidize a developer, without the need for giving them 

an additional four conventional units. 

But, my own studies of this have come to the conclusion that 

there would be a need for substantial subsidization funding if we are 

tu accommodate, in the six-year time frame that is in rost master plans 

· and zoning ordinances that are operative, a suf f_icient number of low 

and moderate-income units to satisfy the needs of our .. 5tate. I .have 

heard numbers as large as $200 thousand in subsidy · funds. needed over 

the next six years. I certainly think that the two 'sources I-

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Two hundred thousand?/' 

MR. POZ YCKI: I mean $200 mil lion, excu~e me. I think we can 

handle $200 thousand. I stand corrected. Two hundred million dollars 

is a number the likes of which I don't think can be met by local 

funding or even by local funding in addition to commercial developer 

contributions. 

So, your point is well taken, that the State will have to 

play a major role in providing the subsidies which, it has been said, 

can buy down the conventional units that come with the density bonus. 

I think that if there are any funds immediately available in the State, 

those funds should be allocated forthwith to the municipalities , that 

are now trying to figure out how to face the prospect of five times the 

amount of their fair share numbers. 

For each unit a municipality can either subsidize or build of 

its own accord with State funds, the municipality enjoys a reduction of 

four conventional units. I think that is a benefit which any 

municipality that faces a Mount Laurel settlement, a Mount Laurel 

order, or even the threat of litigati,on, would certainly be well served 

to support. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Thank you. I have no further questions. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Cardinale. 
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SENATOR CARDINALE:.· Mr. Pozycki, let not Ge.rry Stockman be 

the only one to give you a few nice words at the outset..· I want to say 

that, despite . some .basic dis~greement, . I cen sense in what you have 

been presenting, a moderation in the prior positions some of those who 

have been involved in the initial drafting and initial input, with 
. . -· ... 

· respect to this whole question, have taken. 

Despite· all of that, I think it still contains a number of 

features which l find will probably be objection.able to a great portion 
. . 

of the population of this State. · Quoting bac'k to yotJ some language you 

·. just used, you mentioned the recalcitrance of some municipalities. I 

think, inherent in all of what has 1ed · us to the point we are at today 

is an attitude on the part of those who pursued these policies that the 

municipalities, as some sort of detached entity; are reluctant to do 

what is right. Yet, those municipalities are made up of people who are 

represented· by elected officials, . officials who were elected by an 

. electorate that has greater knowledge of the policies they were going 

to follow than those who elect us, or, indeed, than those who elected 

most of the people -- if any of them are elected -- who are part of 

. your ad hoc committee. I still. find 8 great deai lacking, probably 

because of a lack of consid~ration regarding the . interests of the 

.. people at the . lowest level. of our government; in what you have 

proposed. 

Rather than take each individual portion cif that proposal, I 

would like to center on one subject. · You have indicated that there is 

a lack .of resources on the · municipal level to enact the policies which 

. your group considers to be fair. As I look at this issue, I see that 

the Public Advocate,: the courts, and many other aspects of government 

have used the resources whic~ are available to · them to promote this 

• policy. Whereas, the municipalities -- many of them individually, and 

collectively -- have done very, very little,• but those who .have done 
'. . . . . ' .. . . ' . . 

something have had to call upon the very limited resources available to 

them •. ·. Many of them . are . volunteer governments that :do. not have 

full-time elected of ficial,S serving in those governmt:!nts; therefore, 

they have had to volunteer a great .·deal: of time. Most of the 

opposition to this policy could be characterized as opposition· from ·'the 

grass roo~.s, nflt from government. 
~ ·, 

~ ~- . 
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I recognize that some of the novemerit toward this policy is 

•.:-: ,also a grass roots movement. To that extent, I. applaud· it. However, 

· since you already recognize that there is .a limit on the resources of 

-.-• :o::· the municipalities, would your group consider, or t:,ave you considered, 

.i allowing the municipalities some funding from the State, which would 

\ f:' allow them to match the resources that have been used to promote the 

policies that are now, through an attempt .in this bill, to be 

institutionalized ih our State? As a, second -matter, th1s will give 
·. . . ) ·. ·. 

those very · muilicipali ties and. grass roots people an opportunity to 

express themselves -- in the democratic form of gov.ernment which we 

enjoy -- by putting on the ballot SCR-24, vtiich is an alternate policy 

_ that we are going to discuss here today. If you do·. not support either 

of these alternatives, I would just like you to:·e:xplain to me why you 

can still consider yourselves -- and the Publi~.fAdvocate has had a 

great deal· to do with your group -- as advocat~t-'of the public, or as 

advocates of a demq_cratic form of government. Because what is at the 

heart of what I see back in my own distric't I could not agree with 

more, and that is that this seems. to be a policy which cannot stand on 

its own, which does not have public support,_ and which can only be put 

in place by some group acting in a dictatorial fashion and imposing it 

on the rest of society. (applause) 

MR. POZYCKI: First of all, let me suggest . that the word 

recalcitrance was not a word vtiich I had a hand in_ creating. It was 

used by the courts. I am merely referring to the decision of the 

courts over the past 10 years, and their estimate of municipal inaction 

in terms of the construction of low _and moderate-income housing. 

Second, I would like to point out, Senator, that I have 

served as an elected official, and I have great _sympathy for the 

municipal position, having been one of those volunteers serving in a 

small municipality that did not hav_e a great· deal of funds. Therefore,· 

I have a very close understanding of the problems you have outlined. I 

am certainly not insensitive to them. 

. I would like to point out further that there are 
( 

representatives on our Committee from municipal government who have 

.been helping to fashion the kind of moderation you referred to earlier 
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-- the kind of compromise which is necessary to pull the Mount Laurel 

issue out of the arena of the courts and place it in the hands of the 

people, be they. the people represented by the State Legislature or by 

local government. 

As was indicated in my previous remarks, the Mount Laurel 

opinion stripped the. local municipalities of their presumption of 

validity, the presumption that they Ulderstood their towns well enough. 

to devise a rational course of development for their municipalities. 

This legislation seeks to restore the presumption of validity to each 

municipality that wishes to comply. 

I think if blame needs to be placed, it . should not be placed 

bn those who seek to develop a workable response to Mount Laurel; it 

should be placed on those legislators who are not willing to grapple 

with an irnmediate legislative solution. Every day that we waste in not 

trying to work with the kind of legislation that is before this 

Cormiittee today, results in further court orders and court settlements 

that impose five times the amount of housing a municipality may be 

prepared to absorb in relation to its fair share obligations. 

I don't think that the municipalities have acted as conscious 

demons, recalcitrant against their affirmative obligations. Planning 

· is a new and emerging science. Some even refer to it as an art. As 

little as ten years ago, · I think it was almost one of the ten 

commandments of municipal governments that high density housing meant a 

tax burden, rather than something that could. support a municipal tax 

base. Recent studies that have been developed by the State, and by the 

various universities of this Stat8-, have pointed out that apartment. 

development is not necessarily a tax burden, and it can often even 

generate a tax surplus. We are all just coming to recognize that we 

can accommodate different forms of housing, from large-scale, 

single-family houses on large lots-- I mean, previously, if you rode 

through the State of New Jersey you could hardly go a few miles without 

seeing a given town's name, saying such-and~such muni¢ipality invites 

industry. You never saw one that said it invited housing. 

However, today we are coming to realize that we have 

sufficient capacities in our schools and the tax ratable that comes 
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,;,, with .a moderate .· density-. :of· housing · is; oftenc:some:ttring '•that_ i-s . ::.> 

·. bene.ficial · to · a municipality, and ·not quite the burden that it . was' 

initially perceived to be. ,. . > 
. . . 

I think municipal · officials · would.· like ' to · be .. 'able to 
. . 

· accommodate ·the needs of the poor, .. :SO .that tt,ey .could have :a home and 

the dignity that comes with a home_.. But;· what. the municipalities need 

iff<order to make this accommodation i:S direction, and that is ·what the 

legislature has to provide. .. ···"· 

I think that the specifics of the housing' element here~".0-~}~t:;,;: 
·indicating how a municipality can go about calculating its own . fair .·. ·\, 

share; how it can go about making adjustments to that fair share,.,based. 

,i:tJpon its own infrastructure; physical capacity; transportation· 

·,oav.ailabili ty, · and the like, is just the kind · ,of direction that 

municipalities are looking for. The opportunity t.Q,plan to 

housing, rather than have it imposed by CQurt intervention, 

of reprieve that municipalities are beggi'[lg for~-/' 
. :~: :.;. 

I know there is the matter of SCR-24; but 

absorb 

is the 

it is 

this 

kind 

my 

understanding that SCR-24 could not even becorrie effective until 1985. 

It won't be on the ballot this year, and if it is not to be on the 

ballot until the earliest next year, a solution ori the basis of SCR-24 

is really a dim hope far, far on the horizon. We really need to 

address the immediate problems of municipalities that are . now subject 

·to developer law suits, that don't want to have to absorb the four 

additional conventional units, and . that are _looking. for the kind of 

subsidization which Senator .Stockman· referred to a moment ago. 

1 think if we give them a direction as to how they can absorb 

the low· and moderate-income · housing, · in a rational process that 

incorporates such housing as part of their community, and if we give • 

them alternatives to the builders' remedy that_ allows them to convert 
. .. 

existing units, to subsidize units, and so on, the municipalities w~ll 

rush to comply, as opposed to staying within the adversarial realm that 

just means con_tinued litigation expense -- and as a lawyer I can tell 

you that those expenses are · running quite high for the municipalities . 

· -- and then having the eventuality of a builders' remedy, with five 

times the number of uni ts their fair share would otherwise dictate. 
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SENATOR CARDINALE: You · have , failed to answer one of the 

questions I asked. 

understand it. 

Let me rephrase it because perhaps you didn't 

MR. POZYCKI: I may not have. 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: . The grass roots people who have been 

involved on the pro-Mount Laurel side of the issue have had the obvious 

advantage of · enormous sums of governmental money being spent on that 

side of the question. The grass roots people on the other side of that 

issue -- municipal residents who are negatively impacted -- had to 

provide their own defense funds. Whenever there is an imbalance of 

money in the court system, it invariably follows that those who are 

best funded are best able to carry that litigation to the most 

successful conclusion. Now I ask you if you would support, wi_thin this 

measure, an appropriation so municipalities would have State money 

available to them of a sufficient quantity to balance the funding 

mechanisms? Even this Council is planned to be a• paid entity. 

Jnvariably, this Council is going to have some disagreements with the 

individual municipalities that are involved. How are those agreements 

going to be arrived at? They are going to be arrived at with. a paid 

staff, on the one side, and, in many instances, volunteers from the 

municipality on the other side. 

Certainly, even within the structure of this bill -- even if 

we accept al 1 of its pararneters -- there is. another imbalance being 

created, and we arrived at this through a process which is perhaps not 

yet complete. Actually, the Supreme Court of the United States has not 

said that Mount Laurel has been rightly applied in this case. I 

realize that our State courts have closed their eyes to some of the 

basic constitutional issues of property rights which are involved 

here. It is unlikely that the municipalities of the State of New 

Jersey can carry that litigation to its complete conclusion in that 

forum. Yet, the people seem to be denied the means to effectively 

counter what is being done with government money. If there is any 

legislative inaction, and you talked about legislative inaction, it 

came about in a couple of places. Certainly, it came before Mount 

Laurel. There was legislative inaction; the court referred to it. 
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However, I would differ with the· court's interpretationi 1 would say 

that the people of this State, through their elected officials, 

expressed disagreement with the direction some people wanted to take us 

··-"' . . in. Therefore, we did not enact this legislatively· for a very 900d 

reason. 

Many of us who would have . voted for Mount Laurel as a 

Legislative enactment wouldn't have been reelected; therefore, it was 

not done. It could only have been imposed by an outside group. 

Enormous amounts of governmental funds were used to arrive at that 

conclusion. Why not balance the inequities? If what you are talking 

about. is fair-- You used the word fair housing. If ,you want t0 be 

fair, why aren't you fair on all sides of the question? Why not let 

the other side of the argument have its fair say, and its fair 

opportunity? Perhaps it is timing. You say your objection to SCR-24 

is that it can't be done soon enough. Well, perhaps if we said to the 

Supreme Court of this State that we are going to put this on the ballot 

and let the people decide, maybe the Supreme Court of this State would 

react to public opinion; they have before. Maybe they would say, 

"Okay, until it is decided we will stay our orders with respect to 

Mount Laurel." No one has done that at this point in time, and for a 

very good reason: SCR-24 is not scheduled to go on the ballot, and 

SCR-24 is not going to go on the ballot because your side of the 

question seems to feel it has won -- it has won the battle -- and that 

it is just a question of how it is going to be implemented. 

I say to you, there are some of us on the other side of the 

question who are really not willing to concede that the battle is 

totally over. You many have won, and you may continue to win, but I 

want to point out that it is not fair. Although we are in 1984, it is 

hardly appropriate to use words .like fair when we are talking about a 

policy like this, which is imposed from outside on the people of this 

State. (applause) 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Madam Chairwoman, as a point of personal 

privilege, I have no doubt that Harry Pozycki can effectively carry on 

an exchange of this sort, but if you as Chairperson are going to allow 

Senator Cardinale to make a statement -- and I respect your right to --
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I would like to give a response to that statement at some point, after 

Harry Pozycki does. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Be my guest, both of you. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Now remember,. Gerry, I started out 

agreeing with you. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Well, just so there is no confusion in the 

audience, Senator Cardinale, I think we both know we have a very basic 

disagreement in this area. While it appears that your statement is a 

popular one with the group this rTOrning -- and l respect the fact that 

there will be people with that feeling -- I at least don't want to let 

the opportunity go by without suggesting that I do think we are dealing 

with a matter of fairness. I do not think the New Jersey Supreme Court 

has closed its eyes to justice by seeing and recognizing a fundamental 

right, and a fundamental fairness, in the need for housing for the poor 

and the near-poor. 

I would welcome a carrying of that question to the Supreme 

Court of the United States. I can't help but suggest that with what is 

at stake, and with the finances that are at .stake, I can't really 

believe lhat some group cannot come up enough money to· take that 

decision to the Supreme Co1.,1rt of the United States. 

I happen to think that those who watch the Supreme Court 

carefully, would recognize "'.'"- at least in my judgment -- that they 

would quickly acknowledge the right of the Supreme Court.of New Jersey, 

pursuant to its Constitution,. to fashion. this remedy, and this 

recognition of a f1.,1ndamental right. 

l happen to think that it is in the public interest, and that 

history, way down the road, will make it clear that our society is a 

vibrant, alive, progressive, and wonderful place to live in, because 

from time to time decisions of this sort have been made here in this 

State. 

So, I don't wring my hands in distress at the Mount Laurel 

decision. I don't enthusiastically embrace the builders' remedy, but I 

think that can be dealt with, as Harry Pozycki has pointed out. 

The suggestion that there ought to be some funding for the 

other side of this reminds me of an exchange I had with another 
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opponent of the Mount Laurel decision, Professor Rosen I think it was, .· 

who was equally upset -- and I guess Senator Cardinale was -- with the 

Robinson vs. Cahill decision, where our Supreme Court insisted we come 

to grips · with the patently inadequate funding of public education in 

urban areas, and as a result of that decision we now have an income' 

tax. I suppose . one could argue that when that scenario unfolded we 

should have appropriated rroney for the opponents of the income tax so 

they could continue to fight. 

I don't really think that is what this decision is all 

about. I think it is in place, and I think we should get on with the 

question of dealing with it. I absolutely agree that' the longer we 

continue to debate in. terms of the outrageousness, or the -need for a 

constitutional burying of the Mount Laurel I I ·decision, the very 

municipalities that may, at first blush, be inclined ta embrace that 

kind of argument are going to pay the roost dearly for not getting on 

with the business of living up to the Constitution. 

I am sorry for balancing that off, and I don't expect a great 

deal of applause for that. (applause) Thank you. 

SENA TOR LIPl~AN: We have a very appreciative audience today, 

Senators.· Mr. Pozycki? 

MR. POZYCKI: There is really a substantive response to 

Senator Cardinale 's question, which is really on target with th.e 

concern you raised. I am not here to disagree with you or your premise 

that fair housing advocates have been well · funded in their attack on 

municipal housing ordinances, and that municipalities, on the other 

hand, are often strapped , for. litigation expenses to defend their 

positions. I suggest to you that we really don't have the luxury of 

funding further adversity in such economic times as today. The 

constraints. on the State's available funds are such that I think we 

have to prioritize the use of the funds and put them where they are 

best applied, and that is with the subsidization of housing, so that we 

don't have to deal with the builders' remedy. 

Even if a municipality was able to argue a reduction in the 

builders' remedy to half of what the fair housing advocates had 

estimated, they would still be stuck with five times that one-half if 

they had to take the development in the form of a builders' remedy. 
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If they took the funds that you referred to and they applied 

them to subsidization, they could reduce the development of new housing 

in their municipality by five. I think that is the best allocation of 

those funds. 

But, more to the point -- and this is a subtle point that I 

hope I can make clear; it is a lawyer's point -- the shifting of the 

· presumption of validity speaks precisely to the inequity that you put 

on the table. Right now, as you indicated, the developers and the fair 

housing advocates have the lion's share of funds to attack a given 

municipality. The municipalities have l'ess. 

In S-2046, if a municipality obtains the presumption of 

validity offered by the Housing Council, the burden of proof that a 

municipality is deficient shifts· heavily to the developer, or fair 

housing' advocate. What that means in terms of litigation expenses is 

that, unlike the situation today when a developer need only· come in and 

point out that a municipality doesn't have a fair share, and the 

municipality then is forced to pay for the planners, to pay for the 

attorneys, to pay for the other expert witnesses, and to undergo days, 

and days, and days of testimony, all of which adds up in municipal 

litigation expenses, we could shift the burden of proof 'to the 

developer. Then if there was adversity remaining even after this 

legislation was adopted, the lion's share of expense, in relation to 

any kind .of Mount Laurel 1i tigation, would have to be . borne by the 

developer. The amount of money that a ·municipality would need to 

defend itself would be substantially reduced, because instead of having 

to pay lawyers and pay planners to defend its position, it would have 

the shield of the very strong presumption of validity. It could hold 

this shield up . against developers and · force the developers to consider 

the obstacles of extensive litigation, heavy expenses, and the 

planners' proof that would be able -- hopefully on the developer's side 

to scale this presumption of validity. 

So, there would be a major shift in the expense of litigation 

away from the municipality and to the developer if a town complied with 

the optional housing element and. received its presumption of validity. 

I think that is. in the bill. right now. That speaks very much 

to the kind of inequity that you are concerned about • 
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SENATOR CARDINALE:'.::., l would say to :,>you, yes,'. once. >having 

arrived at that point, I would hope, as you hope and' neither of us 

know -- that the courts would honor that shift and that the fiscal 

aspects of that shift would also fall into place. However, the .. cost. of 

arriving at that point is going to be borne, on . the one hand, by 

government and, on the other hand, by local people defending:where they 

.should be on that spectrum. That is the first i:>roblem. 

There is . more than money involved, at least more than the 

money for the lawyers. There is also the question of what sacrifice, 

in terms of the quality of life in a given co1m1uni t y; is going to have 

to be made to arrive at that point? I·· will say that in some 

communities there will be no sacrifice in the quality of life; in 

others, it may be very substantial, or what they perceive as being a 

very substantial shift in the quality of life. 

I don't think it is any accident that 'ttie communities which 

have been attacked by the advocates of fair :housing are communities 

which· developed out of a wilderness _ which all of this was a few 

hundred years ago -- · in a manner that all of us would consider "that's 

a good place to 1i ve." There are people here from Saddle River today. 

I doubt that anyone would think that Saddle River' is · not a good place 

to live -- there may be a few, but that is a good place to live. 

I would suggest to you that the planning policies which 

developed, in some portions of our State, what we would all consider to 

be good places to live, and in other places -- sometimes very closely 

adjacent to them - - as maybe still good but not quite as good, . were not 

all wrong. But, t.he advocates of fair housing have said those policies 

are wrong, and I am afraid that the people who are going to sit on 

these committees are going to make decisions based on a heavy input of 

the kind of philosophy that has led us to this point in the first 

place. 

It is no great remedy to say to the people of Mahwah and the 

people of Saddle River and the people of Ramsey -- or to the people of 

Mount Laurel -- "you are now going to be protected because we are going 

to come to a point, with no protection -- after they have knocked you 

down a level -- where perhaps now you are not going to be much better 
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than the communities you consider to be undesirable places." You 

consider the~ undesirable places, because we pointed out at our last 

hearing that there are vacant apartments -- vacant apartments -- in the 

City of Ne~ark which were built with government funds. Why don't we 

fix them up? I dare say, if we surveyed areas in this State, we would 

find lots of places zoned no differently than the zoning you are trying 

to get in many other places where apartments have not been built. 

Why? Why are we blind to that fact? You want to build them somewhere 

else because it was the policies that were followed in those other 

areas which have led to their becoming less desirable places to live in 

-- and many of them are not undesirable, but certainly they are less 

desirable places to live in. 

The bottom line on why I disagree with you is, I am afraid 

you are going to introduce the saine policies that.have made some places 

undesirable, or less desirable, imposing those policies on the other 

more desirable areas of the State, and we are going to come, just as we 

did in Robinson vs. Cahill, to an attempt to decrease quality of an 

area where quality exists, so as to narrow the spectrum. I don't think 

that is American; I think that is something else. (applause) 

SENA TOR, LIPMAN: Mr. Pozycki, l know you can answer Senator 

Cardinale. I didn't want to get drawn into this discussion, but since 

he brought up the subject of Newark, I have to make a statement. 

Senator Cardinale, you pointed out that this problem is 

probably going to be solved with governmental moneys. I have to point 

out to· you that one of the main reasons for having to resort to. 

· governmental moneys at a State level and a local level is because the 

federal subsidies, which subsidized municipalities in the past, don't · 

exist any longer. For this reason, there has to be new procedures. 

The State and local governments have to pick up where the Federal 

government has stopped working. 

l can think of many debates which we could · have here as I 

hear the various points being made. For example, a media person asked 

me, "How do you .like the fact that the courts have turned activist? Do 

you appreciate it as a legislator? What do you think of it ?II I happen 

to think that SCR-24 sort of represents an evasion of the Legislature 
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,- ·'-'-/ 0::to face. its ·.own problems. Despite the fact ttra'f· I believ:e':this, •we 

--_- sti n .considered SCR-24 until ·it was brought out that ib::was too late 

·- for this year's consideration in order for it to be put. on the ballot. 
. . 

I would like to ask you a question about S-2046 which is-_ ; -

always asked of me. Has the Fair'·Housing Committee __ thought of 

adjustments in your considerations for the towns and municipalities 

wf)ich already have rulings? What have -you Jione about possible appeals 

to the Housing Council? 

MR. POZYCKl: What we have. done :is, we have provided-- Let 

·me see if I can reference you to the··specific section.,,' It is Section 
. , - . 

14. · We have provided two avenues of ·relief for municipalities which 

are already subject to Mount Laurel rulings. One avenue of relief~ of 

cOUJ:'.se, is to provide for adjustments ir( the phasing .schedule: that 

might take local constraints into consideration. _ The second;tis to 
-· .. 

point the way to the courts for referrai0 ~,hf cases that ar~ ongoing. If 

there is a case which is before the courts, and .the court_ feel~ that 
• . ~-1-~ . ,, - . 

mediation before· the· Housing Council might effect a 1T19re expeditious 

remedy arid one that would_ be acceptable to the both pa_rties, the courts 

can refer the case to the Housing Council •. _ ,,, 

For those cases which have already been decided, there is an 

opportunity to make adjustments in the phasing sc"hedtdes as per 

multiple constraints. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. That is important, and it is 

something l thought we needed to ·clarify. It is something that is very 

often asked: "What will we do about what has already happened?" 

Senator Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: · Thank you very much, Madam Chairman. Mr. 

Pozycki, I don't want to get into a long discourse with respect to 

SCR~24, but I feel it would be very appropriate for this Legislature to 

permit the people of _this State to vote on that issue. (applause) I 

do not agree with the Chairwoman when she said we realize we can't do_ 

it this year; therefore, we won't do it. Actually, we could pass it 

out of Committee now. We could pass it and get it ready for 1985. 

Although it 'would be late, it would give the people an opportunity to 

look forward to voting on this issue. So, Madam Chairman, I don't 

agree with you. 
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Besides, Senator Dorsey has had this legislation in for 

months, if not years. Election year 1984 wasn't that crucial; it could 

have been 1983. But, the Legislature chose lo .do nothing about it. 

With· respect to the so-called 1egislative inaction and the 

time it is going to take, that is the reason -- and, I don't think I 

was farsighted; I think I was just being sensible and logical --, I 

suggested in r ebruary or March of this year that we impose a 

legislative moratorium on these judgments so that the Legislature and 

people lik.e yourself, who are volunteers, could work carefully, and 

shall we say, maybe slowly, in coming about with a legislative 

decision. The moratorium was poo-pooed by most people. I attempted on 

the floor of the Senate to do something about it, · but I got no support 

from, in fact, your Commit tee, as I recall, and various other 

committees. That is why we are in this position. 

All that having been said, I would like your Committee to 

look further at the issues of, "What do we do now to help those 

municipalities that have either (1} effected settlements under duress, 

or (2) those municipalities that already have judgments against them?" 

I don't think they have gone far enough, Madam Chairman. Madam 

Chairman, what I am saying is, the Committee has not gone far enough, 

and I think the Committee should have the intestinal fortitude to go 

further, even to the point of challenging what has happened in the 

courts, because there is no way at this point for the municipalities to 

do the various things that you have suggested can be done under this 

bill. 

for example, getting money from developers, subsidizing on 

their own municipalities just can't put all of that together." So, 

what you are giving them is an empty promise. But, they already have 

either judgments or forced settlements against them. 

If you want to be fair, you will address that issue, you will 

give the municipalities a substantial amount of time and something that 

will allow them to cut down on the numbers. Now I'm going to get to 

the numbers. 

Warren Township, with a requirement of 900-some units: Right 

now, the only way I know of that Warren Township can comply, regardless 
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"Of all the rhetoric we've seen and knowing that their budget is in 

place, is to provide for approximately 4,500 ~ew homes in their zoning 

ordinance. I can be challenged on that, but I'm close, if not exact, 

at 4,500 -- I'm close. For them to comply with 4,500-- They are a 

town that probably has maybe 1 , 500 homes in it al together, and there is 

no way that we can sit here, face each other, and look at each other 

right in the eye and say, "That is a logical decision for Warren 

Town ship. " There is no way we can do that. 

Therefore, if your Committee wants to do a job for the State 

of New Jersey and show the people that we are logical, sensible, and 

sensitive to the problems of this State, then this Committee must do 

something about that decision which has already come down. If we don't 

do that, Warren Township will eventually, Lnless the cou~ts change it, 

rezone for 4,500 units. They just can't accommodate that. Why are we 

hiding from that fact? It is true; there is no question about it. As 

the judgments come down, it is going to be more and more. This is 

decided on the basis of some person named Lehrman and a group of 

planners who got together in a back room. The court accepted it. 

Really, that is wrong. Your Committee would not have come up with that 

decision; I feel confident of that. 

What you have to do in your Committee is, in my opinion -- I 

think your Committee is respected, and certainly the Chairwoman feels 

that the Committee knows what it is talking about -- I think you have 

to come ~p with something that brings those numbers way, way, way down 

so they can be accommodated. I say to you that if the Supreme Court 

had told every municipality in the growth area, "Provide for 100, 150, 

or 200 units of low and moderate-income housing," it would have been 

done. But, when you get decisions where it is going to range anywhere 

from 700 to 3,000, 4,000, or 5, 000 -- that is low and moderate-income 

housing -- and you multiply that times five to get your total number, 

you are just not going to be able to accommodate it in the State. You 

are going to have all the litigation we have talked about. 

What do you think you can do to bring the numbers down, 

first of all, for a Town like Warren that has already been sued, and 

secondly, for all the other towns that are being sued? What can we do 
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to make them reasonable? I have tried a moratorium, I,have tried 

staging, and I've argued that it should only be a percentage of the 

existing population of that town. Let's say a townhas 2,000 units 

people living in 2,000 dwelling units of any kind, be it apartments, 

houses, or whatever. Why can't we say that for a specified period of 

time, no more than a certain percentage -- five percent or ten percent 

. of that total number -- would be authorized for any purpose under Mount 

Laurel II? Then the towns can assimilate this growth, and then it is 

going to make · some sense. In my opinion, it is not going to make sense 

when we are talking thousands of units. 

Besides that, it will have a negative impact on other parts 

of the State. It will certainly have· a negative impact on our 

highways, and they are already the most used highways in the country. 

I don't think your Committee has gone deeply enough into the 

issue, and I wish you would. As! said, the Committee is honored and 

respected, and I think the Chairwoman is going to listen to you. 

Unfortunately, I think the Public Advocate had too much to say with the 

original drafting of the.bill .. That is my guess; nobody has told me 

this. I have just guessed it. That is a problem we have to overcome. 

Bring in reasonable numbers, and I think people will accept 

them. Without reasonable numbers, we are going to continue on to Mount 

Laurel III, IV, V, Vl, VII, and on to X. That is the way I feel. 

(applause) 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, that is what we wish to avoid. 

MR. POZYCKI: Senator, I. hear you, and l also hear the people 

in the audience who express concern for the very large numbers that are 

being generated in ongoing court litigation. 

We are open to suggestions. We have been working on the very 

. problem you have outlined -- trying to figure out how we can make 

adjustments for individual municipalities so that the accommodation of 

low and moderate-'-income housing does not become a matter of disruptive· 

growth, but becomes really a matter of community evolution. 

I would point out to you that I think part of the way-- I 

frankly admit to you that I don't know the solution to make the rest of 

the distance, and I will certainly be listening to testimony today, but 
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as>far as the phasing option,· which we have offered -- much · al1lng the 

line of your own suggestion that there should be some sort of-staging 

· · or phasing in former legislative proposals -.-. we have indicated that 

-where a judgment or settlement has already been obtained against a 

-given municipality, that the municipality might ap13eal to the -courts 

the Housing Council for adjustments to the phasing schedule,. or for ihe 

· adoption of a phasing schedule if none existed. I would point out to 

yo1.1 · that we differentiate between municipalities that have been trying ... 

hard to accommodate and those that have been simply stonewalling it. 

for those who have been trying to accommodate, we have actually 

inserted a criteria for past performance. So, if· a municipality can 

show that it is making an effort to accommodate,_ it can· avail itself of 

a rrore favor ab le phasing schedule. 

Secondly, the subsidization that is recommended in this 

legislation, which admittedly will have to be taken up in -the Assembly, 

will speak to existing court decisions. In municipalities where the 

numbers are similar to those in Warren -- and, there are as many as 

5,000 units being mandated -- not all of those units n'ecessarily are 

repre:3ented by the builders' remedy. In some instances, the units are 
. . . ) 

the result of attacks by housing deveiopers, and therefore, they carry 

with them fout conventional units for every low and rroderate-income 

unit. In other i_nstances, those are just numbers reflecting the 

remainder of the municipal fair share. 

If subsidization is made available to a municipality, the 

remainder of the fair share can be accommodated at the earlier stages, 

thereby not only reducing the overall number, but allowing the phasing 

of a builders' remedy that would be far roore gradual than has been 

ordered by the courts. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Excuse me, Madam Chairman, Mr. Pozycki is 

a graduate of the same university I attended and where your niece is 

now a freshman. He is a very bright guy. . He said he heard me; but I 

don't think he did,·because what I am saying is, Harry, you-,- Maybe I 

should have said it directly. In my opinion, fair share, as enunciated 

at this point by the courts, ·is unfair. We have to recalculate those 

numbers and come in with lower numbers. We have to do that. If we 
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don't, I feel we would be irresponsible toward a substant.ial part of 

the State. I am saying it is just plain unfair for Warren Township to 

be faced with the prospect of increasing its size by five. · l don't 

think ther~ is. anything fair about that. 

MR. POZYCKl: With all due respect·, Senator, and much thanks 

for the credit of our mutual university, I think that argument is not 

really an argument that I can respond to, or even that this Committee 

can respond to. It really is an argument that the courts will 

ultimately have to respond to. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No, no, the courts said--

MR. POZYCKI: (interrupting) If I might just finish-

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: (continuing) --we didn't act, so they 

came up with a formula. Now we can act and come up with our own 

formula. The courts said there were a certain number of units that 

were needed to be filled, to be rehabilitated, or whatever in this 

entire State. What l am saying is, we should question that, and we 

should come up with our own numbers, our own formula, and bring it down 

to a logical, sensible basis. That is all. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Excuse me, Senator. I think in his ear lier 

remarks, Mr. Rozycki indicated just what you are saying that the 

Housing Council and the local municipality will come up with 'its own 

numbers. They will face the courts together. That is what he has been 

saying all morning. 

MR. POZYCKl: Madam Chairman? 

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: ( interrupting) No, he just responded that 

it is up to the courts. That is what I thought he said with respect to 

f air~share numbers. 

MR. POZYCKI: We have a basic misunderstanding here, and it 

is in differentiating between cases that have already been decided by 

the courts and cases that are prospective. 

My recommendation in 5...;2046 is for an adjustment to the 

formulas which I feel are too rigid right now, and which might be 

accomplished through sensitive legislation. But, that is for 

prospective litigation. 
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You raised the question, "What can be done for. the Warren 

Townships of this State that have already had a decision rendered 

against them by a court of jurisdiction over the municipality?'' -With 

regard to those decisions, that is what I mean when I .say that we .cali 't 

. speak to that kind of an argument in this forum. 

There is the constitutional doctrine of separation of powers, 

and the courts may be willing to listen to some sort of an appeal or 

some motion for review of their decision based, upon new legislation. 

But, I certainly can't determine whether the courts will· reopen a case 

that has already been decided. That is why we have addressed this 

legislation primarily to perspective litigation, and.,.~we have tried to 

give some comfort to those towns that have already had decisions 

rendered against them through subsidy and through adjustments of 

phasing. To change the number that has been order~9. by the, court in a 

case where there has already been a decision is something that can only 

be done by the litigants involved -- if they appeal or if they make a 

motion to the court for an adjustment of that decision. I think that 

avenue is open to them,. but we can't proscribe it legislatively because 

of the separation of powers. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Madam Chairman? Okay, I hear you. I want 

to ask one more question, and then I'm going to keep quiet. 

Would your Ad Hoc Committee file an amicus brief in the 

Warren Township appeal should they appeal? 

MR. POZYCKI: My Ad Hoc Committee has been given far more 

credit than it deserves here today. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Not enough, not enough. 

MR. POZYCKI: The powers it has assumed in this legislative 

hearing are awesome, I'm sure. When I report back to the members of 

the Committee, they are certainly going to be impressed. We may carry 

away with us a sense of self-importance that is far too big for the 

Committee. 

What we are struggling to do here today -- and, I emphasize 

"struggling"--

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) You didn't answer my 

question, Harry. 
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MR. POZYCKl: Well; I Im going to answer it right now. What 

we are struggling to do here today is to develop a legislative solution 

that can take the courts out qf the business of Mount Laurel and return 

the power of home rule to the municipalities. 

I personally don't have the energies to do nore than I'm 

doing right now. I am not pleading for your mercy; I'm simply pointing 

out that as a volunteer -- and we have several volunteers on the 

Conmittee; I might point out that many of them are municipal 

representatives -- we' re trying to fashion a response that will remove 

t~e matter of Mount Laurel from the realm of adversity and that will 

get on with the solution in a way which is most sensitive to municipal 

needs. 

If you feel there is a way to go in terms of further 

litigation, it certainly is your option, but the members of my 

Committee and myself are overwhelmed in simply trying to fashion a 

legislative response. 

I might point out that from the time of Governor Cahill's 

blueprint on housing, the Executive Branch has spent over 20 years 

trying to deal with the housing issue. From the· time of the first 

fair-share housing cases in the courts, the Judiciary has spent over 10 

years trying to deal with the housing issue. My Cammi ttee has been 

working on this for a little over two months, and I really think we 

have to keep our focus on the solution that we're working on right now 

in order to be effective.. I'm not trying to argue against your 

solution as another avenue, but it certainly is not an avenue that my 

Committee has. the capacity to respond to. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Are you finished, Senator? 

SENA TOR GAGLIANO: I promised I wouldn't say another word. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. I have been sitting here trying 

tq figure out what is the best way for the mayors who have asked to 

speak to ask questions of the Ad Hoc Committee Chairman. You have 

already been up here for two hours. I will approach it like this: Are 

there mayors present v.ho would like to ask questions of Mr. --

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) I think there is another 

Committee member. 
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-;.:;:SENATOR LIPMAN: -oh, all right.-:-Senator·,saxton, Just a 

minute. let. me just finish this, and then y-~u can take over. I 

thought you said your piece, but that is all right.. (laughter) · 

. Would you answer questions _;about . your testimony that you made 

:this morning in case there is -some :point wnich is not_ too clear? For 

example;-- -one that I have heard .and which you haven't addressed is· 

· there are times you have -- in determining numbers, is the town going . 

to 9-et any credit · for the building they have recently done, for 

·· example? That is a question you haven't answered. 

MR. POZYCKI: I can answer that one. The a~wer is yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: . All right. Senator Saxtonl1 

SENA TOR SAX TON: I didn't go to the same -'law schoo L In 

fact, I'm not even a lawyer.· (laughter), 

MR. POZYCKI: We· were talking about undergraduate school 

anyway. 

SENATOR SAXTON: In a sense, a lot of this discussion has 

·.' been philosophical this roorning, . and· I would just. like to get away from 

the specifies that we've talked about so much this morning, because 

there are questions that there are some basic disagreements on. I 

think we all recognize that. 

What we really are talking about here I think Senator 

· Stockman and l can agree on this wholeheartedly· is that at some 

point, if becomes the responsibility of society to try to help, in some 

w~y, those who- are perhaps disadvantaged. It has been discussed here 

for the last months and years, I guess, in terms of Mount Laurel, by 

trying to do something within the realm of what has been called Mount 

Laurel, and, based on that decision, to try--to help people _who can't 

perhaps afford.to buy what might be considered average housing in some 

towns where it is at least questionable as to whether or not those 

folks would really want to be there, whether we can reallY help them do 

that, or whether or not that is a social goal which is realistic. 

In terms of the services that are provided there -- whether 

the transportation, the education, or the social environment -- it is 

in keeping with what- people will be. able to prosper in. 

f . 
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'At the same t:i:m~, government has ~ecognized,the,necessity.to 

try to do things i11 an economic 'vein. for p~ople. who are less able to do 

those things for themselve$. We have looked at some urban enterprise 

bi1ls, wl1ich Senators Stockman, Lipman, and Rand, and also people, who . ,• . . . .. . 

represent urban areas 'where there are large numbers. of people ·who ate 

disadvantaged economically and socially"'::-:- That is a concern that we · 

all have. On the one hand;. we're trying to help· people to .get ·into a 

situation where they can afford so~~ reasonably · g~od housing., and on 

the other hand, we're trying to do. things in urban areas to help ·the 

entire economic structure of those areas become better. . . 

It seems to me that, at lea~t in part, we are going in 
' . 

:separate directions. On the one hand,- we're saying~ "let's create some_ 

, jobs where p~ople' live .•. let's create better services; let's provide 

·_.-better medical care; let's provide things in. areas such as Trenton 

where we. have coop~rated to try and bui.ld governmental buildings· where 

people can work.'' In Camden, we' re trying to"' develop the ports .where 

people can work. 

people can work. 

In Atlantic City, we've got things going on where 

Yet, the ~hole substance of, this debate has been on 

how to move those same people someplace else where we' re not trying to 

· do those things -- where those sanie opportunities for blue-collar , 

workers don't exist, and where we're making no. opportunity available 
. . ' 

' nor ariy effort to try to make them exist. 

What I am trying to get to is, it just seems to me th.at with . 

all this effort _.:.. with all the d1ffer.ent ~chemes· to subsidize low and 

moderate-income housing in areas where the opportunities for jobs and 

-happiness don't really exist -- as part- of this program, we should 

funnel some of those energies ·and some of those moneys into the areas 

where we are trying to make economic opportunity, social adjustment, 

and happiness exist. So, we are worki.ng in two separate directions, 

and I just think that as part of your program; as part of your ad hoc 

group Is thrust in solving . Mount Laurel' . if. we can put those two things. 

together, and if-we·can put together the use of·subsidi,zed money --

-either from 

moneys into 

live, where 

government _or from the builders' remedy -- and get those 

places where. people want to live .and have opportunities to 
. . . .. • ... 

the Federal and State·_ governments are trying to make 
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:economic things..:. happen for low-income people -~;; 'I thirik -that woulrl ·be a 

much more desirable end than to try to work -with dual purposes, ,as we 

.are now. 

~-_.I· .guess, I am interested in what your-.response to .:::t_hat might · 

be. 

-_ MR. POZYCKI: I am very} sympathetic_ ,to the ·-ccmc-erAs· yeu ti'ave 

just expressed, Senator. In the proposed. amendments to 5;...2046, we have 

-outlined the prospect for adjustments for a municipality's" fair-share. -

based on things like transportation availability -and ·those kinds of 

considerations that you expressed. Although it is not a part of 

S-,2046, I personally would support a bill that would arise· in the_ 

- Assembly, giving priority for the allocation of funding -to thos~ ·areas · 
,. ~ . . .. -.__ . 

that are most in need of that kind of funding right now. 

pockets 

will be 

I do_ believe that we have to avoid the continued _growth of 

of poverty in the State because I think th'aj: kind· of ,:>roblem 

to the detriment of the quality of lif:e>of all _the 

m1,.micipalities in· our State. 
..... -:-- . 

I think the answer really is as you suggest; it is two-part. 

We have to take-care of the needs of the poor, ;for housi,ng within 

proximity to jobs and services, as b~st we can.-:_ We have· to absorb the 

· need for low and moderate-income housing in proport:ionate shares · 

throughout the municipalities of the State simultaneously. The need is 

so great_ that I don't think it can be done in one area or the other, 

but I do agree that to simply indicate that it should i:>e allocated in 

municipalities in the furthest reaches of the State is not the way to 

solve the problem.. It has to be done in both loca_tions. We have to do 

whatever we possibly can to reduce t_hese ,pockets of poverty. I think 
_- . 

they might become almost like sores on the State of New Jersey, ano 

while we would be able to ignore them if we are in the more fortunate 

municipalities, in time, the reputation of this State and the results 

in terms of future development of the populations that might move to· 

this State, it could cause that kind of deterioration in the quality of 

life that some of us have expressed concern about here today. 

Your poirit is well-taken. The funding should be made 

available to bot_h areas, and perhaps even priority allocation to those 
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· areas where housing is most- critically in need. I don't think it is a .· 

mat.ter of one or the other.' It has to be both of them coming together. 

We're trying to do that. We're providing for adjustments in 

fair-share .. numbers in given municipalities that can show .. they have 

.. constr~ints · that argue againE?t full• fair-share accom1110dation. · We are 

.... supporting the· notion of · subsidization so that if a given city 's fair 

share, or a given city's housing needs, can be accommodated through 

subsidization, the gross regional need will be reduced. That· will 

further reduce the fair share of the municipalities'within the region. 

Your point is well "'.'taken.· · 

. SENA TOR SAXTON: I would just likE! to make two Other points. 

Perhaps one is -the. point · yc,u and l have just talked about. 

first, I would just like. Us to view, .i..f we will, some of the 

decisions that have come·down involving the builders' remedy. You 

know, I've talked with people from municipalities who are affected. 

l've talked with builders,.· I've talked with planners, and I have really 
. . . . . . . 

tried to be diligent about getting as many perspectives on thi_s as I 

can, including trying to understand Senator Stockman. I do 

occasionally. (laughter} 

One of the conclusions that most ·of the people whom l' ve 

talked with seem to come to when it involves .the fair-share allocation,. 
. . . .· . 

the builders I remedy' and the density bonus program' is that those 

units which are provided for low and iooderate:-income folks -- iii the 
. . 

towns that we ha.ve oeen talking about here this morning -:- are probably 

riot going to go to help those folks that they are intended to help. .· We 

have already pointed out that people need to be near their. jobs, and 

they need to be near their services. Those court decisions that have 

come down have been concentrated·. in areas . where people who are in need 

of those types- of facilities -- the urban middle class and the urban . 

poor -- are going to·. have a very difficult time justi fy.ing their own 

families. moving into those facilities. So, who will move into them? 

It may t>,e my. kid when he graduates .from high school, or.· your kid when 

he graduates from college. To a large degree, I think that is going to 

. be so. I think a Jot of people agree with that point of vfew. 
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Secondly, I just want to. emphasize once again that I don't 

see in the bill or the amendments that you talked about, a real attempt -

to do something to help those poor folks, those low-income folks, who 

you think might be in the bill. I don't see it there. At least, in 

part, if you are all going to push this bill through -- and, you've got 

the authority and the power to get it through the Legislature; I don't 

think there is any doubt _about that-- Whether the Governor is going to 

sign it or not is something else, but I think one of the concepts that 

.is absent from it and that you really ought to ~onsider i_s, how can you 

couple the growth in the housing we need for low and moderate-income 

people with jobs? I don't see this bill doing it. 

I know there are efforts being made by this- administration, 

the national administration, and the national Congress.to try to 

provide jobs for people, so that a meaningful change -in society will 

take place. Providing a low-income house for someone doesn't change 

his life. People have to have the means to sustain themselves; they 

have to have the means to feel good about themselves. That only comes 

through the opportunities that make people feel that way. 

Low-cost housing and moderate-cost housing in the communities 

we've been talking about this morning is so far removed from the 

economic opportunities that I think are necessary. I think you ought 

to go back to the drawing board and consider more carefully that aspect 

of planning for a social change in New Jersey. ( applause) 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Excuse me. I have to point out that there 

already is legislation in the Assembly, which is supposed to be a 

companion to this legislation. That legislation provides funds for 

housing in urban areas. Last Thursday, the Senate Revenue and Finance 

Committee appropriated $1. 5 million, plus $75 million, for shelters for 

the homeless. 

Senator Saxton, I think this problem is being addressed at 

different points. In planning for workers to live near where the jobs 

are, perhaps if Morris County did not develop in the Newark area, this 

situation might not be the same. We are now transporting laborers from 

Newark to Morris County to the jobs. 
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Perhaps what you said is true -- that this low and 

moderate-income housing will not reach the poorest of poor in Newark, 

but you have to remember, there are a lot of people, and we are 

planning for them. 

I have to say how much I appreciate what the Committee is 

doing, and how many long hours you have spent on this. I appreciate 

· you.·· I have to tell you something. Several times, you have expressed 

that the funding in this bill has to be dropped and put in the 

Assembly. I'm not sure I can get it through the Senate without 

funding, so I have to say to the Committee, perhaps this is a matter 

that we have to consider. Even if we gave a suggestion'to the Assembly 

as to what the tone should be, you know, I'm a big spender. We have 

$600 million in the surplus; I'm going to take your $200 million figure 

rather than your $1 million figure, if I may. 

MR. POZYCKI: Well, we understand the need to keep funding as 

a part of S-2046. The specifies of the appropriation may be a matter 

for the Assembly Committee,. but we are keeping the provisions that 

there be a State Housing Trust Fund for the State allocation of subsidy 

in S-2046, and then referencing the funding oyer to a subsequent bill. 

In that way, there could not be S-2046 without having funding from the 

Assembly. We have anticipated that type of problem and kept the 

funding requirement in S-2046 dependant upon and conditioned upon an 

approval for substantial funding in the Assembly. l think we have 

addressed that as best we can at this point. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: All right. If you are .not too tired, are 

there any mayors who would like to-- All right, we have Mayor Hornik. 

This is for questions to Mr. Pozycki; this is not for your testimony. 

MAYOR SAUL G. tmNIK: (Begins to testify from audience, but reporter 

unable to hear him) 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Hornik, the reporter cannot hear you. 

Will you sit next to Mr. Pozycki? 

MAYOR HORNIK: I am the Mayor of Marlboro Township. I would 

like to thank the Chairwoman for allowing me the opportunity to ask a 

few questions. 
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, -1,, Number one, you made a statement that there would. be adequate :~,-- · 

.income generated from low to moderate-income tlousing, and potentially 

· · with a combination. Have you taken· into consideration the fact that 

under tt,e present financi~l structure of a municipality, reven_ues that 

eome in do not necessarily go into the expenditure part_ of the budget? 

There is a five percent cap involved. The problem is, very frankly '.'"

:and, I would like you to address this -- we have to increase. If this 

rlecision goes forward, and apparently it is going to forward, as Warren 

Township ruling indicates,· no matter how much-revenue is taken in, we. 

are only allowed a five percent increase. If we have to provide an 

·_ increase to the police and road departments, where is the mechanism to 
. . 

provide _that? Revenue is laying there, but it isn't going to do us any 

good •. So, 1 would ask you to address that issue. 

The statement I made to the Committee previously is that 

there should be some working relationship developed with the Department 

of finance and a municipality involved in this area so that they can 

show that in some instances, when they have to take twice as many 

houses that exist in the town because of this ruling, which we are 

against, they should be allowed to dip into a reserve where it won't 

affect the tax rate of the community. ·· That is prevalent in a lot qf 

communities. We would like to use that money for increasing the 

police. 

That has hot been addressed~- I think it is unrealistic to go -

along and talk about revenue when it can't be touched. 

MR. POZYCKI: As I indicated earlier, I have served as an 

elected official_ iii my own municipality, and I am familiar with the cap 

law and its effect upon appropriations. l am sympathetic to the 

conc~rn you have raised, and it is certainly a valid one. I don't know 

-that it is appropriate for inclusion in this piece of legislation, but 

I. do think that there should be legislation to respond to it . 

.This legislation attempts to reduce the fair-share numbers 

that are part and parcel -of the builders' remedy right now. To the 

extent that a_ municipality takes the benefit o!" this legislation, it. 

might reduce the amount of housing that it would have to accommodate by 

80% in terms of new pcli~e officers and other services which are costly 
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to the municipality. To that degree, it speaks to a concern which 

already exists and is not being imposed by the legislation, but rather 

reduced by the legislatior;i. 

I do believe that the Legislature would be responsive to a 

bill that might propose an expansion in municipal budgets beyond the 

cap to accommodate those units which are nonconventional, Le., the low 

and rooderate-income units' demands on increased municipal services. I 

think your point is very well-taken. As a municipal official, I would 

support it. 

MAYOR HORNIK: The only problem I have with that statement 

is, with the bonus program, the burden on police services will increase 

. as a result of the five-to-one ratio. I just don't think you can have 

a cap. configuration apply to the low and moderate-income of that 

section. I disagree with you that this type of bill would reduce the 

obligation by 80% as far as the formula goes. If it is supposed to be 

done with a profit motive, I don't see how it can. 

MR. POZYCKl: The purpose of this bill in reducing the 

density bonus is to allow the municipality to utilize the subsidy funds 

to encourage a developer to build low and rooderate-income units without 

having to give the developer the other four conventional units as a 

bonus. The encouragement that the municipality would be offering would 

be the subsidy. If a developer, for instance; could say, "l can bring 

in a unit at $40,000, but I can't get down to the $28,000 level that 

might be required for a moderate-income unit," the subsidy could be 

. provided to the developer to make up the difference, then the developer 

would not have to be awarded the four additional conventional units. 

There would not be the rieed for that kind of inducement to a developer 

to develop low and moderate-income units. 

MAYOR HORNIK: I don't want to make this into a debate. · I 

understood you the first time you stated that. The fact of the matter 

is that in order to build those types of units, subsidies and roorieys 

have to come from somewhere. I don't know if a municipality has the 

capability to create the infrastructure that would represent that type 

of subsidy. I' 11 address that when I talk to the Committee with 

specific regard to sewers. Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay. Mr. Popolo from Holmdel? 
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MAYOR ~H POPOLO: Thank.>you,. Madam,.Chairman. • I- am,-the .,Mayor:of 
Holmdel. 

I have a question. We supported the effort to amend:this 

bill, S.,.2046. Inf'act; · we had a .:participant ort the -eommittee; _he was 

our Township. Administrator. We are ·anxious· to-make ,sure .:that .. this · 

bill, when it is put on the floor .. , has the bes.~· ~pects and -a,;·.,; .. __ · 

fair-balanced effort in it. 

In concert with that, I have to agr.ee with Senator Cardinale/·. 
:, ~-~: .. 

who raised the point about fairness. One aspegt that we think could ·b'e · 

a bit unfair is the make-up of the Committee. I would have to address 

this to Harry. With regard to the nine members, as it may be amended, 

we have two municipal officials, one county .government official, three 

representatives of· low and.· moderate-income needs :-- which may have 

developers.included in that -- and three.other.members who would be 

members of some public interest group. :(·W~ f,-e~l that right :off the bat, 
. . . -'• .. , . .. .. 

we' re loading the committee with people:,··:siJ< to• .three,.?.in ·terms of 
those who are interested in having more low anrf TI1oder,ate-income · 

housing. We would like to. see it-.- For example, ir'lhe Public 
-

Advocate is going to be a member of this commiltee, let·1 s make him one 

of the low. and 11Dderate-income group represent~t.i~es, along with the 

developers. I think it is a little unfair and unbalanced. 

MR. POZYCKI: There is a slight correction 1 would like to 
make as far as the composition of the. cornmittee. You are correct that 

the composition of the committee consists of nine members, and I might 

point out that the legislation mandates that they be bipartisan, and 

that there _be a split of at least five/four between Democrats and 

Republicans on the conmittee. 

With regard to the membership of the committee, what we have 

are two representatives of local government -- municipal government -

and one from county government, which we felt would be a representative 

responsible to municipal government,•since, at least in my experience, 

most county governments responcJ nDre to their municipal constituency 

than to the State~ 

As far as the three representatives who you .1ndicated are for 

the low and moderate-income people, it is really two.representatives of 
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low and rooderate;,..income people and one representative of the builders' 

industry, because we wanted to have someone who would understand the 

realities· of the economics of low and rooderate-i~come construction. 

~he ._remaining three members are members of the general 

public; and we indicated that one of those. should be a representative 
of State :government. · · 

These appointments are made by the Governor, and the choice . 

of the chairman·of the committee is the.Goyernor's choice, at his sole 

· · · discretion. · We hope that by. c~eating bipartisanship of five/four, a 

' split between Democrats and Republicans, allowing the chair 'to be. 
. . . . ' . . . 

chosen by the Gove.rnor and the vice~chair chosen by the committee, 

allowing municipal representatives,. county representatives, and State 

·. representatives, as well as representatives of !ow and rooderate i.n the 

building industry, we would have a balance. I don't see it really as 
. . . . 

being weighted in anyone's direction. If there is further input eis to 

.·. how we can modify to achieve even greater balance_, we certainly would 

be open to that kind of suggestion. 

MAYOR POPOL0: . I think it has. been clear in the past that the 

Public Advocate' s office has really been an advocate of low and 
. ' . . . 

moderate-income housing. I think he should, by law, be one of the 

members of. the two low and f!K)derate~iricome housing representatives. 

MR. P0ZYCKI: · l' 11 consider that, but there has been some 

discussion of that and some reservation about the Public Advocate 

serving on the committee, because the .Public Advocate is supposed to be . 

a free and unfeittered-ombu«:lsn'lan of the poor. It would be difficult for 

the Public Advocate to both sit·· on the committee :and bring cases or 

arguments before the committee. 

MAYOR P0l?0LO: Well, if that is the case, then l would agree 

with it. Thank you, Madam Chairman. . 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay. · The Mayor of Clinton, Mr. Murtaugh? 

Is he here?. The Mayor pf Clinton? (Mayor Murtaugh replies that he 

does not wish to ask any questions. at this time) _ 

The Mayor of Princeton Township? Do you have a question? 

. UNIDENTIFIED PERSON fRO,1 AUDIENCE: I represent him, Madam 

Chairman, but I have .no question1:3 at this _time. 
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·. ·· ¾" :S:Et.JATOR·,LlPMtW::,'. •All right. ,,;,il'S.:'ther£r,anothe.r mayor '~here? 'J . 

. . only :mentioned ,the mayo.rs ,iwho · are herei:to· testify. \ls-::there. ,another 

mayoriwho has.a.question? •{affirmative reply) 

.Cflll«:IL PRESIDENT ;JJSEPH aJNIGLlO:. I am<Council President Joseph 
I 

... ,Coniglio from the Borough of Paramus. 

·f4y, 0 question, sir, .is: How do ,we 9et ·Telief frooi fair..,.,share 

·mandates at this time ·witho.ut·a moratorium"?. 1 would like .. ·to address· 

·'the problem we f a~e in Paramus. 

Paramus is one -percent shy of being a totally developed 

community. We are told that we must provide close to 2,000 units as 

our fair share. In order. to accomplish this, we must build 10,000 

units, which would bring with it a minimum population .oL20,DDD 

'l)eople. Presently, we have a population of 27,000. This means we 

· ·':.would ··have .. tq :incr.ease our.µopulous·by' mare :thah::two-thirds. ' .. fo:me, 

this is an unfair burden to be placed on any community -with only one 

· -percent ·oL its.:land left·.to be developed. 

cc.I also helieve-- I cannot see 'Why any,,mayor or council 

if he decides to object to his fair share must agree, report 

mandates, and not be ab le to ex3rcise our right to due process. 

MR. POZYCKI: Mr. Coniglio, l'm sympathetic to your concern, 

but as an attorney who has both given advice to municipality and · 

developer advocates in the ,Mount Laurel areha~f:il>have had to>:face the 

question of a moratorium, and whether or not a moratorium would be 

constitutionally sustainable. 

I also serve :as the legislative coordinato.r for the New 

Jersey Bar Association's land-use section:-~.., :the zoning attorneys. of 

the State. Before that forum, the question,.of. a rooratorium was 

raised. It was the unanimous·.econcensus 2of :the ·members · of··the' Bar 

Association's committee -- and, I point out there are as many who 

represent municipalities as. ·who represent developers ~- that a 

moratorium would not be constitutionally•sustainable~ · Basically, for · 

the same reasons that I argued about witb 0$enator Gagliano previously,-{'c:;: 

the constitutional doctrine of separation of powers .. precludes the 

Legislature from telling the courts what to do~ In this instance, a 

moratorium would have the effect of the! Legislature. telling the courts/ 

;','No,,,you can no longer implement the Mount Laurel opinion." 
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I think the best way to get the courts out of the picture is 

for the Legislature to pick up the ball and begin to carry it 

themselves with a bill like 5-2046. I believe then the courts would 

start to remove themselves from the Mount Laurel arena. We can't 

mandate it without breaching the constitutional doctrine of separation 

of powers. I think if the Legislature was so frivolous to go ahead and 

adopt a moratorium, then it probably would not take more than 60 days 

before the Supreme Court struck it down, and we would be left without a 

solution again and subject to continued court intervention. I think we· 

have to pick up the ball with a bill like S-2046, and then the .courts 

will step out of the picture and let the Legislature reg_ain its 

rightful power over the zoning issues. 

COUNCILMAN CONIGLIO: Where do we get immediate relief before 

we even have the opportunity to pass your legislation at this time, or 

with the legislation pending? How do we get relief as part of your 

legislation, but without a moratorium? 

MR. POZYCKI: I am working on this legislation because I 

believe it is the most expeditious avenue for relief. I don't know of 

any way in which there can be immediate relief other than perhaps a 

municipality showing to the courts that it is processing a rezoning 

that would accommodate, and then asking the courts for some deference 

to allow it to complete its own planning. I think the sooner 

legislation, such as Senator Lipman'~ bil 1, is on the record, the 

sooner the courts will be a little bit more tolerant to municipalities 

that are trying to accommodate through the adoption of the housing 

element. I don't know of any quick-.fix solution. That is why I think 

it is so important that the bill before the Committee today be moved 

with all due haste. 

COUNCILMAN CONIGLIO: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. Wait just a second. Are there 

any other municipal councilman h~re? (negative reply) 

Mr. Pozycki, I think we have come to the end of questioning. 

If nobody objects, we will get him off the hot seat right now. 
-

MR. POZYCKI: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
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· ,t \,5ENAJOEL.11PMAN: ,1:, ,~ant :to <thank,,you:''"SD ,much ·•for your 

.o;, ·,". :presentation, fnr your. ·contributions to Senate<Bill.''2046_,;;, and. :for. your 

dedication·to se.eing,.that the :Legislature makes the:right. Tesponse. 

Thank you so much. 

MR. POZYCKI:: Thank , you. ( applause) 

.. SENAIOR .L1PMAN: . I think that rather. :than declare. a 

-.~.moratorium on .lunch, ·1 am going .to ask.·the·TenantsJ·. Council~- 1 

·"understand that t-tr.,,Atlas has to be baek'in Essex County,at a 'certain. 

time, so I would like to ask you to make your presentation. Then we 

will take a half hour for lunch. 

JOHN ATLAS: Thank .You, Senator and members of the··committee. My name 

is John Atlas. I am the Vice President of the New .Jersey Tenants' 

Organization. We are an 80,000 member, dues paying, organization 

,; •"throughout thEr,:State of New Jer~y,. with 100 affiliates in 

cfflunicipalities· across the State. I would also like to point out that 

·-we'heTped,"'organize1• ·a coalition called The New Jersey Citizen Action,. 

which is- .a .coalition of seniors, women environmentalists, and others 

-.,,·-· - whn are concerned about the issues of low, moderate, and middle-incomB 

people. 

Today I am here to testify on behalf of the New Jersey 

Tenants' Organization. I particularly want ,to<,address 'myself to 

everyone who is worried about the details of this0;bill. I, want to 

remind you that we are in the midst of a serious housing crisis. 

· When I heard the testimony and the questions . by Senator Cardinale and 

others concerning the Mount Laurel issue, I thought that maybe we were· 

asking these questions in a vacuum. The facLis, we.nave a,serious 

housing crisis. 

Listen to some of the symptoms: home ownership. <Do you 

realize that most New Jersey residents who do not own a home today 

never own one? The cost of buying a home has gone through the roof. 

Statistics: Let me give you a few., A medium-priced 0 house in 

1970 was about $23,000; today, as we an know, especially for anyone 

who has tried to buy a house, it is over $90,000rand in many places in 

New Jersey, it is over $100,000. In 1950, two-thirds of our citizens 

could afford to buy a home. What is it today? About 15% can .afford to 
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buy a new tome. As the price of owning a new or used home skyrockets, 

the fact is that more and more people will be shut out of the American 

dream of t-ome ownership, and they can expect to live the rest of their 

lives. as tenants, unless they are on the new G. I. bill --: you know what 

that is -- generous in-laws. . ( laughter) 

The poor urban minorities and the elderly are familiar with 

the plight of being· permanent renters. What is new and, I would 

like to speak to many of the people who are here today -- is the 

post-war baby boom generation of middle-income renters who. live in 

Mahwah, Highland Park, and the other suburban conmunities and who grew 

up expecting that a home in the suburbs would be theirs for the 

asking. It is not. The American dream of home ownership is becoming a 

nightmare. 

What then is it like to be a tenant? Well, it is often 

miserable -- quality, bad conditions, slums. Do you realize that the 

problem of neglect began in the l960's, when between. 1960 and 1970, 

dilapidated housing increased by over 200%? Today, the deplorable 

state of housing -- in Newark, for example -- is so widely recognized 

that is has become a national disgrace. By lhe way, let me address 

myself to the question of why there is a housing problem in Newark. 

That problem wasn't caused by the municipal officials and 

representatives of Newark; it was caused by things outside their 

control, such as policies on the Federal level that use unemployment as 

a way of dealing with inflation. We are now at the peak of a recovery, 

and we have the same level of Lnemployment we had at the beginning of 

1980. Also, things like jobs leaving the cities: That is not anything 

that the municipalities can control. So, the housing problem in Newark 

is more a job or income problem. If we want to deal with that, we have 

to deal with jobs and income. 

The fact remains that tenants are paying exorbitant rents, 

and thei.r living conditions are often brutal and oppressive. 

Let me give you some facts about rents •. We now have over 

200,000 households that are spending more than 25% of their income to 

cover housing costs. The poor and the elderly are sometimes spending 

50% to 80%. That is extraordinary! 
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·. A<:!iingde ,adult•· li,11-dn9" on general ,assistance receives-.$119.00 

-l)er 111onth .• ,A>room,at the Y.M.C.A •. in 'Paterson -goes f'or':$45:D0 µer 
'-

. wee!<. A two ... room. apaTtment 'in Essex County;; rents for:at least $240 .... 00 

per month,· far .beyond the means of .an A.F.D •. C. mother whose. grant is 

.. $273. 00 per month. Do you want to know 'Why, we have JLbousing; . .problem? 

.Look at those numbers • 

. For the unemployed ·and the· low-wage<earner,xit is nearly 

1111J)ossible. today to find an affordable home ;•-~so many are moving into 

overcrowded conditions, and worse, go homeless -- the .ultimate housing 

.problem. According to the Governor's own task force, there is a 

minimum _of 20,000 people in this State who are homeless, and it is 

growing. We have a serious housing problem. 

Thousands of residents are closed out of the home-buying 

-~ ... market, and ,as tenants, they live .i_n .fear. of unaffordab:le"~Tent hikes; 

condo conversions, displacement, arson, loss of essentialservices, 

and evictions. Why? It is because crf the·;·unequal powe:!' ·relationship 

that exists between tenants and landlords. >-Why do landlords have an _, - , 

unfair advantage over tenants? It is because of. a serious_ housing 

shortage. 

What are two of the basic reasons why we have -that housing 

shortage? There are two. One is expensive financing -- high interest 

rates and the unavailability of capital. · Jwo is exclusionary and 

restrictive zoning. 

This bill begins to answer those questions. Can we begin to 

turn this problem around today? Of course:we·can. We can begin to 

make the right to decent and affordable housing a reality for all New 

Jersey people by passing a bill like this, without weakening 

amendments. It is an excellent mechanism to attack the problem. 

I was waiting for applause. 

We have two suggestions, by the way. One of the problems is 

that tenants oftentimes are Lnable to come·to .. meetings like this 

because they have to work or take care o_f their families. But, they do . 

need some relief. I have two suggestions:Lby the way, for this bill. 

One, the Council on Affordable Housing, we think, .. should be 

expanded. It is a very important entity, and we think· there are too 
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few people on it. We believe any public policy must reaffirm and 

energize a fundamental dynamic of our age and of our history -

democracy. By democracy, we mean, in this case, participation -

participation by those previously excluded, participation by the 

victims .of those suffering from a housing crisis. So, accordingly, we 

would modify 4(a) to include five, instead of two members, who 

represent the interests of households in need of low and 

moderate-income housing. We would add that we would like to see these 

people as representatives of consumer organizations wiose members are 

housing consumers in need. 

Secondly, we would add to Section 9-(i), number 9, wording 

which would say, "maintenance and enactment of local rent controls." 

Local rent controls are the only mechanism for making sure that already 

existing housing is .affordable and ~or making sure that apartments in 

the future that are built remain affordable -- affordable to low and 

moderate-income people. After all -- and, I address myself to Senator 

Cardinale who has a bill that almost says the opposite if government 

is going to get involved in restricting the production of housing, then 

of course, it should and must control its price. 

Finally, since we are talking about philosophy, I think we, 

too, would like to get in our philosophy. The issues before us are not 

merely local control or home rule. That is very important, and we 

believe in it. We support local rent control, but that has·to be 

balanced against the need to provide safe, sanitary, and decent 

housing. We need to have a statewide housing policy that not only 

reaffirms the question of local control, but other traditional values 

such as fairness, freedom, quality, and justice in the need for low and 

moderate-income housing for all the people. Ultimately, I think it 

comes down to a question of philosophy. We can either choose a 

philosophy exemplified by R. J. Ewing -- the philosophy of isolated 

individualism, which defends self interest over community interest 

or a philosophy grounded in participation, accountability, 

responsibility, and freedom, which are values of democracy. 

One of the people I would like to refer to is the Governor of 

New York. When he talked about this philosophy, he said, "Those who 
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.'" t; c:anade our· iri.csto:ryrtaught_ 1Js;,:'Bbov'e>al1qthings ,··theddea,.'..Df:\,family, 

mutuality,• and the.- sharing ofbenefits,,.ancLburdens 'fairly..: for.the good · 

:of.rall. There is an •·ideal. essential' to ·our; success and no family that 

favored its strong children, or that in the name of even,-handedness, 

;failed ·to·chelp .... its.vulnerable ones would be.worthy .• of··that .. name~ •... ,No 

.state or ~nation that chooses to.ignore its. troubled regions _and .people, ... 

,~·.<,,while watching others thrive, can call itse.lf· justified." · 

· In short, we think this bill,' with our amendments, is a step 

.in the right .:direction that·will carry out those principles, protect 

the need of localities to have local control, and also the· need to have 

affordable housing throughout New Jersey. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Atlas, do you have a copy of your 

suggested.amendments for. us? 

'MR. ATLAS: .We 1 11 make them available~ 

_.·:'s£NATOR LIPMAN: ·. All right;,·:thanks· very musnt ~.Senator. 

Cardinale; 1 . .know .you want to say something. 

SENATOR CARDINAL-[: 1 really didn't intend to.·-respond in any 

way, but Mr. Atlas mentioned a couple of things, and I think we need to 

put a couple of things on the record. 

Let me start by saying we do have an<area of .agreement, and 

our area of agreement is that there is a housing shortage 'in the State·' · 

of New Jersey. There has been a la.ck of the continued building of, 

rental housing, particularly in the State of New Jersey. We disagree;· 
c 

as I have, with your organization in many other legislative forums as · 

to the reasons why that exists. 

You mentioned the speci fie bill going ;in a particular 

direction, and with respect to rent·control beingadded to this bill. 

There are many who believe -- and, I don't believe in a vacuum; it is 

.. because they have studied the question ,-- that rent control has led· · 

· directly to the lack of rental housing being•.built. in the State 

.Jersey. 

I can give you· an example of .one which I am sure you· are ve'i'y 

,f"amiliar with in Ft. Lee. It is very dramatic Since the inception of. 

th!::! Tenants' Association in Ft. Lee, the amount of rental housing that · 
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has been constructed .and the number of rentals units has gone from 

9,000 rental units to about 2,000 rental units. I just offer you that 

as an example of a specific effect of rent control having been applied, 

and your organization having been very effective in getting that 

applied by ,the lo~al government. It has practically destroyed the 

ability of the tenants to find rental housing there. I think it would 

be a bad mistake to add it. to this bill. 

But, l would offer you a chaHenge. You mentioned in your 

remarks that you favor democratic principles. ·· I can think of no oore 

democratic principle than to put this whole policy issue to a vote. 

Would your organization, therefore, support SCR-24, ~ich would put 

this issue -- these principles ..;._ to a vote of the people of this 

State? 

MR. ATLAS: I would just like to ask you a question. Don't 

you agree that if you directly restrict the production of new 

apartments that you also have to control its price? Exclusionary 

restrictive zonings do, more than any other thing-- All the housing 

experts, if you compare the impact of rent control -- and there have 

been tons of studies to show that there is no impact on rent control 

causing no n~w construction-- There have been numerous studies, and 

nobody really believes that, except very few people. In fact, I was a 

member of the housing task force of the Governor; it was called the 

Technical Advisory Committee. It was made up of builders, landlords, 

and bankers. Everybody came to the .conclusion that rent control 

doesn't stifle new construction. 
We do know that restrictive zoning, which says you cannot 

build apartments, does that. There is no question about it. Wouldn't 

you agree that if you restrict new construction, then you have to 

control its price? 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Madam Chairman, I apologize to you for 

having opened this discussion. All of. the studies you referred to, 

which at tempt to show that. rent control does not, in fact, impede 

negatively on the production of housing, have a fault; they have a 

flaw. You know it, a.nd I know it. We have discussed it previously at 

other legislative hearings. The rental housing referred to in those 
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·· :studies are <-~vernment subsidized housing •. /'lf. you are. willing to ,pay. 

Tor· .government;~SL.Jbsidiz:ed; .housing, . you certainly can ,stimu1ate, the 

production of: musing. · If you ·can make'roney available, you·can 

;certainly:stimulate ·housing. The bill you '.Teferred to· negatively was 

an attempt . to do· exactly that• -- to make money available for rental 

· '°housing, ·and to make money available by means of the private sector, 

not the governmental secto.r. Rent controL.is .a ve.~y .definite . .impedance 

• ... ,to.private ,money.-,-, ... building rental ryousing .absolutely, .. positively -

.and . it has been shown traumatically, .but ..iLis not· .the subject. That 

subject is not the subject of this hearing. 

MR. ATLAS: Just for your help, I have the New Jersey Rental 

, ;;.. Building Permits -- the 1983 survey. You can go through it yourself. 

You can. compare your rent· control communities and . your non-rent control. 

;.:communities, and you will find that·there.J.s no ... relationship.between 

.rent control and new construction. You can do it yourself. We don't 

.. f,.•,have ,to debate,,J.t .. ;f::\ere. We will give you all the facts.;..-

SENATDff CARDINALE: (interrupting} Mr., Atlas, I ·have· served, 

~.· on various housing task forces; we have done it, and we have· come to a 

different conclusion than your organization, because we estart with a 

different premise. . I don't think it is the subject of this hill. It 

is--

MR. ATLAS: (interrupting) I agree, but it is the .only 

mechanism that you would agree with which can control the price 

increases of apartments. If we are going to have low and 

moderate-income housing now and in the future, you hav,e to have some 

kind of mechanism to make sure the prices don't go through the roof. 

If you don't do that, then people are going to be rent gouged. Right? 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: Mr. Atlas, I believe· the best way that 

one can do that is to allow a free market--

MR. ATLAS: (interrupting) •What free market? There is no 

free market where you have restrictive zoning. You cannot call it a 

free market anymore. You are then saying, "No building of apartments." 

Once you say that, you've got to get involved in controlling the 

price. You can't have it both ways. You:_can't have it--
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SENATOR CARDINALE: (.interrupting) Mr. Atlas, that is not 

the situation we have in the State of New Jersey today. We have not 

zoned out ~artments in the State of New Jersey. Unfortunately, in 

those.areas where zoning exists for the construction of apartments, 
I 

which are rore affordable than private homes -- where that exists 

they are not being built to any great degree. The reasons are 

variable. You are probably right -- that the reason today is financing 

costs. That is a situation that has prevailed for the last several 

years. But, the problem goes back well before that, end it will 

continue unless some other basic policies are changed. We have other 

forums at which to discuss whether or not rent control is a viable way 

of controlling costs, and whether it, in fact, creates scarcity, which 

is a fact that makes costs go up. ·I believe one, and you believe the 

other, but we are not going to resblve it here. 

The question I asked you, which you did not answer -- you 

asked me a question instead -- is, would your organization support 

putting this policy to a vote of the people of the State? The vehicle 

we have to do that is SCR-24. 

MR. ATLAS: It is :,omething we haven't talked about, but what 

we are concerned about mostly is the construction and maintenance of 

low and rooderate-income housing. Anything that directly gets us there, 

we' re for. This bill directly gets us there, and so, that is why it is 

a good idea. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: That means he is against SCR-24. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Madam Chairman, I don't doubt your 
interpretation at all, I just thought I would like it on record that 

the New Jersey Tenants' Association is against democracy. (laughter) 
MR. ATLAS: But, we are for apple pie. 

SENATOR LIPMAN:· Thank you very much. Please don't forget to 

make your suggestions of amendments available to the Committee. 

I want to thank a young lady who is sitting right in front of 

me; she has been very active with this issue. She has been sitting 

with· the legislators and the Committees much of her time in recent 

days, and I do think we have to get her on before lunch because I 

understand the buses are leaving. We have to hear what she has to 

say. Miss Lisa Digiulio from Mahwah? 
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,,'':t1SA>Oi.GilL10:,, •·· T:,am ,·'SOrry I- am .-keeping fyou from :your lunch~ • 1 wi 11 

:try to get on with this .as ·quic ki y :as possible.> We have sever.al ·people 

here;today who took time.•Uff from work,· or who simply took ·the time to 

·come down here: and make you aware of their plight • 

.I would like .. .to . address you., and then we: have · one.,, lady who 

<~ould just like .to· make one very brief comment. 

.~•- My name ;·is Lisa Di Giulio. l an a , concerned citizen from 

·)'Mahwah, New Jersey, Co-Chairman of the State ,Mayor's Task force, and 

::Chairman of the Mayor's Advisory Committee in Mahwah. 

Senators~ Assemblymen, Mayors, ladies and gentlemen: The 

Mount Laurel decision has demeaned the principle of constitutionality 

and . undermined the legitimacy of the legislative pro,eess. The 

negligence of - our Legislative Branch to act has created a form of 

tyr•anny. and a ,violation of the principle of the--·separation ,of ·p'?wers. 

You should now seek to reestablish the Legislative, Executive, and ~

Judicial Branches as coequal branches of State governmerit in- New 

Jersey~ 

It seems to me that every legislator would want to· support 

some legislation in response to the blatant attempt by the Chief 

Justice and the Supreme Court to invade the .. powers of the .. Legislature 

in every-municipality of our State. 

New Jersey needs a planning mechanism :-directed exclusivel 

toward our housing heeds. We need significant legislation that' might 

complete! y remove the Court's interference and · guide · and aid 

municipalities under Mount Laurel litigation. 

For this help, I look to 5-2046, the Fair Housing Act. I ask 

that this Conmittee seriously consider all amendments presented by the 

Ad Hoc Committee here today. And, I must commend Harry Pozycki. I 

know that he has worked very, very hard. 

I have been -attending meetings _ since February, 1984, . and I 

cannot. believe that nothing has been passed to aid municipalities. It 

has been 13 years. What are you people waiting for? If you do not act 

soon, don't bother because any bill will be tdo late to help most of 

-. lJS • 
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Most towns have been adjudged, or have made settlements out 

of fear. People are panicking and selling their homes. Don't you even 

feel guilty? If you. do not act within at least 60 days, we won't need 

you. We will be accountable in 1990 when this housing has been 

constructed and has its financial impact. Who will have to make 

provisions to acconvnodate the demands that will be made by the 

residents for all their services? The courts have made no provisions 

for the costs they .have imposed on the townships through their 

decision. 

I look to 5-,2046 for the direction and infrastructure 

planning. I have some amendments to propose: 

1. A municipality which has a judgment entered against it 

after the enactment of this act, or which has a judgment entered 

against it prior to the enactment of this act and from which an appeal 

has been filed, shall, upon municipal request, not be compelled to 

provide, within any six-year period, Mount Laurel housing individually, 

or coupled with density bonus zoning fot an increase in their 

popLJlation of more than 25 percent, as of the date of the filing of the 

litigation which was the subject matter of the judgment, or one year 

prior to the date of the judgment of the court, whichever date is 

later. I, feel that this would help in solving the numbets. Everybody 

has been trying to figure out how to get the numbers together. 

( reading from a letter, signed by E. Carter Corriston, 

Esq. ) 11 The purpose of this type of amendment would be to . ensure the 

gradual development of the community and to avoid the h~rm that could 

take place by means of rapid growth without permitting the municipality 

to ready itself for some water, sewer, traffic, and . roads. 11 This 

letter is attached to my. statement -- the whole letter.· I really don't 

want to take the time to read the whole purpose of it, but I am sure 

you will. 

2. This is something I have not .heard addressed at any of 

. the meetings, nor at any of these committee -meetings: State residency 

requirements to prevent a large influx of out-of-state residents for 

the sole purpose of low and moderate-income housing. I feel if you 

don't have some kind of State residency requitement here, we are going 
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, ,,.,(.,\. .-,,,,. ;to,.:get;;,,t-he,oi;nflux<0fram the>,s.ur,MJimdi~stat-es,.sWt:iich:,:eert~nly./cinc.ludes 

·· -· ~.\:New "'V:m-.k:-'Qty- ,._,i.;Jney .t,are:':ihav.mg e" ·tet±iblce .. ::problem'-'with ;.-their low- . 

•··· • :income housing, ,,,and L::tbirik ,_ tt,elr pr.oblem ,,,would , eertainl:Y ,·become, our. 
;pi-Qblem. 

· ;;:3 .. , :5onie -funding. to ,balance .. the ,off~site improvement cost to 

. . ··, .. ··--.· ~unicipalities. . ..I ,. :don't ,.;f-eel, we should . have. , to. subsidize. ,,thec,-four ,~ .. 

,-- .,- : 

'high:-pri-ced 0 • .,&::nits~.,... ]t:'',iS •'•'ellOUgh,'-",;we.c have ..... ;±o::::,ay ,·•:f;0x; 0,all ·thei. se-wer ' , .... ~' 
• • ' I • 

· hookups,·· water:,·• ·and· all- the .other- improvements, .my,should ·i\<e··:subsid:ize 

· -.private enterprisei;,and.·pi:ck•·••tJP ·ttJe ~pense "for ,·tttefQuT tij:gh'.""priced 
' ' 

units? I think something shi;>uld be done there. ·· This is soJely for the 

;private developers. This is not fair housing wien they not only 

subsidize low· and moderate-,income, but we also pay-for everything else 

,,:·,··· · connected with the.;~unt .Laurel housing~ -We. cannot. accept a .bill that. 

· '' ·· :· · :·'. rontains·-no furrdiTig; · :it· ;would· ·be ··useless.. '. ·,. ,; 

:.-·,:,:.• 

-:_~ ~~ :~ · ... 

::1ne Council created by this. bill should be 111ade .. st.r·onget and · 

,'s". hav.E· ·more·· ·authority.<: The certificatitm.. proc,edure ·--sho.uld be .;made 

·· '.simpler and less experrsive for the towns.to quali(y.~ . C ,._ 

,. :,·- Municipalities should ,tie . .able to ·control densities in· a· more,,.,,., ... _, ,. -~-:~ -

reasonable manner than a four-to-one, or a five~to-one builders' bonus .... ; 

< : We must shrink the ~r_ea encompassed by the Development Guide 

Plan or risk over-development of our Stat•e. I hQ~ to see this bill ... 

work closely with Senator Stockman 's bill_~. '.~:h,;ttiink the two-,0can really 

work hand-in-hand. . ' ' 

', . 
Hqusing cre'dits ·. should be ;given to the. mtini~ipalities .. which 

have amended their ordinances to. provide .for low- and moderate-income 

housing, and provide infrastructu.r.e and .financial support to housing in 

that municipality. There .should .be. a staging ,.and phasing-in of all new 

''-housing ·and credits giverr to·,,those :111unicipalities-who·~hav.e';been forCt?d 

to settle. Somehow, all towni; must ,cane .uider the jurisdiction of the 

Council, whether they have settlecLor are ·under litigation. 

·· ·· Please consider these· amendments -- they ,:are, ,essential ,.._ and 

act as quickly as possible'. ;el .. am · asking you :tti/\~ak~ your- bill an 

emergency bill, · because .i'f it .is 'riot enacted, before. the holidays,,:;:d.' 

··.'three-quarters· of all the tow~s wil1~"have settled and we won.'t need the 
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bill. · This is really a serious problem. I ask, and demand as a 

taxpayer of New Jersey, that you act immediately, for if this mandated 

court order is not halted and corrected, • the people of our great 

democracy will cease to be their own rulers, having resigned their 

elected representatives into the hands of a tyranny. 

I am disgusted, annoyed, and angry at your lack of attention 

to this serious matter, and at the lack of protection for your voters' 

rights. You will answer for this at the polls. We want and demand 

fair rousing for everybody. Please move this bill, in an amended form, 

as an emergency bill. 

I think it is a good bill: Senator Lipman, you know how I 

feel about you. Finally, a woman took the initiative -- and I have to 

bring that in -- to do something. (applause) But, I think the bill 

can even be made better with all the proposals I heard today from Harry 

Pozycki 's Ad Hoc Committee, with which I am familiar. I have also 

worked with them. 

I also have three other letters attached to the back of my 

statement, which I am not going to read now. However, there is one 

point I would like to make. Several towns and developers are 

segregating this housing ::ind building them in clusters of 65, 

low-income. I think this is totally unconstitutional. I think what 

you have here with the Mount Laurel mandate, as it stands without any 

serious implementation, is busing of houses. We are simply going to 

move them from the urban areas to the suburbs. You could take the 

urban areas and really get credits there by putting some funds into 

. those areas and giving people the homes they want. 

I think every town needs some affordable housing, but not in 

the numbers being directed at them. We have heard so much about 

Warren, but the Town of Mahwah has been hit with 699 low-income 

dwellings, which means we have to put up 340.0 uni ts. This means that 

in six years they want us to have 30,000 people, and we only have 

11,000 or 12,000 now. I don't see how this could possibly work. I 

don't see where you can force anything on people and. expect the new 

people to be received favorably. 
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'',J,his"·i3ast·nothi.ng .... ~~to 21;,do·./.with,; ·•:l.ow .. :nr: ':1110derate.• ·•income, •. · ·'.\.·.It .. ·· .. is 
' ' 

,\just,':the camount,. pf: growth that• is.tbeing·,.forced:.con··towns.;,. · They.. cannot 
' ' ' 

··•• ;absorl:1:it··.·in•.any,way,-~.'so-cially, ... financially.~ .. or in. any,:other;.wi:ly. I 

·.: don't. think it really has anything to do ,with ,,low., moderat.e, or 

.. ,Jmything like:<that.. People worked nard to. 1DDVe .into an .:area, <and, as 

Senator, Cardinale- ,said, some areas _are less .,desirable .. ,and some art! 

.... ,:.~etter. · ,,y•Why · can'•t•·•:we 0make· :al 1 · .. areas ... desi-rable?1 .•· ··Why. ··should •,we -:simply 

•movef)eople• out of broken-down and slum homes into other arf!as, where 

they · are · going to. be ;.classifif!d as low:-income, and make those areas 

less desirable? Let's build up the areas and give people 811 incentive, 

so we don't have any more low'-income in this whole couritry. That is 

the answer. , (applause) 

N'ow, 1 understand there is ,about i:I ·$600 million surplus in 

·tbi.s::5t:ate •. '.'lher.e has to b£:Lsomething thereff.or 'homes, whether they be 

· subsidized by the State, or whatever. . If the court ordered all this._ 

" housing, -then-'the State should start building it, if it' .is that 

.·impoTtant and that ·'f'leeded~, But, l · feel we don.'Lneed the f:our~to-one. 

I think we are going to overpopulate. We are. going to over-build, and 

we are going to have such a recession that these developers are 9oing 

to lose. I want to know who is going td .pick up the tab Whef:l . .they do 

go down? 

We have people fl'.gm 0 Saddle River .here~ £,,;t<Tnere is a house 

going up in Saddle River, to give you an example, and it is a $4 

· million home. Can you really see a low-income de!elopment next door_;to, 

that and expect it to be absorbed into the community? I mean, is ·this 

practical? Is this common sense? I really don't see-.iL 

I am in favor of any woman, or any, .Senator, taking the 

initiative to get a bill going and ,working. But, you have /had 13 

years, and now I want it in 60 days; can you do it? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You give us a short time there, . .considering 

how ·long you have been with us, trying to· get something done. 

I can promise you that'·· 'We are ... going - .to· do · this ~,.;as'"'""· 

expeditiously as we can. As I have al.ways said, the\ hegislature is 

lorig in consideration. The point you make --: the ,lack . of protection at 

the polls -- is one reason why I think they really'"naven 't act~d in the 

pasL 
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I want to thank you though for your suggestions, and for the 

time you have put into this also, which is exceptional. I can tell you 

that we will take these amendments into careful consideration. We 

appreciate your trying to alert the rest of the citizens and the towns 

about what is happening, because we don't al ways get through with our 

notices~ I .appr.eciate it. 

MS. DiGIUUO: Well, I have people here if they would like to 

stand up. Some of them have left. The buses had to leave. But, we 

have people here from Paramus, Saddle River, Wyckoff, Ramsey, and 

Mahwah. We also have one lady who would like to say something, very 

briefly, to you. She is one of our senior citizens who has been 

following this and who is on the verge of maybe losing her home if this 

comes in. She is very sweet. Mary Keri, from Mahway. Mary, do you 

want to sit right here by the microphone? 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: There is another mike right there in front 

of her. 

MS. DiGIULlO: Oh, okay. 

MARY KERI: My name is Mary Keri. They call me Keri, Carey, but don't 

call me. late for supper if . you are going to pass something. (laughter) 

Well, anyway, I am a widow. I am 78 years old. I just paid 

off my house, a mortgage of 30 years. I really worked hard. I don't 

know how we are going to subsidize this. I had to put a lien against 

my home through the Bergen County 1-bme Improvement, and I thank them 

very much. This makes me very nervous. They gave me $1800, a lien 

against my house, so I can put the sewer. in. Now I have another one to 

hook up, which is $1,200. 76. They put in that 76 cents to make it look 

small. 

But, here we have a person _who is going to build homes in 

Beaver Creek and I understand we the people in that town have to. pay 

for the sewers, the roads, the lighting, the garbage· collection, and 

all of that, plus snow removal. How can they do that to us? 

I don't want anymore mortgage on my house, because I am 

getting old. I am on Social Security, which l live on -- $8,409.49 

and I manage. I think a lot of people can manage. . But, the poorer 

class people have to live someplace too. I am not a rich person; I 
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haV€ a··.1ot,•uf f.:riends that-ware poo:rer thanT1am., nut ,-we,:are•,.friends and 

,,, : they· have Ji place to live. · 'But, I don't lmderstand •·· why .we:. :have to 

-subsidize the builders. They .are going ti:k,-make the money,. and .we are 

against this., (applause) 

We just remodeled our· :high school. ..It l'fas , .. promised.: that. it 

•would be $10 million ·-- that's a lot of :baloney., t;:;Jt .is .. up to $16 

million now. <So, ut>~ goes.·your mortgatge,: right? ~'!··have to pay for 

it. But, in the long Tun, I am going to be here with our dear friend; 

and she is our best one. , She is really working hard, especially with 

you. I hear so much about you. 

SENA10R LIPMAN: Oh, really? 1 hope she says .somethin,g ,good. 

MRS. KERI: She does. · She says there is a .lady you .. are going 

to like very much, and I am glad. I . hope the rest of you guys 

·. .. get .in on this,· because I am voting for .... who ... is-. lJDing: to vote to ·help 

us, the poor people -- and I am a voter. (applause) 

· 'r ·· SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you -so much~ We appreciate your 

. testimony~ ~-- Do any of the Senators, want to ask a quest.ion? Senator .. 

·· Cardinale? 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: I have a question, on a :q:>uple of the 

amendments, for Lisa. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Proceed, please. 

· SENATOR CARDINALE: I agree with almost all of __ your 

amendments. I think you knew the portions of your statement with which 

I would agree and disagree. Let me just indicate, for the record, that 

all of us at this table support some legislation· to deal with this 

problem. The problem is, some of us support .. one approach, and others 

of us support a different approach. 
' We· all sympathize with the.;problems of the people who would 

,be forced, under ~at is going on now," to subsidize others who would be 

moving into their corrrnunities. There •.is no disagreement whatsoever 

with that. 

I personally feel -- and I have expressed this to you before 

-- that this bill institutionalizes the· ,problem -and makes it imperative 

." that everyone suffer, whoever they may be; from·. the problems of the 

· · Mount Laurel suit. I disagree that this would be a relief, as many 

"people see it to be. 
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You have asked for an amendment which. would give you relief, 

and that amendment is you:r first one. I would say to you that whether 

or not that amendment is in this bill, there is no guarantee -- as you 

have heard from some of the legal experts -- that the courts would 

honor, ifl any way, that amendment.· 

My question for you concerns something that I am surprised to 

see. You suggest that the Council, created by this bill, should be 

made .stronger and have more authority. Now, you know, and we have 

discussed it · here this morning, what the makeup of · that Council would 

be. It would seem to me that that Council would be very unlikely to 

share the interests -- at least from what I have heard -- that are 

being expressed by most of the people in Mahwah, . Ramsey, Saddle River, 

Norwood, or ·Mount Laurel. Why would you feel that the Council should 

be made stronger, given. the fact that it is going to be so greatly 

tilted toward those .who have proposed Mount laurel, which created the 

problem in the first place? 

MS. DiGIULIO:. I think when I last spoke to . Senator Lipman 

she indicated that would be one. area of-· review. I . do say that I 

support thi3 bill with amendments. My reasoning for more authority 

would be that I don't see the purpose of towns having relief, going 

through a whole process -- a very expensive process -- of being 

certified for a presumption of validity, and then being dragged back 

into court. I would like to see, somewhere in this legislation, the 

Council having the final say. That is what I meant by authority. 

Maybe I used the wrong word. 

But, I do have a question for you: Without this bill, do you 

have something else? Many people here would like to know what they can 

do, as the public, to get SCR-24 on the ballot. As a matter of fact, 

every note that was handed to me was-- I don't have the answer to 

that, but I know when I was here the last time, the Assistant Public 

Advdcate indicated that we did not know row to vote for ourselves. In 

this instance, when · you say the public· does not understand Mount 

Laurel, the way it has been presented, I think. everyone would totally 

vote against it, and would vote just the way he is saying. 
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. . 

,·,::r~.:\'blame' '.O•T• degislatDxs;·•· '.1,?'blame :oia.··';lot •of.,'.:our •.. · elected 

officials.; ··,,necausecithey <themselv.,es' non'tiL1,cnow~ .. T:J1ave ···.been 'trying ~to 

·"make people. aware. 'You have.·had 13 years;, ·and estill,•·when, 1, sarMount 

, •Laurel to cpeople, they say, ·"What is that? What px,ogram is that?" Tt .• 

·. is ;,unbelievable,. ;The press,.doesn't"• gi~• .. us any: :1::owrage .. , ,,Jney · :only 

· :-, ·'print· what •they<.want. .. It is a hot potato for,·everrpolitician; they 

won't touch it ,with 'a·ten-foot .. pole.. , I came down tiere. I go to 

conmittee meetings. I hear wonderful ·amendments. l hear a ,lot of· 

talk. Then I hear about a new bill. l have been though the Stockman 

bill.,. the Gagliano bill, SCR-24, the Lipman bill, and· next month it is 

going .to be too late for any bill to help three-quart.e.rs .. of the townsA 

;·,,··-..,_:_:.·· 

I do not understand this lengthy - .the·.:words 1 .,w.ant to:,J.Jse, 

I can say here ~- talk and nonsense that J:•hear from elected people who 

··' are ··supposed "to n~ ;,Tepresenting the,,,people whof:p:ut .. them.he.re. ..J .. pay 

taxes:for. ,you -to w01:k for me·~ You have. me working fot. you. 1 · have· to -
.. • r' .• . , . .,·, 

come·down here~and .beg;· . .<,applause}-·: 

- .c ... J .. can say this. -- this,, of: _couTs.e, is .. JJiit..:..a ~threat; .it is 

· ju~t -what ,I ,have heard from all .of the- towns:· ;;"It- we don't get any 

legislation, and all us r.ave to settle t.nder the gun, there will be a 

.-,:,>:,::,,,,;; : .. big .JJhange. at the polls." This is the only power we have, and .if that 

is what we have, to do, then that is ~at we are going to \do, · This .is · 

not directed at anyone. here, because I know you alhnave >been working 

on something. I mean, 13 years to get some kind\of- a bill, and the.n, 

you let ·-the court work. right over you, and now every.body is trying .to,.:,;_}~< 

figure out how to get .J,t back out of the court. Why didn't Judge 

Wilentz order you to do something? Why is he ordering the 

municipalities to do it? .I don't feel he had any right. to do that. 

didn't vote for him. How dare he order me to do something? (applause) 

I would like some answers from each Senator here, as to why 

. :it has not been addressed in 1 J years. _ 

<.;; SENA TOR CARD !NALE: Lis€!, for\,:one, thef }1ave both been, here . 

longer than me. (laughter) 

MS. DiGIULIO: Well, I have had my/ run-ins with Senator 

>>",Stockman; but I think we: have made peace, although we have had a few 

,,, , arguments; however,, they;, were sincere arguments because we were on 



different sides. I realize now what you mean when you say, "Well, 

maybe this bill isn't it;" but what have you got in place of this bill 

that will fly, that will go through the Senate and the Assembly? The 

SCR-24, of course, is the answer, but it is going to be bottled up in 

committee and there is no way it is going anywhere. So, what do we 

do? And, what do we do while you are talking about all of these 

wonderful amendments and this wonderful bill? When it comes to January 

1st, all our wonderful towns .will have the plows on them. We don't 

need the bill then. You know what you can do with it? Really. We 

don't need it then. 

I sat here t.iitil 5: 30 in the morning when the transportation 

bill went through under pressure. You were running around meeting with 

the Governor. Everybody was going crazy. I was sitting here. I left 

at 5: 30 when it was passed. It got passed though. They all wanted 

that money. You had all that pressure from the unions. We have people 

who are going to lose their homes; doesn't that mean anything? Why 

don't you put this through as an emergency bill? We need it now, not 

later. That's what I have been fighting for. (applause) 

Let me tell yclU something, I am not sitting here as a 

Republican or a Democrat. I think when I first came down here that was 

the difference. Senator Stockman said, "Oh, well," you know, "go to 

your--" When I met ·carmen Orechio and everybody on the floor, it was: 

"Oh, well, she is a Republican." I am not here as either one right 

now; believe me, I am not. We have people like this, thousands of 

people like Mary -- and I didn't bring her here tc:i cry; I just wanted 

to show you there are people like this woo are not poor people; they 

have been fxlnest, they have worked, they have homes, and they are going 

to lose them. Okay? We· are dillydallying around with all these 

~onderful amendments that are going to mean nothing 90 days from now. 

You have the power and you have the tool now. Maybe it needs 

a little brushing up, but I feel like locking all of you in a room 

because you are all brilliant people as far as I am concerned. I have 

seen you wheel and deal. I have seen you get .these amendments. I have 

seen you get what you want. I have seen you run around that Senate 

floor. My God. They gave me. a badge because they got tired of 
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throwing •me,,out. : .:J;,flave,•:.seen ... ib·.:~ .. c.);,/]>.ant·• ·,you;' .. to·,,t:10:•it/{ol'•:.us•,now.··. 

·1 .. have,peopl.e,.·.•·not,;many,6::but.•:ifcyou},~ant"'mor-e ... people'nere,. you,•·tell·•··me 

. :::, :.how :many you want .and·,we, wilL:have .them.•here. J,want.·you to wheel and 

deal now for the; p.eople.. · We need a .bill and you. can do. it. . 

. ,~enato!.·•···Sto:ekman,>·has,:your blll··. been .'Signed•. by . thec::.:Governor .. 

SENAIOR,,S(OCKMAN: ,~, ,NQ, 'it: is, ·.up•,;::f,ar+ a.··. vot.-e :.on Tharsda Y•~ < 

MS. DiGIULIO: Okay •. 

SENATOR· STOCKMAN: l did say you'd better get the Governor in 

·that room with us. 

· MS. DiGIULIO.: That.'s all righL l' 11. sit there with you. 

You know, nobody moves, bread and water, and you .f.i.gure it out. We 

have enough .brains J1ere in the Senate, and I hav.e seen wonderful people 

Q"' .·on ·both 0.:s.ide:s~:y·/:1>-,.ant~'tmt ·. ·even going· .to rgo'"down·· :the"'·party · list. ·· · ·But , 

·. •both· sides,•4-0'people, :can get together and .give us a working bill. I 

. am ·asking, -demanding, :cry~ng, pleading'-··· or what-ever you want me to do · 

<today. ·· 

MRS. KARI : · Me too. 

-MS. DiGIULIO: Okay. 

MRS. KARI: I' 11 go on bread and water -too. 

MS. DiGIULIO: .,Please, I think thec.,cafeteria ,is closed, -we,;'\,,,.•:,;;i 
-~·• r,. . " -

are all going to be on br~ad and. water. But, thank you for your extra 

time,, because I know you have been_ dying for, lunch. You have had a 

long day. l hope that, in some small way, since I h!3ve been down here 

and nudging everybody -- I have grown .up.:'quite a bit to the political .. 
, 

fi_eld ""'.- that you will please realize the seriousness<:':of<this, and also 

that 60 days from now we don' tneed it. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: :-Lis1:1,:·you'.asked a:question·· and I am not 

going to let you leave without answering it. 
I, 

MS. DiGIULIO:. Okay., go ahead._ 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Vnu asked if there·.was,J~omething better. 

You pointed out the better thing yourseJ f ""'.;.. SCR..:24 -- and you pointed. 

· out the obvious problem. The problem is that it will pr,.~bably not be . 

enacted ~n time. 
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. . , . .-

When you heve __ a problem, you Qughf to _ go tCJ the rqot of your 

proµlem to try. to fi~d a sc>lutiet~. · The root\ of t,tle -_ problem which 
' ' ' • < ; 

everyone -has been skirting around he_s beei-1 nient:foned a f~w tiri1es, bu£ 

everyqne . has been ·skirting· around<the - issue. We talk about -- a 

separation _ of powers and we dori,.'i :ihave it-. lf we maintained the 

separation of .powers, ·we wou_ld ·have:i:t- And, it would seeni to me_ that 

the only way we can Festore u .. :.. ·•· You said lte didn't vote f~r the Chief -

Justice, and th.at is true. ' This is a poligy dec_ision, and people in_ a 

. dembcratic -society expect policies to be made by the people they elect,' 

'not b)'' people wtib are appoi~t~d. 

-There is ·only · one mechanis~ • I know of, and it can be done: -

quickly. 

' MS. DiGIULIO: Tell us how. 
SENATOR CARDINALE: There is only one mechanism. · It is 

drastic, but l~t me give you a· -little background for it. -

MS. DiGIULIO: .·(interrupting)· Go ahead. -

SENA TOR CARDINALE: There is a newspaper editor who happens 

to live in Ciaddle River, and that newspaper editor called me about 

t~ree or. four weeks ' ago; he __ had jus't becOITie aware Of Mount Laurel. He 

is a newspaper ·editor,_ and he wanted to know what· was going· on. 

,· MS. DiGIULIO_: Terrific. 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: We had just -~ome -- back, · ancf he didn't 

· know. The problem You .have can oniy· be handled -quickly if the Assembly 

. -would bring· forward· an· impeachment of -the entire court and the Senate 

· would , act ori it. -· That is the only answer. -_ -- , _ _ 

MS. DiGIULIO: Well, now .wait-~ if we can't get a bill, I_ 

don't know how we can do that quickly. I think the: man .had a wonde~fui 
,. . . : .·. . . . ··:'. . . ' . . : . 

dream. I think when he had that. dream, he sho!,Jld have ordered the 

Legislature, whose'' hands it should. h~ve been in, to act, instead of . 

taking it upon himself. -~ is 'not . a Planner' anc:I" he has . given the . 

builders carte blanche.~ ·_ I think it is time you take: back the power, 

· and -you have 'the carte blanche~, If we cani·t _ have faith in you, the 

peopJe we eled:ed, then' w,at _ are we_ supposed tci do? 

., I' think it is a great idea. I will tell you ·what I was going _ 
. . 

to do: _I was going -to go down to >P~rk __ -Avenue and over to 8th Avenue, 
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to;,:,ail thOse>;people from:'r~Bth ,Avenue with. the 'short skirts,. and bring . 
them .:over to Park Avenue wheTe ''he lives~ However, that may defeat what 

we>are here to accomplish. · I am ,not :here. to;throw Wilentz :out or. to 

· throw Senator so ... and~so out; I am here to. get ,a bill. What.dp. 1.have 

to do to get a bill to,:protect us? You tell me; L•,will do it. 

SENATOR LIPMAN:. I think you ,are really doing your part. I 

- ,·, think you have expressed, quite well, the urgency of this ·,situation. I 

just want to point out that as Chairman of. this Committee, although 

Senator Cardinale is a member, his call to impeach the Chief Justice 

does not reflect the thinking of the Co1J111ittee. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Madam Chairlady, let .the ,.recnrd .be 

accurate, Senator Cardinale didn't limit himself to .,the .Chi,e.f Just,ice; 

he said we ought to get rid of the whole court. .So, let '.s not fool 

around. 

MS. DiGIULIO: I' 11 tell ·you what, if ··there is no legislation. 

· '. pas:sed., maybe.we should get rid of the whole Senate:. (laughter) 

·- J; know you have spent-- long, hours with me on ·ttie phone -and 

/:Ci.meeting with me --,. you all have. Now' I am asking you to please, please· 

act. Thank you for your time. (applause) 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much"'. Since we have ;al.ready 

·missed lunch, Miss Mary Lou· Petitt of the League of Women"'Voters- wants 

to make a statement. 

MARY LOU PETITT: Thank you, Madam Chairperson. I hope Senator 

Cardinale is going to . stay for my testimony. I am from Bergen County. 

He is a representative from my county, and I would hope that he might 

listen to my testimony qlso. 

I am Mary Lou Petitt. I am Housing Director of the League of 

Women Voters of New Jersey". The League, which has been actively 

involved for over 20 years in housing issues in New Jersey,. appreciates 

this opportunity to testify in support of Senate Bill 2046, which is · 

known as the Fair Housing Act and which .provides a mechanism for 

implementing the Mount Laurel II court decision. 

We support the concept, as· delineated in the original 

legislation, without amendment. However, I would like to add that I 

think the League will study some of Mr. Pozycki 's amendments. I think 
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perhaps the League might be very willing to study and endorse some of 

them because some of them were in areas of concern that we also have. 

The League has testified frequently in support of housing 

legislation over the years, and it has a strong record in support of 
. I - . . 

\ . . 
legislative and executive action to meet New Jersey's housing needs. 

In fact, the League was almost a lone voice in support Of Governor 

William Cahill' s Balanced Housing Plan of 1970/1971. The legislative 

failure of those proposals, · and the total lack qf local municipal 

support for them is well;...known, and Governor Cahill 's statement that, 

"unless conrnunities voluntarily address their housing needs, the courts 

will force them to do so" was clearly prophetic in light of Mount 

Laurel I and Mount Laurel II. 

Mount Laurel I, a decision reached in 1975, was made by the 

Supreme Court because of the inaction at State and local levels. It 

did not mandate numbers, but relied on the good faith of communities to 

use their zoning powers to promote the general welfare of all people, 

rich and poor. However, like Governor Cahill' s proposals, this 

decision generated little or no response. During this period the 

League testified in support of several fair share housing bills, · and 

continued to call for legislative action on housing. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: (interrupting) I have to ask you to keep 

your conversations down. (speaking to audience) 

MS. PETITT: I appreciate that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: The lady is trying to give testimony. 

MS. PETITT: Yes. · We sat and listened to their remarks; I 

wish they would listen to ours. 

It was the League's belief then, as it is now, that it is the 

re.sponsibility of State government, the · Legislative and Executive 

branches, working with local municipalities, to develop a housing 

· policy which meets the needs of all of New Jersey's citizens. However, 

because of the failure of these branches of government to act, the 

League has supported the actions by the · Judicial branch of State 

government, the · Supreme Court, which was forced to act not out of some 

desire to suddenly descend on some municipalities but because of the 

legislative failure to act. And, it was over many. years that this 

failure took place. 
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'", "'A fte:r 'ext,ausing /all. other ' approaches,~,, c:"th-e the ague {of Women 

· .,,, :': Voters . joined as ,an; amicus Jin .two . zoning suits , --' :the: original. ;suit .·in 

Mahwah, ·and in the Middlesex County suit which became, a part of the 

Mount, . ..Laurel :11. decision. 

The Mount Laur.el :TI decision, whit:h ':brings.us all:,t1ere··today, 

followed·. Mount· ··•··Laure.1•. ···1 ·. by almost :eight · years. The Supreme··· Court 

waited eight years f o.t some kind of response from either the State or 

the local governments, and it was necessitated by the continued failure 

to· address housing problems at thos~ levels. \ Mount Laurel 11 .was not, 

as many of us have been led to• believe, a· sudden, rash, and totally 

unexpected action by the court. Mount Laurel JI was .necessary because 

the State and · local levels did not deve_lop a positive response · .. to 

increasing rousing 'needs, and the league of Women Voters of New Jersey · 

:t, ·•• is on the Tecord as supporting the Mount· laurel Tl decision. 

It is our rope that at long last the State of New Jersey can• 

dev.elop a legislative 'structure to resporx:Lto .the .growing housing needs 

'.l;lf our citizens, and the league f.eels that s.:.2046 is .a. posi.ti ve.step in ·· 

that direction. We commend the work ·that has been going on in 

connection with it. We also feel it is appropriate to mention and 

the grass roots was mentioned ear lier --- that the League of Women 

Voters is largely made up· of residents of suburban communities, rnost of ,

whom are facing Mo,unt laurel II implementation :c1requirements. Our 

support of S-2046 is based on the recognition that .all communities must 

share in meeting the State's critical housing' needs,'· and that those 

needs exist in both urban and suburban communities. In fact, in the 

eight-year period between Mount laurel 1 and Mount· Laurel II, those 

needs have dramatically increased. New.,Jersey has an aging housing 

stock -- . most pre-dates War ld · War II •--·· and 0 with no real housing 

policy, it has neither rehabilitated nor built sufficient rousing to 
. . -

meet the needs of young couples, familices, single parent families, or 

the . .elderly. This lack of housing is beginning .. to .impact ,.seriously on 

· economic develop!llent issues in the State. Job creation±·depends 

_housing growth, and in New Jersey that growth is far behind. 

The League feels ·that·s,,,2046 is a serious attempt<.to develop 

.housing in an orderly, phased, and.rational way •. dt does·provide a·· 
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legislative structure which utilizes existing administrative agencies 

and it calls for executive involvement through State agencies and the 

appointment process, and, most importantly, it includes participation 

and representation at the local level, and that has always been a major 

tenant of the League of Women Voters. If adopted, it will enable the 

State and local conmunities to move away from costly and lengthy 

litigation to an approach which can better deal with these complex 

housing issues. 

The League understands that certain amendments to 5-2046 are 

being discussed. Our testimony today, therefore, is limited to support 

for the general thrust of the legislation, with comments expressing 

some concerns. We reserve our options to speak to some of the 

amendments. 

1 . While we support the need for a phase-in schedule, we 

remain concerned that many municipalities will see this as providing 

them with yet another delay period. The need for municipalities to 

permit immediate construction of a substantial amount of fair share 

housing is vital to implementing phase-in development. The League 

would like to see a more detailed section covering this point. And, I 

know Mr. Pozycki did allude to that this morning. 

2. As an organization which has long supported participation 

in statewide councils and commissions, the League has serious concerns 

about the makeup of the Council on Affordable Housing.. This Fair 

Housing Act will be only as good as the Council's ability and effort 

'make it. Those individuals named by the Governor to the Council should 

be representative of both municipal and county government, as county 

government is too frequently overlooked in structuring such councils. 

This may necessitate enlarging the number of representatives from that 

category. A clearer definition is needed for "representatives of the 

interests of households · in need. of low and moderate housing, and who 

shall have an expertise in land-use practices and housing issues" -- we 

find that rather vague. Also, a clear definition is needed for the 

understanding of what "public interest" group means. The League 

recognizes the great difficulty in establishing a cou~cil which truly 

reflects all po~nts of view. We urge that in the search for these 
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appointees, an, open, ..... publiciz.ed+approachbe taken>b3/ the .,,Governor's 

.office, wittr'resumes •:requested>from i:a. br.oacL cross.,.,.sectioti.of the ·stab~. 

34.. The . League trealizes. that the mediator role . for the 

Council, as .. spelled out., is . an .extremely important task and will 

require real dedication and effort. · Therefore, we might wish to 

consider thaL.±be :deve.lopment of the fair ,.,share · numbers could be made 

. thec,£esponsibili'ty,"1Df the· newly-proposed,,,.Stat-e · P1'anning ... Commission, 'c,· 

· and, if so, should include local input. ,. 

· 4. ·Since it is our· tnderstanding that the State funding 

mechanisms will· be covered in separate legislation, we would like to 

reserve comment. However, . we are concerned about the ongoing 

.cmrmitment by the Legislature to provide a source of State funding for · 

low and moderate-income- housing. This obligation_,.by the legislators,. 

· ,·- t ,; ·l ;-,'-' ;.~,c. <•~:s:ho·ctld --.,c,be c'1 :e,aT::l. y r"u·nder·st-ood • . :. J ,_ >t,, -. 

We also ·dook with favor on consideration of a trust fund, as 

·propo:sed·thi-s morning in °the amendments· by··Mr. Pozycki. 

5. Our. last ··suggestion for amendment consideration: Our 

last area of concern deals with the staff provided for the Council .• 

The League questions \'t1ether the sum of $250 thousand "iS sufficient to' 

provide an effective and efficient Housing Council.- We i::>elieve proper 

funding should include adequate staff, clerical outreach activities, 

travel, mail, phone, and printing expenses. Too ,often .such councils 

fail because they were u,der-funded to do their task, in a proper way. 

The League would like, as I said .earlier, . to reserve the ,. 
option: of addressing further written comment if ·the need and future 

amendments arrive. We thank you very much for this opportunity to 

present our thoughts on 5-2046, and for giving. us one more opportunity . 

·· in almost a 20'-year period to talk;,on ,housing· needs. 

We wish you well in your efforts on behalf of housing in the 

St.ate, and the League promises to be available for further input or 

help·,· as needed or requested. Thankyou, .. Ser:iator Lipman. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you. very much. We .really need your 

input. I am glad you touched on the subject .. ~of staff for the Housing 

Council. Very little thought has been. given. to the many duties we have 

assigned to this Housing Council ..:. ... , the bill assigns them -- and the 
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nee.d for . some kind of . experti'se in staff. 

problem here. 

Are there any quesfions? 

I think you have hit a 

SENATOR CARDINALE: l think you have put your finger on what 

I think is the key to this bill. Correct me if I am wrong, but you 

seem to see the bill, by virtue of creating a council, establishing an 

authority -- and I think this 1s the sponsor's intent ~- which takes 

the issue out of the court forum and puts it before what would 

essentially be a planning agency. lthink that is very consistent with 

everything I have seen the League supp·qrting, in terms of every kind of 

prerogative they come out in favor of. 

MS. PETITT: · l think we feel, Senator, that we never like to 

have to go to the courtE>. The League only went to the courts as a last 

resort. The courts themselves wish theY didn't have to be involved in 

this issue. We see that this kind of administrative . agency. -- if that · 

is what · you want to call the Housing Council -- if set up, is 

representative of all, the Executive branch, the Legislative branch, 

the local municipalities, and .citizens themselves. 

better way to· go. 

I think it is a 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: You may well be right, but concerning 

your new remark, I think the court absolutely had a choice. You 

disagree with that, · but I think the court had the same choice the 

Legislature did, and that was to al low the same mechanisms .which were 

in place to remain in place. l don '.t think they were compelled in any 

way to go this way. But, they did; they chose to do it, and we are 

here. 

MS. PETITT: They wanted to represent all the people. 

SENA TOR CARDTNAL:E: We are here, and I think we · have the 

problem to face now. You touched on the makeup of the Council. I. 

think that if authority is going to be vested in someone, .one has to be 

careful about Who that authority is vested· in. Just by passing the 

buck to another group to take and make the decisions, how do we ensure, 

really, that while it represents all points of view it is not biased 

toward a particular point of view? 
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, ,My chief:c1;concern,.with ·tl:lis bi.U,-- ~stabli·sh· the fact that -we 

· .. cannot.:.change · this ·state ;policy,--.. ; is, how .do- we:::make up this .Council 

in such ''P . way thaL; it has. a truly u1biased approach ·towards 

establishing what .it set out to do, which · is really to establish new 

· · hous-ing allocations? How do you see that happening? · Do •. you ... see. that 

as possibly happening? . And, how would you ,make .this. group .up in. order 
' ' 

,to:ensurethat: tha-b;wouldbe what would. occur? 

MS. 'PETITT: I don't think you can <ever ask ·of any ~mmission 

or committee that each individual should not bring certain biases, or 

certain directions, with it. But, if you are extremely careful in 

developing the ·makeup· of that commission_ -- we have had other 

commissions and committees deal .with controversial issues before and 

. you make sure that all points of view that need to be represented are 

,. " on that ·-commission, I think you can ·expect the ~,kind of0 • compromise •·and 

work that this country is sort · of founded on. That is how_: ,we reach 

• - dec~sions in this country. We don't just ·say, "You ·have to come- with a 

-'~.c.ertainpoint"of view, and this is it." We say we have to have varied 

points of view, because this is that kind of an issue: "We.want you, iec-,'":,. 

as a part of that group to be represented on this Council, so that when 

we hear the cases .be fore us and we try to · work . with the municipalities, 

there will be people on all sides of the issue," and then you trust the 

· decision to the Council itself, when it comes · to.making a decision. 

That, to me, is the way most decision-making is done in this country. 

SENA TOR .CARDINALE: I have to differ with you. 

Decision-making, as to 

making policy decisions 

policy decisions --- and they are going to be 

has been traditionally left in the hands· of 

. people who are elected. So, if the policies were policies which 

dissatisfy the majority of the people, then the majority of the people 

would take the voting lever in their hands and vote for different 

people at the next election. So, the people had an input to policy. 

Now, what is proposed t.nder this bH l, and what has happened 

in the Mount Laurel decision is, that option is being taken away from 

the people, and we must now ensure that we establish a group that is 

going to be insulated from public vote and, yet, it is going to 

previously, zoning policy was left to municipal officials; they could 
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be unelected as well as elected -- have to make policy that wil 1. be 

responsive, if you will,. to the public view of the questions on which 

they are going to rule. 

MS. PETITT: Senator Cardinale, number one, we are not going 

to go back,· given Mount Laurel II, to any do-nothing policy that 

existed before. What we have to do is to develop a policy. If the 

Legislature sets up this Council, then the Legislature of the State of 
. . ' 

New Jersey has set public policy by setting up a Housing Council. But, 

we cannot go back to the do...;nothing policies that existed before Mount 

Laurel II. The courts will not allow us to. The most responsive step 

is not to try to talk about going back to that kind of a policy, 

.leaving it the way it was in the past, and continuing to have court 

cases, but to rove to policy which the Legislature has the right to set 

up by passing this bill, then getting it to the Governor in the hope 

that he will sign it. That is public policy, and it is much more 

responsive than that which happened, which forced Mount Laurel II to 

develop. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Then I have ~nly one other question for 

you. You have made yourself Very clear; you like t'1is setup. But, you 

have not answered. You have no way to ensure, or you have no magic 

formula that you are going to give us to ensure--

MS. PETITT: (interrupting) Well, I have more faith in the 

representatives of the Council, that they will represent all points of 

view, than I gather you do. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: Yes, especially since I don't know who 
they are. 

MS. PETITT: I'm hoping for a g:>od policy. I think the 

League set that up, to choose those people. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: The only other question I have for you 

is -- and it is because. I have asked it of just about everyone else who 

has appeared today -- why is it that your group has not, with all of 

your ethics, historically, to register people so that they could vote. 

and expressr themselves -- that is, I guess, how your group got started; 

you are dealing with other things now too come out forcefully in 

favor of giving the public a chance to vote on this particular policy? 
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. ···.•·••·'.·r•/lhere 'j,s,'soffletttlng ··be'foJ'e>tru:se,:.group ,•f 56R~24, which, is.· .. "Bi measur.e .· that 

++::would .give .. ,;the. public ••,an .opportunity; ;to<vote >on ,ttiis. ,policy .• 

MS.~ :••PET Ill: 'Senator·. Cardinale~, 'the . League of I Women Voters 

, .· ,,will •not be -· defensive ••on this • issue. • We probably. • have, tthe · <longest 

/\:recnrd t>LUJ'..ging:municipalities,,.,.through education.;,''.and through .·support 

Cof legislation, to 1T1eet · housing needs before the -court did' it. It 

.,,ould · .be the ·nost 'irresponsible act< I can think of ·to, go in the other 

direction on a bill that can't even get into operati011 in time. We -

· have • a long track record of ,urging municipaL action· on this, and of 

urging State action, not court action. We don't need to be defensive 

about not having to. support putting thi.s on the ballot •.. Jt . .basnl.t .been 

done. in the past. We are now saying, ''Let's •m<iwe ••.with.••·What •-.. we have. 11 

We think that is a much more responsible way than to try to .go with a 

":bill "that:c·many peqp1e, think'-,is unconstitut±onaJ,•in°the- first: place,, and 

thaf·will not be set up in time to meet the needs.. We feel that what 

< .. w.e fil'fLSay.ing __ is_. a-111.UCb more respons:iv.e. positioo ;_ than • .anything .elcSe 

,that is De:fD.re .the Legislature. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: 1 don't want to'argue the point wittryou; 

l was just making an observation for the record that th.e League has 

::supported many other initiatives which have been plac.ed. on the ballot 

on:much less serious questions. 
. '· MS. PET I TT : We 11, we have too • long ·-a track· i:'ecord 0/in support 

of housing needs for me to deal with that.. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: The League is well-known for,dts studies on 

holising. What Ms. Petitt has to say lt>out having the ,0pporturdty ,. one 

time in 20 years, to discuss it before the Legislature is rather· a 

5 /,,.shameful record for us. Thank you so much for your presentation. We'•' 

·,will look forward to your amendments, and'yout discussion when we get 

· the. other amendments in writing. 

MS. PETITT: Thank you~ Senator~· 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: I would like ,to ask if the-re is someone else 

who has testimony to present because Mr. · ,Hornik /Wanted to come back 

once nore to testify. ( no response)· · 

MR. MURTAUGH: Madam.;,ebair-woman, I had asked, if it is 

conceivably possible, 

SENATOR LIPMAN: It is. 
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MR. MURTAUGH: Maybe no one is interested in hearing any 

more, I don't know. 

SENI\TOR LIPMAN: Oh, we are interested. The Senator is not 

going to leave before everyone has spoken. That's absolutely correct. 

Neither is Senator Cardinale going to leave; they are both here. 

MAYOR HOR.NIK: Senator Lipman, I want to thank you for your 

invitation, by letter of September 11th,· inviting me back. The first 

thing I would like to do is to go back to Marlboro Township, since a 

very important issue. happens to be the State SDGP, with regard to the 

· formulation. We were looking for some .type of memorialization of that 

line. To illustrate what that means to Marlboro Township --' if I may 

get up for one second . -- this is the line that was put in by the State 

Planning Commission, right here (indicating). In essence, it divided 

the Township into a 35 percent/65 percent relationship, this being the 

moderate growth; this being the growth area. 

For purpose of explanation, this whole section of Marlboro 

Township is developed right in here. The bulk of the population is 

below 18 and just on the other side of 19. I suspect, from what we 

could pick up from the pen.ding law suits, we will be attacked ori this 

particular line, that our fair share, based on the formulation, should 

have included this area -- in other words, that this line is possibly 

incorrect. 

Senator Gagliano came in on our behalf, that this line should 

be memorialized in some way. . It is not, at this particular point, 

despite the existence of the commission. It was never voted on, as far 

as I know, by the Legislature. We would like this done as fast as 

possible. 

Number two, this map also graphically illustrates, in our 

opinion, that despite the fact that we, in trying to comply with the 

Mount Laurel decision, developed an ordinance which covers the 

properties in red, and which is, I might add, an expansion of 

multi-family development .that was passed in 1978 and 1979. In view of 

a settlement, to try to comply . with Mount Laurel• I, this is being 

challenged in court right now before Judge Serpentelli, in 15 different 

law suits that have been either filed, pending, or we know will be 
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•;·f!oming .in.~,,:\ · The. :,1.6th ·~will' be. filed,. J• ':suspect; this • week •. .i •This is ·the 

• ,. .:property.sin ,.,yellow,, Iight;along here. Even thec;peop:le· who,have · been 

included in> the i ordinances have ·.filed. 1aw .,suits .. for these . two 

.properties •here. 

: This. is,by,Kaplan Associates •. They .. are•s,very large developers ,, 

•in<the State·of·New·.Jersey.> ·This.piece of:property, was ,:zoned, ,ur·put 

in,- for :eight •to<the acrei' and there was a senior citizen with a 20 

percent donation. Apparently they weren't satisfied with that; they 

· are ·looking for .. more. 

The problem is that your legislation, at this particular 

point, seems to us not to be timely, timely .in the .sense of its 

completion in order for us to be protected with ,.what .we .. passed. .In the · 

original testimony 1 gave previously, I said ·,we have to govern the 

·,.· ·townships;· ··bas~d ,,on what -we ,can, see, •-will· be•pxntection .from <you. 

: ::..~·•>-

Unless, as the pr,evious speaker from Mahwah stated, something.,is done 

within the next 6D:or~70 days, or so,. then it becomes a moot que-stion. 

It>is quite frustrating, be.cause one· is ptJt in a .:position. oLJ '.'Are we, 

inJ-essence, backed against a wall? Will ,we have. to now si:t,,;..with 

developers and settle with them, giving them, in essence, what they 

want?" 

In the end, none of the leg.islation willc.be.,:of help, and . 

probably in the end you won't see the low to moderate-income housing 

that you think you will see. 

There are a couple of' ·points• I would like ,to address with,,;.• . 

regard to the bill itself. Going bac~;,'>.svery briefly; with regard to;: 

State subsidies, or aid of some form, I am glad Senator Stockman 

· brought .. up some points I had .raised .in a letter ,to. you with regard to 

the rebate -- some adjustment on' the\ 'State .. taxes for ,:-the local 

communities· that have to suddenly pay more money to accommodate what,·i, 
. ' ' :"::':('_,• 

can be an almost doubling of the situation. 

There is one thing, :.though ,>in ,your bill, which to me shoul_d . 

. 'not be in the bill because it 9oes beyoncL the point of'•fairness to a 

local municipality, and that has to rlo with Section 9 of the bill. It 

is number six, I believe. Yes,.it would be six,,where you say, "A plan 

for infrastructure expansion, if,,necessary, to ensure the construction 
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of the municipality's fair share of low and moderate-income house to 

take place." Now, everyone knows that the most important thing in 

order · to continue development is sewer capacity. Right now, the 

Western Monmouth Utilities Authority, which services both Marlboro 

Township and Manalapan, is at its limit as far as capacity goes. And, 

to demand, or to put into a bill, a burden of this magnitude on the 

municipality -- and, in today's market, to ·build a sewer plant to 

acconmodate what would be our fair share, based on our planner, is 

about 760, ar1d that is going by the Lehrman formula with certain types 

· of adjustments for the characteristics of Marlboro Township -- is a 

serious problem, which is compounded when you have to multiply this 

five times -'- in other words, building close to 5,000 units, or 4,000 

units. That is a major sewer construction job, which in today's market 

can reach, possibly, $10 million. I don't think that Marlboro Township 

can afford that. 

I think some of these aspects should be looked into very 

seriously. Your bill should take into consideration certain types of 

infrastructure complications, or requirements to accommodate the 

formula, and if that is unrealistic then some other mechanism should be 

put into pl ace. 

I believe the DEP gets sewer construction money, is that · 

correct? They get a certain amount. I believe in past years they were 

to receive $400 million, and then there was a drastic cut. It was 

almost cut in half, to possibly $250 million. There was a long list of 

municipalities that were in for sewer construction grants. I would say 

you should look at that type of Federal money, if it is still in 

existence, and impose yourselves upon the DEP to. /readjust the 

allocation of that type of funding for those conmunities that have to 

expand sewer facilities if this were to remain in the bill, because it 

is physically impossible for. a township to accomplish that. 

The other thing that I would ask you to look at is -- and 

which you mentioned to me in the letter -- you talked · about the fact 

that there was funding available under lhe Income Trust Fund account.· 

· I don't believe that is going to solve any funding, nor give relief to 

Marlboro Township or the communities in our area. I think the whole 
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·,approach :rightrnowt,is<:baseo.·· on the ·ff,act'that ·there_,isn't.-:any ·Federal· 

··\·:housing<money.,and that .. in the· -end,- a· Tive.;;.ti)..,.onecratio\fOrmula. is, what 

'· . is· going to ··be· implemented. 

So,.- addressing :what, ·I said. ·to Mr •. /Po~ycki,:c'.even 'though the 

• i' cap :requirements .. I have asked to.,be .changed ,..are .not•::in ,your'.::realm. :at 

· ·tbis particular time, this should be put somewhere in the<bi11, as ,a 

;, suggestion or something. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: It is not in the realm of this legislation. 

MAYOR HORNIK: It isn't. But, possibly it could be, in light 

of, the. long..,.range planning Gene Schneider mentioned to me in the back· 

room. 

The · fact remains, we are here today with ··thi'S type •of . 

accommodation; and to wait years to try to provide the social services 

· 0,c,,,,_;for this· mandated court legislation -, .. .f;or, .. want of ·:a ·better word -- is 

going to create the same type of problems we find in .. some of the, 

·-\~inner~..ceifies in the suburban areas. We will 'not be physically ab.le to 

,~,/}; supply the \~rvi~es without some type oL cap adjustment, to al.low us ti .. :·~:::. •cc 

,.go into the surplus that is just laying there, which would be large 

enough to satisfy all the debt service. That is Just earning income to 

some degree, ·but it would at least give us .some,;,o.type, .. .of>..relief in order 

for us to provide the police and road services. 

The other areas I would ask you to provide~- The· big problem 

for us, very frankly -- and it has been mentioned before .,..- is the 

Lehrman formula. It is the only ball game in town. The fact remains 

that no matter \ttflat you suggest at this particular point, it is the 

only guideline we have, _and. the municipalities 

· shell-shock from.this Lehrman formula. 

as I see it -- are in 

Every single municipal leader we have spoken to has based all 

of his settlements and all of his projections on that one formula. 

Based on the fact that it looks as though this bill will not be 

completed in· order to offer relief, there is a tremendous disservice 
' ' 

being done to the municipalities. The whole character of the State of 

New Jersey is being changed as a result of this particular _formula. 

But, there are things I believe you can do. ·_ In listening to 

yo~ and to the testimony that has been given, there isn't a single 
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person, as I see it, sitting in front of me who does not agree that the 

five-to-one ratio is inappropriate. If the five-to-one ratio was such 

a social benefit, we wouldn't have .15 lawsuits by developers running in 

our township, to have their land changed to that five-to-one ratio to 

satisfy the Mount Laurel II decision. Cbviously, with so many lawsuits 

being filed by developers for settlements, the Lehrman formula has 

become a working tool for developers to blackmail municipalities. What 

we are asking 

Schneider 

for, very simply, just as I understood from Gene 

that what I requested before, regarding the 

memorialization of the Commission's lines, be done. I think you are 

for that also. You can agree to disagree, but you can also agree to 

agree on certain points, and I think you are all agreeing that the 

five-to-one ratio is inadequate. It is in your realm, legislatively 

speaking, to let the courts know, by passing -- the same way this 

commission line is being memorialized -- something which says that 

theformula the satisfaction of the Mount Laurel II decision 

should not be five-to-one, but maybe two-to-six. That can be done in 

an emergency way, get ting away from this type of waiting for 

everything. 

It seems as though too many things are being pushed at once 

and then nothing wiU be accomplished. We would be happy -- at least 

our town would be happy -- to have something done piecemeal, because we 

know at this point that there is a social obligation; but, the problem 

is really in the ratio, and to make it five-to-one will almost double 

Marlboro's size in six years. Despite what Mr. Pozycki stated. with 

regard to the economics -- and what I mean by that is, I mean the 

income that would be COOiing in from town houses and densities -- it 

will not solve the problem as far as our building another school, or 

two schools, or three schools, because what you will have is a sudden 

influx and a disruption of the normal cycle in the educational system. 

We have that problem already, from testimony given by our own school 

board, and this is something that is bothering us. 

Income, as a result of increase in population, does not 

become a burden on the school system, as long as you do not have to 

have further bonding to, build new schools. The minute you have to 

start new construction, the income doesn't justify the structure! That 
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~,pressure will ... :come ;·fr.om'. the:.five-,to~one.:ratio. lt .is;:very.. important, 

:in my opinion, 'that you pass ·emergency 'measures, ·-·to let;the judicial 

system know: that •you. have come to 'SOme understanding that the. ratio 

· , Should- not .be fi ve--to-one. 

Now, I wasn't here for al L.of Hr. Pozycki ''s testi111ony, , buC l 

do think something is wrong, if you are going to establish a Housing 

Authority.. I think it is very important that you have an economist on. 

· .:. that -Authority, _or that Commission, an economist who has expertise with 

regard to what is, and what can be considered fair profit on the part 

of a developer. We all know some -of the ·mechanisms and some of the 

things that will go on, because if he has a five-to-one ratio, he. is 

liable to build the .. 20 percent with the lowest possible building 

reqtJirements, or the lowest end of the BOCA ;Code that is possible -

the smallest type of rooms. 

·He :.could :furn around and_ take the lowest end of the HUD 

- Te.qui-rements ·and.:,;build,,;the 01,worst - type.-of .. ·housing for .the low to 

moderate..,,income, and . then .at .. the other end·'.:..ne could :reap ·,the :'biggest · 

type . of profits. I see nothing in the bill to guarantee that the type 

of housing that would be built for low to rroderate-,.income, in the end, 

' · ·won't "'be shac"ks, or of the poorest 'material, etc. That is •why 'this .is. 
a very complicated type of bill that is being proposed. 

There are so many intricate mazes to this web 

- . developer can get away with, with regard to increasing his profit on 

· the five-to-one .ratio;. it is just beyond belief. 

Other points that have to be taken into consideration are: 

From· the local level, how does a township have protection"" from a 

bonding standpoint? What, l mean by that is, if-· a' developer sues and he 

is given the right to build houses on the low to moderate-income basis, 

on whatever ratio is involved, .what is the bonding going to be? What 

type of bonding structure do we have·, in order to guarantee that he 

completes the work? '" 

By way of an example, we have one development -that :·is on 
one-half an acre, and it is based on all the engineeTing requirements 

of today. To put up 33 houses, he has to post "$400 thousand in bonds. 

The ·:fact is, has this been addressed by any of the aspects of this 
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Committee? Can there be some type of · State bonding to cover that 

particular area so the bonding doesn't .fall on· the township, and so 

that the State could pick it up if, in essence, this guy fails? 

In essence, one might say we are in the twilight zone, 

because we see nothing happening on this end, and the debate goes on. 

In summary, everything has been said. Just to quickly 

reiterate, we would like to see the cap adjustment, and we would like 

to see a change in the ratio, to be acted on immediate! y, if necessary, 

before the . bill goes forward. To me, that is very, very important, 

because that seems · to be the crux of the whol~ problem: It seems to be 

leaning so heavily toward the developer, from a profit standpoint, that 

they are willing to have 15 and 16 lawsuits. 8gainst one municipality. 

That is going to hurt us. I think there has been an injustice done to 

the Township of Marlboro, as well as to the community. 

I grew up in Brooklyn, and I lived on Southern Boulevard in 

the Bronx. I grew up, being raised by various sets of. grandparents 

along the way. l grew up in housing that is not too different from 

Newark's and Camden's. They were five-story walkups. I can empathize 

with the situation · that is being attempted under the Mount Laurel I I 

situation. But, on the other · hand -- and I said this previously 

there pre many people, citizens, who live in communities such as 

Marlboro, and who have lived there for many, many years. They also 

· have certain rights, and those tights have to .be in the form of 

protecting their tax situation, based on their income. I am talking 

about people on fixed income, on Social Security, an.d so on. 

We have retirement villages in our community, and these are 

people who will subsequently have to pay for this type, of legislation, 

because we personally see no relief in the way of funding. In order to 

reduce that tax burden, I beg of you to please have an emergency set of 

formulas set up so that the • five-to-one ratio is erased in the court's 

mind. Some direction from this Committee, or some type of indication, 

I feel, will set a tone for Judge Serpentelli to follow, because I 

don't think he is working with developers, and once he sees some type 

of Jegislative movement-- He reads newspapers. I mean, the man has 83 

cases already; since June. It is unbelievable. 
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. . . - . 

. · >f /:::ltiis;,;•:~basit:ally;,. :isf'W'.lat<it -• is- ·mout. • ,f;So,,~.if ·we ra:>uld walk. 

>.,,;·:•away}·today :-;.with :tt:lree ·things,,::..:and. ·:the 'Terilov:al:'Cof .:..the ,need .for .. :a .. 

·:·, 111unicipality;~·-to, demonstrate. an· abil.i,ty to .. provine ":an infrastructur:e, · 

,.,, ••·'
0 espepj:ally <in the : sewage,,.:area, that .. ,is vsry '.import-ant,·; ,.because · _that 

flf;'goes·•.<bey.ond .Tt:!ason,- ,.in ,mY:- npinion. , It. is a ;'$:1'Jllnillion ticket<for ~the 

':"'' municipalityr, based- -on~·'the five-to-one ratio... lf _·you elimi11ate the 

, <. ·fiVe:t'to-one -xat-io • ·and ··:clo so~ething ·-else,: ·then· it . may · not· be. · · 

The other • factor has to.· do with·· _the· -cap, and the nthers I 

have ·'.·already ·stated, BO it becomes redundant. Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mayor ttornik, we have--. I think .Senator 

· Stockman has addressed one. of the problems that_ you ·,br,ooght up ,-at •your 

• ~-< -?:- . ,.. -~ - first appearance before _.this .. Committee.::, .I .think. I ·-nave ·:to qreit·erate 

what Mr. - Pozyc.ki pointed · out' this morning-~ , 
. '::. ''./ ~':_;,,.·'-·. -

··'This Iegis]:ation cannot add.ress ·all the'·problems.->c'We wish to 

.·. help the- municipali tfes return to some -sense .of., home rule, which seems ~ i" , 

,,,, . , .. ;a,,;,;;;::-:.;to .,have ,been ::t~en_..away,.. When . you. askerLthat ··±his J.e.g~ation remove~ 
-:-·

""'-"· _.,.,:: .. ---- ., the necessity for •providing .. a .plan about 1nfT-astru.cb::1re; :.,fm•:-,ex:ample..,:\.-~ 

the plan could also show that you don't have the capabi1ity· for $10 

million in infrastructure. 

In implementing the philosoph~, .behind the. Mount ·:,.Laurel·. 

decision, I don't think the structure that this legisiation puts up 

an attempt at tyranny, as .. it has been called many times today, on 

; ... _ municipalities. I think we are seeking a reparable solution, and the 

presumption of validity thaF;mtJnicipalities had in the first place,··· 

which seems to have been somewhat removed.by the Mount Laurel decision; 

· , we ate seeking to return by -establishing this Housing Council. 

Once we set up the Housing Council and ·:give it the guideli·nes .. 

we think it can work with,. theri I think. we will··nave:,taken,·a -great step 

.· in ameliorating what municipalities feel has::,been a· severe injustice .• 

. :_,. ;c: .. '.:. The Lehrman formul~,.,-,,as ~ou sugg-est:,"-;.~.is ·-·the only guideline t . . . . · .. 
· · ,·now·:because there has been no li!gislation:,paSJ3ed.,t.and·.it is the only 

formula which has been used up until- now~ -\lt is hoped ~that with the 

· .. help of the State Planning Council and -this new".legislation, ,with its· 

promise·--.of- relief in subsidies and·· remedies -- not•·.five to one ~- that · 

adjustments may be made. .,_,_ 

-,:-~ __ . .:: . 
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As Mr. Pozycki - pointed out this roorning, rulings that have· 
I • • •, 

already come down can only be. reversed · by another . · court action. 

However, if municipalities show that they have reason9,ble plans, and if 

the Housing ·council backs up the municipalities,,, then I have a feeling 

· that the courts are going to be reason(:lble. 

·. MAYOR HORNIK: · May l address s0111ething . you said? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes. 

MAYOR HORNIK: First of· all, l am a firm believer that just 
, , 

as you had Mount Laurel 1, you have developed into Mount Laurel II. 

You have Lehrman for pl~ one •.. ·. In the interim, you ~ould modify· the 

. Lehrman formula . by looking at what repre.sents · its worst parts to , a 

community arid immediately implement that. That happens to be some of 

the five to one, the 123% factor-"-

SENATOR LIPMAN: (interrupting) Well, that is not in this 

legislation. This has been a formula that has been used, but we are · 

addressing that. It is the. formula which the courts set up, and now we 

are attempting to establish a mechanism tlJ provide other rationales for 
a number of units, . to allow the municipalities to· set up their own 

plans, and the Council to . agree or disagree. So, we have a new 

pattern, other than the Lehrman formu_la. 

MAYOR HORNIK: All right, but the problem is, number one, we 

disagree with Mr. Pozy~ki' s · suggestion . that . you can ·appeal. The way 

the th~ee-judge panel is set up, an appeal is almo~t nonexistent · after . 

one of these three judges acts on a court case. ··. To win an appeal is 

almost impossible. So, the. term "appeal'' becomes a useless exercise,· 

and that· has been stated. over anc:i over again by everyone involved with 

regard to' the legal system. 
, , 

I guess the power that. can· be attested to these three judges 

is orie that would . consider a bankruptcy Situation ·-.:.. a bankruptcy 

Judge~ It ·is almost a fait accompli. It is not dealing in. the normal 

. areas of the court where you. are going to say, 11 Well, ~• 11 appeal the 

decision." It is a very, very difficult situation. Appealing .is 

.almost nonexistent, so I disagree with Mr. Ppzycki when he says they . 

can appeal. 
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SENATOR. LIPMAt-ff t"l .'think .r~r~ · Pozyckh>was referring .·:to: the· 

·· manner. in ,which, an appeal is made •. .,••· lf a town shows that .it has made 

pr'ogress, and if '..the Housing Council backs that town • and it has a 

•. strong presumption of validity, then the court is apt to be more 

reasonable •. " I think that was his suggestion. 

, .. MAYOR HORNIK: But, that is after. something is .. .in place.. .J 

am not debating with you on the subject •matter, but the fact is that 

-:from the municipal standpoint, the completion':.of this legislation .is 

· not going to be .timely enough to save a municipality such as Marlboro, 

'Old Bridge, or any of these communities from what will be a 

,, court-mandated, in essence, type of legislative ordinance, or a 

court-mandated ordinance, based on the Lehrman formula. That will not 

._,,-,, 'De apJ:>ea:lable'. This is the reason why·''· I am asking that -~ven though the 

formula, or a modification of the formula, may ·not be in the realm of 

legislation, _ if everyone recognizes and agrees· that the , five-to-one 
'-"'' 

ratio .is something that is so one-sided, then why can't ~.:something be 
•· . . ~· ~· • - • • . ·: - ;~•·.,>• 

quickly put in in a couple of lines. saying that. this. ratio. should 

change? Maybe' it should be two and three ratios that should be 

considered. That is al 1 we are asking. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I'm going to let Senator\Stockman :describe-

Didn't you just introduce--

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: ( interrupting) No, Senator, the amendment 

will take care of this guide plan issue, and it will attempt to urge 

the court to abide by the State Development Guide Plan · unes, at' least 

pending some affirmative action by the State Planning Commission. 

On the subject that the Mayor has brought up; my own feeling 

on it is this: It is a feeling borne of lateness and conger, but I '11 

share it with you anyway. Mayor, to ·substitute arbitrarily a numerical 

alteration to the Lehrman formula, I think, would raise very serious 

constitutional questions, and it would be very difficult for us to do 

without some input. I think the design of the legislation we are 

talking about here in front of us is to develop what the numbers should 

be. 

I know you are caught in a tough situation, your town's 

.moment of truth is about here, and you would like some relief from the 
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Legislature. As I said earlier, the history of this issue and problem 

is such that I'm not sure we can grant you that kind of relief. I'm 

not sure, in a sense, how we could pick a number instead of five to 

one. Sure, I'm uncomfortable, and I think as you pointed out, sir, 

certainly, Senator Cardinale is and I think Senator Lipman is, that it 

may be an overkill. There are, however -"" and it hasn't been talked 

about very much today in . the minutes and hours of testimony _..;. three 

· judges who $re administering this problem and who are sensible. I 

don't think. they are insensitive to local problems~ The question of 

timing as to when this construction will be built-- Even in the Warren 

Township case, it has been said that it is going to destroy the town 

overnight. The fact is, as I understand it, the final say has not been 

. had about the time frame span with.in that construction. I think the 

courts are open to modification. I think as they see us act, they are 

going to slow down and react to that, as you yourself pointed out. I 

. think there is some hope, but I don't think the answer. is to amend this 

bill to, in couple of sentences, as you_ suggested, throw . out the 

Lehrman formula. 

There are ways that towns like yours -- Marlboro -- can 

reduce those numbers. We've talked about them, and you've talked about 

them~ I'm sure you are aware of them. Some may be harder to do; some 

may be easier to do. That is my reaction to your proposal. I'm not 

absolutely rejecting it. I'm sure it will be talked about more among 

us over the next few days as we try to come to grips with the final 

formula for this bill, but I don't think it is so easy. 

MAYOR HORNIK: l appreciate and thank you for the SDGP line 

the continuation of it but, I would disagree with you with regard· 

to modification. I thinl< in life, nothing is cast in stone. If enough 

people who are wise recognize that something is wrong with the formula, 

then you go in as ·fast · as possible tb change it. 

As far as wha~ you said with regard to the constitutionality 

of the formula, all, as I recall, the Mount Laurel II decision said was 

that they wanted to implement it. 

The Warren Township de.eision is now putting in a formula and 

making it work. In my opinion, it sets it in a dangerous court 
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' precedent. Albeit, for ,--whatever •reason it went that way ···-- :whether it 

0 .was ·because Warren\lownship at the time··• resisted, . and. the .. citizens at 

·. the time resisted ·an existing ordinance in. an outcry -- that:·is all in 

· ,.the ,pa_st. 

:ln :my opinion, thaLtown has been .seriously ;hurt, and .l ·think· 

basically it says something. . It says that if the Legislature noes not 

. . address those mechanisms that care causing or creating those types of 

numbers, I·think there. is going to be a serious problem. 

We looked at 10 towns. I had given a presentation on this. 

There were 10 co111T1unities - Ho.lmdel, Old Bridge, Howell-- Howell has 

_to take almost 2,900 units. With the formula, it was i:ncFedible.. 1 
' 

think it was 2,000 units. You're talking about 5,000 ·to 10,000 ~ore 

units in a town lflder the formula -- in a town that has -a population of 

··' 0 '"3'0;000 people. '.If you figure four to- a •house, the ·numbers are 

.,.twggling • 

.. SENATOR:.SIOCKMAN:. Mayor,. you keep· des.cribing the .situ:atlnn. · 

.. · as if it is --- I 'Jl use one of..the phrases 0you used earlier -- written 

in stone. Those figures are based on a failure to act, ,-and based on an 

assumption that if they do nothing else, that is the direction they 

-- . will go. Even those numbers are such thaL there·.:are -questions of 

interpretation over ~at span of time it will have .to be·.:done in, etc. 

· ··· ·.]·think you are overstating your -case a little bit.· I'm nut>suggesting 

that I don't sympathize with a five-to-one builders' remedy ratio, but 

J .am hesitant to think we can simply suggest that that number ought to 

be two-to-one or three-to-one. . I think once the Council gets started, 

it may very substantially modify the situation. I think the courts 

wilk.slow down ~en we put a program, such ·as;.~thebill before'the 

Committee, into place. 

MAYOR HORNIK: Just one other technical point: Knowing how 

· municipal government works, after .,six :c.years -- and, it • is very ' 

difficult I was just wondering if .J . may say that in reference • to 

Section 10: "It shall notify a municipality, of any. deficiency, if 

within 45 days of the Council notification, the municipality shall 

refile its housing element with a correction. Thecrleficiencies to the 

Council's satisfaction ••• " -- that 45 days in (!lUnicipal government is a 
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. . 

very short period of time. We ate volunteers, and it puts an unusual 
. . . . 

. . - : 

crunch-- This. is not like a court 45-day appeal t~pe of thing .. · I 

·. would say what would be roore reasonable is passibly 60 or 90 days. It · 

jusf: puts too mt1ch burden on a ml,micipality to respond. Throughout the .· 

whole thing, the 45-day term is used •. It is not realistic. We work 

-with planners who handle just one municipality~ We don't have 

·run-time planners on saiary. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: You have at Jeast two Committee members on 

. your side on . that. 
. . ' ··, .. . .· .. 

SENATOR LIPMAN:. Wei ve heard that complaint before. 
. . . .. ·:-• 

·. MAYOR HORNIK: .. It i5 Just not a workable type of thing. The 

other thing I might add, ·. which might also be· in your realm is the 

master plan of t.he Municipal Land Act. It is a six-year plan. You 

might see fit under communities that are hit with '.this type of lawslJit . 
. . . 

-,.- th:at have ·. to comply -'- that the . master plan have a longer life, 

possibly 10 years, or something like that. It. has something to do with 

the fact that it gives someone time to absorl::i something. . I think it is 

too short a period of time to make us absorb. it. 

· SENATOR LIPMAN: ·All right. 
. .. 

SENA TOR CARDINALE: In terms of the infrastructure point you 

made., it has been made by a number. of people in various ways. I don't 

read the bill -'- maybe· I'm wrong as requiring that' that be . done 

totally at municipal expense. . Just· in. reading what is here, it would 

indicate that the mechanism for providing· that· Jnfrastructure · would 

seem to be · open to many options, one of "4h_ich is· the roore tra_di tional 

way that this has been done. It is assessment on the lands being 

subdivided. 

MAYOR HORNIK: The problem then is that you are going to have 

a builder say, "Five-to-one won't be enough if I have to build a sewer 

company. I 'm now going to want . ten-to-one." The reality is that from . 

·. history -- and, you might address ·this too -- there is a problem in the 

New Jersey law with regard to controlling a utilities authority. It is 

· long ovetdu~ that the sewer autho;ities of this State should be placed 

under the utilities authorities, and not to operate ·in .. a quasi-free 

way. 

SENATOR CARDINALE: That bill is in; I sponsored it. 
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·,·'MAYOR.·•··ttoRNIK:•• •·-ru1;-right;·,>WeJl;:·'•it should::passc•based•.·•on· some. 

· Of the.tabuses we have seen':from past ex.periences·.:>with .. our:·local·'WMUA. 

In my->opinion, it-sometimes represents a license ,to·. steal. 

The problem, .Senator,· very frankly,. is,.let's put it where it 
- . 

"',ds. •at. -"'-Infrastructure.can mean roads and sidewalks, anckthaL is not 

··,"tne type of:·infrastructure I '!fl talking 'about. There are two':·thing~ 

· ·that. affect and control growth. lt is not <zoning, cas everyone says, 

because zoning laws have been overturned. It is the availability of . 

sewer and water capacity. That is where it .is.. It will always be 

there. The burden oo the expansion of sewerage authorities has always 

been on the backs of its customers, and those ar~ .. the_ .citiz.ens .. of 

communities. - If there is a plan within a town-

You see, I'm waj,ting fqr a lawsuit to ,come against an 

authority.·. ·Let us say that,a develo.per•,''Says 1 <''l'm going to -sue. our 

local sewerage authority under Mount. Laurel II., It is its obligation 

to expand to Pl'DY:.id~ for low and mod.erate-incume housing. II .Jn the 

formulation that __ , exists -- J:he five--to-one ratio -'- that sewerag~ .' · 

· authority, if it is required., .. to •. expand · under to the law or under a 

- court ruling, means it has to go for new bonding. 

Presently,. the Western Monmouth. Utilities Authority's sewer. 

rates are about $2 50. OD or more per year, and' 0.it will expand. I would 

,say that 75% is interest payments, based on bonding.'thaf has_ been done, 

in what is my opinion, very poorly .in the past. That was in 1972,-

1973, and 1974. The authority wou1d have _to expand or .almost double .to 

accommodate the type of ruling that exists with low to roderate-income 

· on a five-to-one ratio in both Manalapan and Marlboro Townships~ It 

_ would have to go from an eight million capacity to almost a twenty-five 

million capacity, which is horrendous. It would be}tens of millions .of 

dollars, and that would fall on the backs of the communities. I would 

like.to know, who is going to pay for that sewerage capacity? 

If you could control the_ f ede.ral sewer construction grant 

money and have it diverted to these ty.pes·of situations, I would say 

fine, but, I don't think you will be;..able to do that. As a result, 

some developer is going to sue a local sewerage(aytnority under Mount 

.Laurel I I, stating that it is their. _obligation to ;,provide sewer needs. 
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In every preamble of every Se_wel'.age authority, they have to be 

·chartered in order to become. a sewerage authority to provide for the .. 

· heal th needs within .an area. 

·So, the ci titens of the towns involved where these decisions 

are made are IJ)ing to .be wiped out..·· t•m tellitlQ you, what ls ·being 
' . 

opened up . here is :something :th.at· :is beyond anyone's immediate 

thoughts. ,Once you start something· rolling, it hits someth,lng else, 

and you start a chain. I dori't think this .chain has been examined 

fully. 

Infrastructure_ is· a .. very .important word, and the whole b~all 

game is sewers·~ I can see what is going to happen. There are. sewerage 

authorities that have available ~pace. left, and the town~ that see 

nothing happening are going to. run to pass legislation to receive. 

hook~ups right away i.n order to' get away. from the burden of having to 

pay for sewers~ Jt : is a deadly game that is being played, because 
,. 

communities are going to_ be set against communities in- order ·to take 

over sewer caJ)'acity in authorities that have . .limited capacity. In this 
' . . . 

·way, they, as a corrmuni ty -or a town, wil.l not be forced. to bu.ild a 

.. whole new treatment plant, or, their citizens will have to pay for an 

existing plant lo· be modified and expanded Upon. 

You· are talking · about·. something that is going to be· 

unbel.ievable fn_ the future, and I don't know if it· has been addressed 

properly, or looked at with much thoughL 

That is the problem with the sewerage authorities. It is a 

_ deadly problem, and just to say that the citi~ens in ~ community will 

-not pay it is not true. - Every single sewe~age authority in this State 

is paid for by its custom~rs. The boridi.ng is paid by' the· customers -in 

interest rates. For· towns, such as Marlboro and Manalapan,· to· have to 
. : ' . . . . . .. , . ~ . 

double their size with regard to _ a five-to-one ratio, in a six~year 
. . .. , 

period, will necessitate an expansion of the. Western Monmouth Utilities 

Authority beyond •belief. I will· tell you now that ft will require a 

special type of expansion because the. DEP will not allow an expansion 

beyond eight million gallons because of: the capacity of the streams 

that are running through there. -. So, th.at will necessitate a certain 

type of mechanism bey.and a· tertiary· plant! We, · in this· State, do not 
' . 

allow anymore primary,arid secondary plants; we require tertiary plants. 
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'When ,,you;·bring up 'irifrastructur•e.· for·c;a municipal plant, yo.u 

are ;dealing dn -areas-- Pm not talking about roads; l am talking .about 

sewer capacity; and ,thaL:is going .to destroy everyone • 

. SENATOR LIPMAN:· · Mayor tiornik, if it is any comfort to you, 

,we have had·:buiiders,sewllo have testified· that·it·'::is :a real<impossibility 

to achieve all of the building necessary in the period of time set by 

: the · court. There aren't enough carpenters, plumbers, and materials to 

"· 
0 accommodate .. such rapid expansion. If .. that makes you· feel better--

The point· of this legislation is not to . declare a 

moratorium. It has a certain amount of staging contained in it; that 

is true. But, the point of this legislation is to provide :some relief 

for municipalities that are, at ·present, being hit by court rulings to 

produce a certain number of units. That. is the. relief that this 

legislation seeks·to provide. 
\ 

We. cannot answer-all of the problems. exactlr that are there 

now., ;,nor ,only :the largest problems ·"that,,>may .. ·£ome .up .later. The way 

. ·tt.iat .municipalities seek to help tnemsel ves-- . Part of· the reason for 

the·::::gituation we are in is because of the lack of response from the 

Legislature.in the past. 

From Mount Laurel I, we got Mount, kaurel 11·,. and I do hope· .,, 

that before a Mount Laurel I I I occurs, the Legislature, will act. 

I want to thank you so much for your testimony; your pcrints· ·· 

are well-taken. We're listening. 

MAYOR HORNIK: The only thing I would like to say is, the 

conclusion we could reach -- or, I will ask you a flat-out question: 

ls this legislation going to pass in time for our lawsuits? · Yes or no? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I can't really answer that. Is·, is going to 

pass in time before a court ruling? Well, I can say that there is a 

date in this legislation, and if if· .is of comfort . to you, you come 

after the date that this legislation supposedly begins. 

As for reversals of rulings, they: can be .adverse as well as 

helpful. So, I'm afraid we cannot answer in great measure, except to 

. tell you what is actually happening at the rroment. We cannot really 

address what has happened before, except to make 'it rriore liveable. We 

are not the court; we are a different body. we·'·'are rooving in the 

direction in which we think will bring the most relief. 
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MAYOR HORNIK: My only comment is that I appreciate what you 

are trying to do with regard to providing social needs from a low and 

moderate-income standpoint. Right now though, there are going to be 

hundreds of thousands of people hurt as a result of a lack of movement 

on the part of the Legislature. 

The only other point I would like to make .... - and I would just 

like to remind you of this.;._ is, Mount Laurel was ruled in 1975. This 

was the original ruling. There were things that were occurring in the 

13-year period, and there were definite signs that should be done. 

Judge David Furman of Middlesex County, when he expanded the decision 

from a regional standpoint, was another dead giveaway. So, it is not 

as though it was done in 1975, and then forgotten. There has been 

court activity on this all along. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you. Mr. Murtaugh, Mayor of Clinton? 

MAYOR Cl:ORGE tUHAUGI: Madam Chairman and Senators, I am the recently 

elected mayor of a very small town in Hunterdon County. I am not 

related to anyone of the Commission. There· are only about 1,100 voters 

in the town, ,and there are 700 taxpayers. I can't threaten that you 

will not be reelected; I can't even threaten to bring a large group of 

people down here and make a scene in your chamber, although--

SENATOR STOCKMAN: (interrupting) You can get Moose Foran 

after us. He's pretty big. 

MAYOR MURTAUGH: Well, Senator Foran has been very helpful. 

He wrote a letter explaining to me, "As your representative New Jersey 

legislator, I share your concern," etc., etc., etc. 

I came here today to see what I could find out rather than to 

tell you anything. I find that I agree quite a bit with practically 

everybody who is here and who has presented testimony. There are a 

couple of are.as I disagree with. One is that the Legislature has been 

inactive in connection with this, and that the taxes aren't paying 

enough for low-income housing, and so on and so forth. 

Thirty years ago, I lived in Jersey City when Marion Gardens 

was built as a low-income housing project. That was going to be the 

solution to the problem with the high apartment rents in Jersey City. 

They were built out of brick and mortar, and today they are gone. 
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·:r~ty. <'o/BB'I's .:;ago • ,:.:_.:.,., :t ;c4<m!w'"'1'.ts~r<Lipmam :t:hen,,, ........ ,:;;~n ] 0 wa.s 

·~king/'i:tt ·4iJewar-k ,.:in•a founnar:y,, ,,'tt,ie:'•'5:tell-a 0Wrigµt "J)rojects, -were. :beiq9 

- "<:built~•-•••:·They..were,supposed· .. to. ·oe 'the salv.ation:of/Newark then • 

.:,,,, ,: · '.A · coupl-e ":Cf/ things ,w.ere .~addressed ±odayw·about •the ,,·;jobs :,:being · 

·: :;i111Dved,3away from there,;-and that,,is.:t;he reason ·that<now,•,-·· .. 30·mites .from 

' .,,, '.2Tl'enton or 40.'miles from/Newark -- I've /been toln ·tt1at T hav~ to .put in 

'low-income -housing. . The ·'reason that the jobs left 'Newark--- in ·case' 

·somebody. isn't already aware of it. -- is not because there wasn't

, :'housing"the-re; it was because.·. taxes went. up, and manufacturers or 

businesses found .out that· by getting the. hell out of Newark, :they .could 

· make more noney so_meplace else. 

I don't ;agree with everything everybody "'Said, ·:but T,~:Woul,d 

· like ' to-- Twenty . years · ago, · I was an · aid . to . a· .. Senator in the 
·':L~gislature. '·, -I know ··he was working on· ·low-income housing for- Essex 

1 .:&urrty:::-at_ that j:xrint, -~ it is not necessarily .something new to me. 
· . . ., . : _.,I w~uld .. al~ like to quote an ex--:-:.legislator woo -was quoted :in · 

. a::: .~cal newsp.ape.r on ..Sunci.~.Y ~> The ex-!e-gislator, -~o ,is, .. also an· 

· .,. · ·· attorney, by the way, said, "The United -States" .. Supr,eme:,;,.Coilrt is the. -~ ···-

·;.·;-•. 

:•"! · .... 

' ' ' 

highest:.. court in ttie .. land, but that does not mean New Jers_ey 18w and 

the New Jersey . courts cannot extend more xi9hts and--ifft!.edoms .. to .it:f?: ,,~:, 

citizens than the federal Constitution does."~ 

Another quote by the same ex-legislator , and · ·attorney . is, 11lf. 
' . ' 

a court .. continually decides matters in a way contrary to the _wishes or·'.:·:, .. 

a substantial· majority of its citizens, then the remedy: provided under,<· 

the Constitution becomes more and nore possible.'·' 
-~•. 

I have to assume that ·what I am reading here in the newspape:.r :,:. 

is correct. I. was very much surprised to see that that ex-legislator, --:: '.' . 

who felt it necessary to act because the Legislature hadn't acted fast 

enough, ·.is now the Chief Justice-.,of that Supreme Court -- Robert N. 
•' . ' ·, ,.' .... ·,· 

-Wilentz-. 

:My reason for taking .. up :.your tifne::,-~:is ,.'..:,..like il said ,:before, 1 

want to learn. I came her,e today feeling :s much ;".like .. the crisi;,; 

volunteer in a crisis center, or the father·/.,Of a :c:young girl who 

receives· a phone call in the middleTt•of,: the night.,.t:beingc:;told that she 

is ,:being blackmailed into going .out ~and meet3--ng some guy in an alley, 
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and she is about to be raped. She wants to know from me whether she 

should give in willingly or whether she should fight. You have to know 

a lot of things to answer that question, such as how big the adversary 

is, and so on and so forth. 

I would just like to paint a picture . for you which might be 

much easier understood than some · of the things that were presented 

before. On January· 1, I was elected mayor of a town that has 1. 3 acres 

and 700 taxpaying units. I have a piece of property in the town, which 

is 12. 5 acres. A land speculator from New York had previously come 

before the planning boiard of the town--

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Excuse me, Mayor, can I stop you? I'm 

trying to foUow you. I thought you sa.j.d the town had 1. 3 acres. 

MAYOR MURTAUGH: I'm sorry; it is 1.3 miles. I'm sorry. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Oh, okay. 

MAYOR MURTAUGH: A land speculator from New York came in and 

. applied to put in 35 units on that 12. 5 acres. With our exclusionary . 

zoning, we . thought that was a few too many, or my predecessors did. 

All of . a sudden, he found out that he had . an obligation to the 

low-income people in the State of New Jersey, and he hired a very 

high-priced law firm in the Princeton area, which are specialists in 

the· Mount Laurel 1I situation. He .came in and wanted to put 124 units 

on that same 12.5 acres. 

My magic figure for low-:-income housing is somewhere between 

75 and 120, depending on which planner yoL! talk ·to. Right now, I could 

easily use 75 low-income housing units. I could move the senior 

citizens who are losing their homes because of the increase in taxes 

into _them, . but I'm not allowed to do that l.flder the law. With 700 

units, I can't very well afford to fight this suit, because I've 

already spent ll'K)re than . my yearly five-percent cap in the last six 

months; someone recently alluded to that. 

I can't even capitulate to this one builder because although 

my predecessors had planned to expand the schools someday when the town 

was completely developed, the State of New Jersey came along and took 

part of the property that the school was supposed to be · built on and 

used it for a highway. · Now, as a result of the highway, my magic 
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number::is,tligher·i'because :_of/:the,:travellng?tiMi:frn,n:wfle:re. Llive/to .. 0the 

··_,JIJa..,ninute':'boundary. ::" lhat·,;is'•·ttow,±he 'magic::.·number/is .'f~nned., .SenatOT. -

sto.ckman ·_ -,looks,. like ·he.a:.is ,:.1:Li . .little bit. ~onfJJsed. -·•· ·.Am T. ::missing 

·-_ ·.f,·:somethilig? _ ,_;' -

\'.~ .. •11~0R'-;cr1oc-,v!JIIN•,.'-.-;1'·_,,_,.,.,1:;0·1·--_.l_1· __ -ng·•--_yo· u 
""f, ••• :·;,.L~·-.i1 · ;;;J_ . J\'rtt\ ·• ,:, ,.. ·•IIF 1:1 J.:!-1'"· _ · " • 

~ - -----.MAYOR-• MURTAUGH: _ - :Okay. 

'SENATOR STOCKM'AN:.~·.T-oft:en look·that _-way; 'it 1-s one of those/ 

'-, things .. , (laughter) 

MAYOR MURTAUGH:. The next thing that happened ,was, -we- •planned 

: ahead .again- -- my predecessors: did, so J don 1 t have to. take • any of the 

·political blame for this -- and, -,.we built a sewage aut,t;ia,rity~ ·,Jiut,• ·the 

· --. • XOepal'tment -of £nv.i:ronmental Prote:ctitJn came .along 'and sc1:id, 111-You ·':c:an•~·: · 
__ ,.--:-_:., 

' ' 

run ·that sewage· :autno:rity at full capacity to · i::over the .one-acre zoning · 

because you have· ·to upgrade·'·it ." · So, -,,.we went• out arid' bonded for· $1 

million to ... upg-r.ade . tne.,sewer plant to ~ere, .. ;it :is suppose-cl to be.. , · 

, :..:into this area because -.,you ,haye to . have. a complete. looper. ·,'.,'.'~¥ol:I_ have to · . 

-· ···put in another W'ell." ,-,So, we just ·went out -and bonderl:, for :another 

one-"'half million dollars for that. 

-· ,.•,•-,.,,.:,:,,.;.1 ,:_;. ·:._,,::• Now, the:, developer -came along";:;and,, said., "I .can·•t·.aevelop' ltris 

_ .:piece of property to the full 124 units Lflless .you give:me,a builders' 

remedy, which is. six or eight units to -the acre/:\~'Also, you are going 

to tiave supply me with sewer -and water. Oh, by the way, there is 

another thing too. I need some help with the dealer '-s remedy • so I 

wori' t have to pay anything that would .be CO!JSidered a: cost.;.exacting 

me~hanism, such -- as inspections, hook-up 'f.ees for the sewer, or anything 

_. 'of· .that nature. You 're going -.to have _-to· ·-relie-re·.,ne -·of those.".· 

I was given 30 days to rewrite my land.;.use ordinances, -o_r 

. · ,appear before one of the three judges that have beeri appointed by, 1 

'.believe, the same Chief- Justice•·".'tbat made the :stat·ement- that the courts-_, -

should be governed by the opinion of the people., · Now, :.all of a sudden;;".;,.:.' 

all· of us are down here and we' re asking the .:Cnmmittee~ ,,which -I thi--nk~ ~ 

has been working very hard on this thing-- ln'i' .fact, - I know Ms. Lipman 

and the rest of you have been working very:. hard•'/ .. on, it- since. February. 

I-have been coming down here since then and fo,llowing you very closely. 
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I really didn't come .here for any assistance. I agree with 

almost all of the changes that. have been requested in connection with 
. . 

this. Actually what I was doing was, I was trying to put myself in the 

position· of the player in Atlantic City, where some of the money was 

supposed to come from to pay for some of this -- at least for the 

senior citizens in low-income housing. 

I was in the Governor's office one clay on a different matter, 

and the Governor said to me, "Well, the rest of these towns had better 

wise up because all of them are going to be faced with this pretty 

soon." I could see he was worried about it, I'm worried about it, and 

you are worried about it. Now, I've got to go into court, probably 

within the next week or so, and shoot crap. l have to try to cut a 

deal which will let me know whether I . can .convince a judge that four 

units to an acre, or 10 units to an acre, is going to be acceptable to 

him. 

My reason, again, for coming here today and asking to speak 

was to thank you and express my appreciation for all that the Committee 

has tried to do, including the piece of legislation you and the other 

Senators have worked on. I think you are working on it, I think you 

are addressing it, and I think you are trying to do something. I think 

the people who haven.' t yet been dragged into court screaming and 

digging their nails in to avoid having to comply with some of the rules 

and regulations -- as I seem to be doing -- had better wise up. I 

can't give you the 60 days to pass your bill. I imagine that probably 

within the next 10 days, I 'Jl be rolling the dice. What I' 11 be doing 

when I do that is, I' 11 be capitulating to try to avoid· hurting the 

residents, citizens, taxpayers, and senior citizens· of the· town. As 

soon as I reach an agreement with this one developer, I do have five 

other larger developments in the town, and I am either going to have to 

give the same to those developers as I give to this one, or I'm going 

to end up with another five or six suits being filed. 

In case you weren't aware of some of us out there who 

appreciate what you' re doing, again, I feel that the Legislature has 

been involved in this. I think it probably has been a problem in that 

it is very difficult to come up with a piece of legislation that you 
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·<can get 40 pimple to agree with,.~or evim.21 to agree with •. Then; of 

·-'..course, you have a problem getting the Governor to :sign it. , 

Again, L, .. was·· only •. ,curious to see how.'·well the piece of 

legislation was going so .that 1 could maybe ::be like the card counter in 

Atlantic City casinos -- stand a better chance -·of drawing this. 

It has already· cost approximately $50,000 to hire a planner, 

an attorney,and an engineer to reach this:JX)int. Anything I do beyond 

this is going to ·cost the taxpayers a -considerable amount more. 

I disagree with the people who say we' re not going to need 

this .. low-income housing in the numbers that are being forced upon us. 

If.- they are forced upon us, there are a .lot of people who · are paying 

the freight and the whole ,rate; •wherever it may be. They are going· to 

1 ose their _ homes because they· won't· be· .. ab le to · afford the mortgage 

Tates and the tax increases. 

Just to give you a general idea, ,,Lhave .. a very~ hlgh ... tax rate 

-in the county:.~ mainly because there- is--c:,no -sewerage aRd -water included 

.. J:n that. . If I was a homeowner in the next municipality--- They put in 1r' 

their own septic systems and well water. The only thing that goes up 

or down.on them is their taxes. I am required to supply sewerage and 

water to this developer. 

The next township, by the way, has•· 30.. square miles, and it 

has one industrial development -- I have none -- which pays taxes in 

the area of $2 mil lion per year. I am going to have a difficult time 

getting this developer to sign up with me on a regional.basis. 

That is the problem with this ••• whole thing; it is very 

complex. 

Another interesting i tern; ,, by the way, · that figures into this · 

-- and, I don't know which direction to go in if it wasn't -- is, I 

follow the growth line right through the center of my 1. 3 square · 

miles. I don't know what is going ·to happen with the next move. I 

wish I was all the way inside of the.:-gr9wth .. zone or all the way outside 

of it. I don't know how you are going to write that into your piece of -

legislation. 

Again, I want to thank everyone for his attention, and_ I' want 

to thank you for allowing me to take up your time. 
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SENA TOR LIPMAN.: We want to thank you for coming. You have 

given us a real picture of what has actually happened. 

Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No, I have nothing. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator Cardinale? 

SENATOR CARDINALE: No. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you for coming. 

MAYOR MURTAUGH: Thank you very much for your time. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: Mayor Cherry? Oh, I'm sorry. Mr. 

the representative from Princeton Township. 

Cherry is 

WILLIAM H. DfERRY: Ladies and gentlemen Senators -- I have a 

problem. It is a psychological one. It is perfectly obvious 

(laughing). from Senator Stockman's visage, and also from all of you, 

that you are tired and hungry. I don't think it is really even fair to 

you, let alone fair to me, to try to discuss this further under these 

conditions. Do you have a better suggestion? I am available. I cOt11e 

from Princeton; I could come down some other time. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Do you have a statement there? 

MR. CHERRY: Not with me; it is an oral statement. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Why don't you just give it to us? . Tell it. 

MR. CHERRY: All right. To hit the two or three main spots--

I guess this is the most important thing because it is the most 

urgent. The State has a lot of surplus money around, and you know that 

all of these towns need some rooney to help them subsidize this 

affordable housing. Don't let this thing slip by without at least 

yelling pretty loud for it, please. 

You know, this is sort of an emergency situation. We didn't 

plan on this. You didn't plan on this, but you can see that the 

so-called conditional bonus density technique for financing affordable 

housing or subsidizing affordable housing has enormous 

implications. Everyone here has said they ar.e very bad. 

As you recall, I was here before. I said it was very bad 

then. I gave you another thought of hope though, and that was, as I 

read Mount Laurel II, that particular method of subsidizing was 

suggested by the court as a suggestion, not as a mandated. means. I 
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·>)>still beli,eve·that ·0is,the,case.: lf·Princeton Township:goes '.to· the 

, wall, which we .very likely ,will., ,,,we ,,will appeal to the, State iSupreme · 

. Court , ovtff Judge '.Serpe ntel li , on that issue , asking the Supreme , Court 

,.what:- the meant.·. :was·· it ·,·something we· had to :do,· or was ·it something· we 

'' might ·.do :it· it, made good economic sense? ;, And, .quite frankly, . it 

doesn't make good economic sense, not in our town and not ·in others. 

Do you know. Wlat is going to happen, ladies and -gentlemen? 

, In the State of New Jer,sey, if we proceed with this technique all over, 

we will build more and more middle and high-income housing -- median 

and high-income housing -- and the price of that stuff will go down, 

the profit margin will· go down, and then the builder 1·wi.'ll,·have to say 

to us, "fol ks, for me to make enough . profit ·to subsidize some 

. affordable housing, 1 have to have a. ratio of ten-to-one, not .. · 

· ·five-to-one. So, this is something we are faced ·with as a ·transient, 

changing ... economic :situation . 

. ,, Now·, I would,like to read ... to, you. a. little word. :or two from 
-, 

· '·"'' ·· :the State Supreme· Court's Mount .. Laurel II decision~ It ·is' extra·cted ·· 

from pages 36 through 38. ·By the way, those pages are the page numbers 

of the League's copy, not the one in the State Supreme Court's book. 

·<c>, "We are obliged to adopt affiTtllative measures . that, in fact, . 

provide a realistic opportunity for ''·the . constructi-on of the 

municipality's fair share of low and moderate-income housing, whether 

there is, in fact, a likelihood, to the extent economic conditions 

allow, that the lower-income housing will actually be constructed." 

Now, those are all words which are incredibly difficult to 

define. But, I particularly call your attention to the phrase, "to the ",;;.,: 

extent economic conditions allow~ 11 Even the State Supreme Court wasri 't 

saying, "You have to buy up the developers to the- point, ·where they 

build that housing, no matter \lflat." There was a qualification there 

in the State Supreme Court decision •. < 

You know, I really should talk with you longer than this, 

but, gosh, I can't do that to you now.. Thanks . for listening'.' for just 

these three minutes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Well, we .took note of your points. They 

> we.re very good ones. Thank you for::coming. 
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I would not justly say there will be another hearing. There 

will be a conrnittee meeting on this subject, at which we will have to 

come to some sort of decision. The reason why I asked you to stay is, 

I am not sure but in about a month, I guess, we will be ready with all 

of the amendments. It won't help some towns, we know, but in any event 

that is the sort of schedule we have. All the t;lmendments are supposed 

to be ready in about a 100nth. 

MR. CHERRY: Senator, let me have the privilege of giving you 

30 seconds worth of philosophy. I believe that in this country the 

most important single right of a person, aside from those expressed by 

the First Amendment of· the Constitution -- speech, religion, and so on 

the most important single right of a grown man or a grown woman is 

to a job. And, if we are going to expend governmental, municipal, 

social resources c:in anything, jobs come before housing. 

Folks, if we could give people jobs, decent jobs, they will 

buy their own housing. Thanks a lot. 

SENA TOR LIPMAN: You' re right. Are there any questions? 

(negative r~sporise) Thank you very much. 

Are there other peop.ie present who want to present something 

to this Committee? (no response) If not, I will declare this hearing 

closed. This hearing is over, and let us hope that the next time we 

meet, the Committee will have all of its amendments in and will be 

ready to come to some kind of decision on this matter. 

Thank you so much for attending, and, Senators, thank you for 

staying. 

(Hearing Concluded) 
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pear.Lisa: 

.· .. ,.JAMES A.:SFiESUN 

(1969·1980') 

Enclosed please·,find an amendme,nt,,7that .. T would 
·to see added to the present Senate Bill which is peing 
considered for adoption. I would like to see a section 

::'raead .as_follows: IIA municipality which ·has .a judgment. 
eflt;eped ag,ai,nst it after the enactment of this act, or, which 
·had a judgment entered· against it prior to the enactment of 
this act and from which an appeal has been filed, shall upon 
municipal request not be compelled to provide within 
any six-year period, Mt. Laurel housing individually or as 
coupled with 'density bonus zoning' for more than an increase 

· of their population of 25% as of the"'date of/ the· filing o.f 
th·e litigation which was the subject matter of .the_ J.udgrn€nt 
or one year prior to the date of the Judgment of,i,,the_ Court 

·which ever date is later." 

The purpose of this type of amendment would be 
to insure the gradual development of the community and :avoid 
the harms that could take place by means of rapid growth .. 
without permitting the municipaJ .. ity to ready itself for same 
especially in regard to municipal facilities such as schools, 
water, sewer, traffic and roads. This .type of limited phasing 
also assists the municipality in not having a sudden and 
rap.id change of its character and the demographic makeup 
of its citizens. 

This litigation is not harmful to low and moderate 
housing because for example in a town of a population of 
12,00U, one on one increased zoning would permit an increase 
of 4,000 persons in a 6~year period and if the Mount Laurel 
Court ordered housing were couple"d with density zoning on a_ 
20% basis, there would still be permitted housing for 800 · 
low and moderate persons within the 4,000 figure. The lack 
of such a provision in our law at this time leads to the type 
of sudden and drastic change as Mahwah is facing without giviny 
the municipality an oppo~tunity to prepare itself for same.· 

The period of six years has been chosen because 
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bec~use that is a model period of time that phasing has 
b-en considered to be and is{~ accordance with the land-use 
law which compels a review of the zoning ordinances of a 
municipality and its land use provisions every six years. 

Please do everythin9 possible to see that this 
amendment is accepted. · ·· 

ECC:vec 
Enclosure 
cc: Frank Kraus 

~, 

Yours truly, 

E. Carter Corristori 

_.., •· ---· ~ --· ~ .... - ~.· ...... ~"-----· 



,, 'Recanme·ndat.ion: i·n regard.- lo·.· ~ct.ion 14. 

14b. Any matter not adjud.icatedpriorto June 1 . .-.,198.4, .insofar 

as builders remedies or mandatory zoning pursuant to 

Mount Laurel. II shall' upon motion .. by ei,t-her >•par-ty be 

referred. ,by the. Court to the Council . in order to exhap5t 

,.,.the,med.Lation-,.and -review proeedur.eeest:a:i,:>lished.:in ·Sect.ion 

13 of this Act. .The purpose of this Section is to afford 

· :mun.icipa4.itie.si/.pres·ent.ly- under zoniny :c_hallenge to 

an opportunity for a uniform application of fair share 

numbers and equal treatment with those municipalities 

· who would be subject to· this act subsequent to. the ctate of 

enactment. 

In regard to:. the construction of inclusionary developments 

of which at least 20% are low and moderate in.come units, saLd 

development must .be constructed in .a manner .t.hat the. low and 

moderate units are equally dispaz-sed within said developm~nt. 

It shall be required triat if the_ cfovelopment' is built jn · 

".Sections, that the,re be no -more than 20%',,J.oil;:and moderate i:r!<::ome 

units in each section. The puq..,os-e of ·this provi_sion is to 

;.,guaranty that there be fair intre~ratiorf ot the housing units. 

,.;Sectio11 20£. 

Reimbursement ·:to municipalities for any s.hortf a.11 or 

additional expenditures caus'f;;!d etf;3the installation of improvements 
4.i, -·.-.-,-.---.------..,.. -- , .. __ ,_ -· 
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such as roads or municipal utilities which are not reimbursible 

by the developer pursuant to the law as set forth in Mt. Laut"el 

in regard to municipal subsidy in behalf of such low and moderati:: 

. income housing construction 
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